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MICROPROCESSOR BASED REAL-TIME MODELLING IN
RELATION TO THE VISUAL SYSTEMS OF AN
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT-TRAINING SIMULATOR
SUMMARY
The purpose of this thesis is to show the application of 
modern digital techniques to produce a high speed conputational 
system that has the capability of producing a faster than 
real-time model for the visual systems associated with flight 
simulator systems. A distributed/multiprocessing system was 
chosen due to the increased reliability, flexibility amd 
throughput of the computational process. The system also has the 
advantage of providing increased modulcurity and ease of expansion.
This research is firstly concerned with the development of a 
high resolution graphics system (providing a 1024 by 1024 point 
screen resolution), and the techniques for the production of 
moving visual scenes observed by a pilot vdien flying over a region 
of terrain in a flight simulator. In particular, this work is 
concerned with the real-time simulation of the aerodynamics of the 
aircraft and considers the problems of designing and accessing a 
data base Which represents a model of the terrain.
There are three major design considerations for the real-time 
CGI (Computer Generated Imagery) system of the type required. The 
first is to ensure that all processing for each picture frame is 
performed within a specified time limit. Secondly, the picture 
must have a realistic appearemce and requires realism functions to 
be performed in real-time. The third design consideration is the 
cost.
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FOREWORD
1.0 Introduction
Simulators are widely used for the training of a variety of 
operator skills. Through the use of a simulator it is possible to 
create an environment closely resembling the real-life situation. 
Thus a substantial amount of training of commercial airline pilots 
is accomplished by using aircraft simulators. Other applications 
include the training of road vehicle drivers [1], tank drivers, 
ship's pilots, helicopter pilots and space vehicle pilots [2].
This thesis is concerned with the development of a high 
resolution graphics system and the software for the production of 
moving visual scenes observed by a pilot when flying over a region 
of terrain in a flight simulator. In particular, this work is 
concerned with the real-time simulation of the aerodynamics of the 
aircraft and considers the problems of designing and accessing a 
data base which represents a model of the terrain.
The history of flight simulation spans a period of fifty five 
years, from the first crude attempts, through the well-known Link 
Trainer used in the Second World War, to the very realistic 
present day simulators. As aircraft have become more complex, 
capital and running costs (including fuel prices and maintenance 
charges) have escalated, so the economic viability of the
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Simulator has improved. The simulator now plays an increasingly 
important role in pilot training. Pilots can be taught how to 
control am aircraft under potentially dangerous situations such as 
loss of engine power, braüce failure amd poor weather conditions.
The main components of a flight simulator are as follows :
(1) Flight Deck: The flight deck is am accurate duplicate of a
cockpit of the specific aircraft being simulated. Most of the 
flight deck components used in simulators are the same as those in
the actual aircraft. The flight deck provides the pilot with a
realistic environment with flight controls and the instruments
displaying proper readings.
(2) Hydraulic Suspension System: A comprehensive hydraulic system
is used to provide multi-aucis motion for the flight deck to 
simulate aircraft roll and banking manoeuvers. This system 
provides the pilot with realistic perception of movement (motion 
cues ).
(3) Visual System: This component provides the pilot with
necessary visual information (visual cues) regarding the position 
of the aircraft in relation to the external world. A visual 
display is provided in front of the flight deck windows and allows 
the pilot to view moving images of the terrain over which the 
aircraft is flying. Designers of simulators find that the design
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of a visual system to generate realistic scenes of actual terrain 
is a difficult and technically challenging problem. A pilot must 
be able to fly the simulator by visual information only, and the 
scenes must provide the pilot with a realistic sense of location, 
direction, speed and orientation.
(4) Sound System: The sound system provides the pilot with all 
the sensations of aircraft noise including sounds from engines, 
undercarriage mechanisms ëuid tyre squeal.
(5) Instructor's Console: This console provides the instructor 
with pilot performance data. The instructor may induce veurious 
emergency situations via this console such as an engine catching 
fire or instrument malfunctions.
(6) Computer Control: A computer is used for controlling and 
co-ordinating the activity of each component of the simulator. 
Dependent upon input from the pilot's controls, the computer 
governs the action of the other simulator components. For 
example, it generates the feedback response to the pilot controls, 
instrument readings and control signals for the hydraulic motion 
system.
A flight simulator is, therefore, a composite system of 
considerable complexity which creates am environment closely 
resembling that of a real aircraft. It is a tribute to the
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designers that modern flight simulators are used for the 
certification of pilots. The design of simulators involves a wide 
diversity of techniques from lens optics, mechanical control 
theory, electronic circuitry design to computer science.
2.0 The Flight Simulator Visual System
The visual system used in full scale simulators takes one of 
two forms. The first involves the utilisation of a physical model 
and a closed circuit television (CCTV) system. A detailed model 
of the terrain to be flown over is constructed and a CCTV camera 
traverses this in accordance with the motion of the aircraft. The 
image of the model as seen through the camera lens is projected in 
front of the flight deck windows. Although this type of visual 
system has been the subject of technical improvements over a 
number of years and produces impressive results, it hats the 
following inherent drawbacks :
(1) The terrain model is physically large, typically 30 feet by 50 
feet. The model needs an extensive operating area suid although it 
is usually mounted vertically, the floor space is expensive. The 
models are also difficult to transport.
(2) The model must be precision built to a specific scale, for 
example 1:1500, by craftsmen after careful study of real terrain. 
This is time consuming and expensive; a model of Gatwick Airport
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took more than ten months to construct. Furthurmore, the
duplication or alteration of a model is laborious and expensive.
(3) The CCTV camera optics suffer from depth of field problems. 
It is difficult for a lens system to focus on near and distant 
objects simu 11aneously. This problem can be overcome to a certain 
degree by reducing the camera aperture size, but this reduction is 
limited by diffraction effects which cause degradation of picture 
quality. The lens of the camera also has the drawback that it 
must be positioned extremely near to the model for taxi-ing, 
landing or take-off manoeuvers calling for precision gantry
control and the use of small aperture optical probes.
(4) The requirement for small aperture camera lenses implies that 
the model must be uniformly lit to a high intensity by a closely 
packed array of fluorescent tubes. The tubes are sensitive to
temperature change so elaborate air cooling systems are needed.
The light produced by the tubes alter the perceived colour of the 
terrain so that specially prepared paints must be used for the 
model.
( 5 ) The control arm of the Ccunera restricts the freed<xn of 
movement of the camera over the model and, under certain 
circumstances, produces a camera shadow.
The CCTV visual system has been used for many years but now
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new simulators employ a second type of visual systems based upon 
Computer Generated Imagery (CGI). This type of system makes use 
of a computer which, from digital data representing the world 
model, generates moving images of the terrain being flown over. 
CGI systems proved to have immediate advantages. The physical 
area required for the model is drastically reduced by the use of a 
stored representation amd since data within a computer memory may 
readily be manipulated, the model is easily altered or duplicated. 
Replacement of the ceunera and gantry system disposes of their 
associated problems and, as the scene produced by a CGI system has 
am infinite depth of field, there are no focusing problems. The 
need for elaborate lighting is eliminated and full six degrees 
freedom of movement may be simulated. CGI visual systems have, 
therefore, attracted interest from simulator designers.
Of the CGI systems suitable for use in flight simulators, 
there are two distinct types. The first, the most common and 
eaeily produced, depicts night-time terrain scenes. The scenes 
aare essentially composed of runway markers amd street lighting, 
which are represented by points of coloured light, amd a runway 
surface amd horizon glow band which are represented by defocused 
strips of colour. This type of CGI system is commercially 
availaüDle, for example the Red if on "Novoview" system [3] amd the 
Link-Miles Visulink Point/Scan Night Visual System.
The second type of CGI system suitaüsle produces day-time
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scenes within which fully illustrated objects are depicted. This 
type of system has many associated design problems, the large 
amount of data needed to represent even sinple scenes being 
difficult to process c[uickly enough for real-time movement of 
image. The scene produced must be realistic which invloves 
removing hidden surfaces amd the use of a display system that is 
caq>able of generating solid areas of colour with a facility for 
shading and texturing. So far, present day-time CGI visual 
systems are limited in capacity and produce very stylised images. 
Work in this area is continuing both in the U.K. amd U.S.A. 
[5,6,7,8].
Although CGI systems at first seem am ideal solution to the 
problem of producing moving visual scenes for use in a simulator, 
there are a number of difficulties to be overcome. First, the 
system must utilise a display device suitable for displaying 
moving solid objects. This involves the use of a raster-scanned 
screen controlled by a device which must be capable of displaying 
complete display frames at a minimum rate of 25 times per second, 
as a lower screen update rate produces flicker. The use of TV 
standards allows standard TV monitors to be used as a suitable 
display screen although commercial simulators employ a projection 
system.
The second difficulty is that the terrain model must be 
represented by a numerical data base which must be suitably
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created. Thirdly, in order that moving images be produced, the 
display device must be supplied with new information at the 
display frame rate of 25 times per second otherwise the images 
will appeau: to move jerkily. This invloves ensuring that the
extraction of relevemt data from the data base during a simulation 
run is performed within the aüDove time constraint. The extraction 
of data function must also allow for the rapid alteration of 
viewpoint so that no delay is experienced in producing a required 
sequence of new display frames when, for exairple, there is a 
sudden change in the flight path.
The fourth difficulty in developing a suitable CGI system is 
that a great eunount of processing must be devoted to generating a 
realistic image. This involves removal of all hidden surfaces, 
constraining the image to the bounds of the display screen and 
adding facilities such as shading and texturing of objects. Since 
the human eye can easily detect real auid unreal scenes, the image 




Modelling of a real-time system in a micro-computer is 
achieved by simulation of the real-time system as its variables 
change with time. A model in this context is a set of variables 
representing the principle features of the real-time system and a 
set of computer instructions representing the laws or decision 
rules that determine how these features are modified as time 
progresses.
The time scale of the computer may be such that the computer 
variables vary faster or slower than the real-life variables. We 
may thus speak of "fast-time", "slow-time", or "real-time" 
simulation. The latter case is important because parts of the 
actual system being studied can be connected up to the computer, 
and their actual responses used in lieu of the conputer 
representations. Another possibility is to use the model as a 
training device for human controllers. The model can be made to
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Simulate the behaviour of a complex piece of machinery, such as an 
aircraft or nuclear reactor, so that trainee staff can leam to 
control the actual machinery by practicing with the model. The 
model when used in this way is called a "simulator".
The most basic categorisation of models relates to the "time 
base" on which model events occur, three main types of a 
simulation model can be used :
(1) Continuous change models
In this type of model, the real-life system is represented by 
a set of continuous variables, changing continuously with time 
according to a set of differential equations. There are no 
stochastic effects. The time paths resulting are smooth curves.
Continuous change models are appropriate for representing the 
motions of physical systems acted on by Newtonian or classical 
electromechanical forces.
(2) Fixed-period models
In this type of model, time is broken up into a set of finite 
periods amd model variables are allowed to change at the end of 
time periods only. The variables aure continuous quantities. The 
manner in which they chamge is specified by a set of difference
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equations relating values at the current time-period to those at 
the immédiatley previous time-period. Very often stochastic or 
error terms are included in these difference equations to 
represent the fact that the variables are only somewhat loosely 
connected with one auiother in the real-life system because many 
minor unpredictable influences also affect their 
inter-relationship. Fixed-period models have been used mostly in 
Econometrics, where data is available only on a period basis.
(3) Discrete event models
In this type of model, the variables are discrete quantities 
representing states of entities in the system. Interactions 
between entities taken place at discrete points in time only, 
separated by intervals of inactivity. Such interactions are
usually known sls "events". Time is advanced usually from each 
event to the next. At each step, all system changes implicit in 
current events are made and auiy new events called are added to a 
future events list. The actual timing of events is usually 
affected by stochastic factors. Discrete event models are 
applicable to a wide range of problems concerned with systems of 
moving units. They have been used to model neutron flow in 
nuclear reactors, transport systems, and interaction of combat 
units on the battle field.
Continuous change models can conveniently be run on analogue
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computers, if high accuracy is not required. Fixed-period amd 
discrete event models, on the other hamd, dealing am they do with 
discrete chamges separate in time, are more suited to the digital 
computer.
A second category relates to the ramge sets of a model's 
descriptive variables. The model is a discrete state model if its 
variables assume a discrete set of values; it is continuous state 
if their ranges can be represented by real numbezrs amd is mixed 
state if both kinds of variables are present.
A third category incorporates ramdcmi vauriables in the model 
description. In a deterministic model no such ramdom vauriables 
appear. A probabilistic or stochamtic model contains at learnt one 
such variable.
A fourth way of categorising models relates to the manner in 
which the model considers the real system to interact with its 
environment. If the real system is assumed by the model to be cut 
off from all influences of its environment, the model is said to 
be autonomous. A nonautonomous model, allows for the influence of 
the environment, it has input vauriables whose values aure not 
controlled by the model.
A fifth category relates to whether the rules of interaction 
of a model explicitly depend on time. A model is time invariant
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if the rules of interaction core stated entirely in terms of the 
values that the descriptive variables can assume. In a time 
vairying model, time may enter explicitly as an argument of the 
rules of interaction.
A sixcth category of models relates to whether their responses 
are or are not influenced by paist history.
1.2 Aircraft Simulators
simulators have been used exctensively over the past years in 
the design euid development of aircraft, particularly in the auea 
of hcuidling qualities. In general, simulators can be grouped into 
three major categories: stationaxry ground-based, moving
ground-based, amd airboxme. Each type has advantages and 
disadvantages amd associated fidelity of simulation.
1.2.1 Airborne Simulation
Airborne simulation ham been accomplished by utilising a 
variety of vehicles. Mamy types of reseaurch amd pilot-training 
airborne vehicles, such as fixed amd rotary-wing 
variable-stability aircraft, var iab le-cont ro 1- fee 1-sy s tern
aircraft, amd even stamdard production airplames, have been used 
to simulate other aircraft. However, the terms "in-flight" or
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"airborne” simulator usually refer to a variable-stability 
airplsme. This type of simulator can be mechanised utilising a 
response-feedback system or a model-controlled system.
1.2.1.1 Airborne Flight Simulator Systems
1.2.1.1.1 Response-Feedback System
Many of the veuriable stability airplanes that have been used 
as airborne simulators were mechanised with response feedback 
systems. With this type of system, the static stability 2uid 
damping of the base airplane are augmented by a displacement and 
rate-feedback signal as shown for the longitudinal mode in Figure 
1.1 .
Airborne simulators of the response-feedback type are best 
suited for performing general research on vehicle handling 
qualities, such as eui evaluation of the effect of stability and 
damping, roll-to-yaw ratio, emd the ratio of roll-control 
frequency to the basic natural frequency.
A disadvantage of this type of system for simulating a 
specific vehicle is apparent from its mechanisation. The 
simulation is derived from the base airplane by adding incremental 
changes to the stability parameters of the base airplane. Thus,
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the stability and control chciracteristics, as well gls the flight 
condition of the base airpleme, must be known accurately in order 
to calculate the required feedback gain settings. Another 
disadvemtage of the system is that, once the setup is attained, a 
measure of the exact characteristics simulated is difficult and is 
obtained only by using the usual methods of extracting aircraft 
flight derivatives. This type of system is relatively inflexible. 
Programs with minimal changes or of limited scope are acceptable, 
but programs that require many changes for exact simulation can 
result in a high percentage of downtime or setup calibration. 
More ccxnplete simulation programs, such as varying the stability 
as a function of flight conditions or angle of attack, would 
require a rather conplex mechanisation using the response-feedback 
system approach and an extremely complicated amd time-consuming 
calibration.
1.2.1.1.2 Model-Controlled System
A model-controlled system can be implemented in several 
different forms. Figure 1.2 shows the prefilter approach for the 
longitudinal mode. The system consists of an electronic model of 
the desired pitch response to a pilot's elevator-control input and 
a high-gain closed-loop system that drives the base airplane's 
pitch response to follow that of the model. The model cam be as 
simple as a first-order transfer function mechanised with a 
passive network or as complex as six-degree-of-freedom equations
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of motion with nonlinear coefficients programmed on an airborne 
computer.
1.2.1.2 In-Flight Simulation For Training
In-flight simulation offers the possibility of simulating the 
response characteristics, or handling qualities, of a tramsport 
ad.rcraft in a completely reailistic mamner, in the actual flight 
environment. In general, this simulation cam take either of two 
forms; totail in-flight simulation or relatively simple variable 
stability aircraft.
1.2.1.2.1 Total In-Flight Simulation
Total in-flight simulation (TIFS) is defined as simulation 
that comPines the correct significamt environment of the pilot 
with the correct sensations of flight. The environment is 
provided by placing the pilot in a cockpit that has the proper 
flight controls, instruments, amd external vision. The sensation 
of flight, which must include accelerations amd motions due to the 
pilot's commands amd to disturbamces, aire achieved by making this 
cockpit a part of am airplame which responds in the required 
mamner to the pilot's commamds amd to disturbances. The proper 
response of the airplame is achieved by the variable stability 
principle.
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1.2.1.2.2 Simple Variable Stability Airplame
The simple vauriable stability airplane does not include the 
sepairate cockpit of the TIFS, amd its variable stability equipment 
is more rudimentary tham that of the TIFS. It would not include 
direct control of lift or lateral forces, although it might 
include control of thrust or drag. Thus, it would not be able to 
accurately reproduce such effects as those produced by large 
sepauration between the pilot amd the center of gravity. Rather, 
it would be capable of producing motions of the same general 
nature aa those of large airline aircraft. Nor would it reproduce 
the cockpit view and general environment of these ad.rcraft. This 
form of in-flight simulation would make it possible to eaqpose 
trainee pilots to a wide variety of response characteristics amd 
to prepaire them for the types of handling qualities Which they 
will experience in large transport aircraft.
1.2.2 Ground-Baaed Simulation
Although in-flight methods offer a meams for realistically 
amd accurately simulating the flight-control chauracteristics of 
aircraft, there are mamy aream of ground-baused flight simulation 
where existing methods are superior to either in-flight simulation 
or flight in the actual plane.
Ground-batsed simulation is well adapted to simulating the
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management of the many complex mechanical, electrical and 
hydraulic systems that will be a paurt of the aircraft. Econcmiy 
amd the ability to simulate failures that should not, amd probably 
could not on a controllable basis, be experienced in flight make 
ground simulation the cleaurly preferred method in this airea. This 
method of simulation is also the logical one for taisks which 
involve the mamagement of the performamce capabilities of the 
airplame. These would include operation of the airplame in 
accordance with plamned flight profiles, traffic control 
procedures, cruise control amd coping with changes to these 
preplanned procedures. Crew integration training cam probaibly 
best be performed in ground-simulators, since this integration 
involves the establishment of proper coordination between pilots 
amd flight engineer in the mamagement of the mamy mechamisms amd 
systems of the airplame, rather tham the actual control of the 
flight path of the airplane.
1.2.2.1 Visual Simulation
The ideal visual system for takeoff and lamding cam be 
described very simply. It should contain the following two 
capabilities :
1. Unlimited freedom of mamoeuver. The ideal system should 
have unlimited capability to simulate aircraft mamoeuvers 
in six degrees of freedom over any portion of terrain
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Within a 15 to 20 miles radius around the airport where 
the landing will take place.
2. High quality presentation. The picture quality displayed 
to the pilot should contain real-world fidelity in full 
colour over the entire field for every portion of the 
flight path. If these two fundamental parameters are 
achieved, various subsystems can be devised to degrade or 
fog the picture, simulate weather effects, amd, thereby, 
provide a true visual simulation.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the operations required to generate a 
two-dimensional perspective picture of a three-dimensional object; 
in this caise a model of the airport and surrounding city lights. 
First, the model is generated by specifying the X,Y,Z locations of 
all point sources of light and the end points of all lines in a 
ground coordinate system. These coordinates are then stored as a 
list in the computer memory. Next in real time, the position amd 
attitude of the aircraft with respect to the ground coordinate 
system aure used to compute a 4x4 rotational matrix, which, in 
turn, is used to trams form the airport model into a coordinate 
system centered at the nominal viewing position of the pilot amd 
aligned with the aucis system of the aircraft. The trams formed 
coordinates axe tested to see if they are within the pilot’s field 
of view. Lights outside the field of view are eliminated, amd 
that portion of lines outside the field of view is clipped off.
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Finally, a perspective transformation is applied to the remaining 
visible elements to form a two dimensional image. All these 
calculations must be performed faat enough to generate perspective 
pictures with reasonable detail in real time.
The advantages of computer graphics over TV are:
1. High precision and resolution.
2. No servomechanisms ( no dynamic lags ).
3. No TV camera or optics (no depth-of-fieId problem).
4. Easy to program new airports.
5. Moving lights possible (other aircraft, strobe lights, 
surface traffic, flashing obstruction lights).
6. Side-window scenes possible.
In flight, the pilot of an aircraft is subjected to the 
effects of a dynamic force environment. The effects of this 
environment on his control of the aircraft can be advantageous or 
disadvantageous. Disadvantageous effects can arise from the 
forces on the pilot caused by turbulence and maneuvering. These 
cause spatial disorientation, motion sickness, or the
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physiological effects of gravity. On the other hand, advantageous 
effects can arise which cam be identified ais providing the pilot 
with veridical information about the motion of the aircraft. 
These aure, in general, transient motions resulting from turbulence 
or malfunctions, amd those motions that are the result of the 
pilot's own control activity. Simulators with motion systems 
reproduce two types of motion. Motion cues arising external to 
the pilot control loop can be called disturbance motion. This 
results from turbulence amd amy failure of a component in the 
airframe, equipment or engines which results in aircraft motion 
that is unexpected by the pilot. Motion cues arising within the 
control loop cam be called mamoeuver motion. This motion results 
from the pilot initiating a change in the motion of the aircraft 
in order to achieve a different heatding, heicpit, or attitude.
1.3 Distributed/Multiprocessor Systems
The advent of the third generation of microprocessor systems 
has resulted in a laurge increase in computational power. This 
conputational power is however limited with a typical third 
generation microprocessor having the capability of executing 
approximately one million instructions per second ( 1 MIP ). 
Although this computational power is laurge, it represents am 
absolute limit which cannot be exceeded.
The current trend to bypass this limit has been the
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development of multi-microcomputer systems. Such systems consist 
of a conglomeration of cooperating, individual microccxnputer 
systems, where each microcomputer system consists of a 
microccxnputer, software amd peripherals. These multi-processor 
systems are a direct derivation from techniques that have long 
been in use in mainframe computing. Typically a modern mainframe 
computer will consist of one or more central processing units 
surrounded by front end (I/O ) processors which may then in turn 
connect to intelligent terminals or other systems by remote 
communication links. Current systems have taücen these techniques 
and applied the low cost, high performance technology available 
today to produce the modem distributed processor system.
The use of distributed processing accrues several advauitages 
to the user. The reliability and survivability of a system is 
greatly increased due to the distribution and duplication of 
system units in the processing system. The user gains more 
processing power, typically in a well designed system this cam be 
almost 100% of every processing unit in the system. The system 
will have increamed responsiveness as it is capable of executing 
jobs in parallel with other tasks unlike the serial response of a 
single processor system. Distributed processing systems give the 
advamtage of providing increased modularity amd ease of expamsion 




A simple interactive computer graphics system can be formed 
from a general purpose computer, an output device to draw pictures 
and an input device to enable the software resident within the 
computer to be controlled. The most popular output device to be 
used for this purpose consists of a vector generator unit and a 
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) which together are capable of producing 
line drawings. When interactive computer graphics was first
realised, it was claimed to be the ultimate solution to the 
man/machine ccxnmunication problem.
One of the first authoritative papers on the topic of 
computer graphics was by Sutherland [9], who described a system 
called "Sketchpad". This system enebled an operator to construct 
and view two-dimensional line drawings interactively. The
operator sat in front of a display screen and, using a light pen 
and control box, could add lines to or delete lines from the 
picture displayed upon the screen. The light pen was used to 
locate line intersection points, line end points and line segments 
of entities within the displayed picture. Having located an
entity the operator used the control box to "call up" drawing 
functions, for excunple, draw line, delete line and move line. The 
data representing the contents of the display screen was
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dynamically generated by the control computer vdiile the operator 
was using the system. This data was stored on magnetic tape at 
the end of processing, so permanent copies of drawings were kept.
Although primarily developed to investigate interactive 
computer principles, the Sketchpad system was used for
two-dimensional Ccnnputer Aided Design (CAD). A bridge 
construction network could be quickly specified in a graphical
mode by the operator and the control computer could calculate the
forces at various stress points. These forces were presented on 
the display screen along with a picture of the bridge
construction. The construction of the bridge could be easily 
cunmended by the operator and new forces were then quickly
re-calculated. Thus, design of the bridge warn performed on a
dynamic basis which proved very effective.
The work initiated by Sutherland at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology continued amd a three-dimensional version 
of the Sketchpad was soon developed. The new version, called 
"Sketchpad III", was developed by Johnson [10] and was based upon 
the same hardwaure components ais the original Sketchpad. The 
Sketchpad III system warn used to create amd display
three-dimensional objects which were depicted in plam, front amd 
end elevations amd am perspective line drawings. As with the
original Sketchpad, this new system could only build up objects by 
a line-by-line construction method.
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Many systems based upon interactive computer graphics and 
designed for specific applications were developed [11,12,13], but 
they were limited in capacity and generality. The only displayed 
static line drawings of a simple construction representing single 
objects. No facilities for the removal of hidden lines were 
provided amd it warn realised that a solution to the hidden line 
problem was needed to enhamce realism and clarity of scenes
produced. It was furthur realised that CAD could be used in mamy
design fields and this stimulated demamd for a general purpose
graphics system.
Chasen [14] developed a CAD system for the design of aircraft 
components including fuselage amd wheel pods. The system had a 28 
function control box capability and supported limited hidden line 
removal. This warn the first of many computer graphics
aypplications devoted to the aircraft industry.
1.4.2 Dedicated Hardweire
Although general purpose computers could successfully support 
interactive computer graphics, they could only support very 
limited real-time CGI ( for the production of moving scenes ). Thus 
dedicated hardwaure was needed but development warn restricted 
because of the high costs involved. Some dedicated haxdwaxe 
systems are briefly reviewed to provide a historical background.
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The purpose of dedicated hardware in a computer graphics 
system is to remove processing effort frcmi the computer which is 
usually a general purpose machine. The aunount of processing 
needed to display a three-dimensional scene is laurge. For 
example, a scene consisting of 1,000 vectors being dynaimically 
displayed at 30 frames per second would require neaurly one million 
aurithmetic operations, mostly multiplication amd division, to be 
performed per second.
One of the first graphics systems to incorporate a 
significamt amount of special processing haurdwaure warn the Adage 
Graphics Terminal (AGT) which was built in 1968 by Hagam et al 
[15]. This system used a special hybrid aurray processor placed 
between the control ccmputer amd vector generator unit. The 
processing capability of this hybrid aurray warn dependent upon the 
application of the AGT system. If two-dimensional scenes were to 
be produced, ais in the AGTIO system, then the hybrid array was 
only capable of performing simple scaling and positioning 
calculations. However, if the system warn required to display 
three-dimensional scenes, aus in the AGT30 and AGT50 systems, then 
the hybrid aurray was capable of performing scaling, rotation, 
trams lat ion amd perspective depth trams format ions. The AGT 
systems were capable of displaying 5,000 flicker free vectors upon 
a normal CRT screen. A prominent feature of the system was 
vauriable depth cueing. This wais performed by fading the intensity 
of lines in a scene as they moved away from the viewer. The AGT
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systems proved to be very popular and were successfully marketed.
The next popular graphics system to be produced in 1970 by 
the Evans and Sutherland Computer Corporation [16] employed more 
dedicated hardwaire than the AGT system. It contained the, now 
frequently used, matrix multiplier to perform the necessary data 
trcuisformations along with a clipping divider to provide direct 
two-dimensional scaling, positioning and windowing. The LDS-1 
incorporated a normal vector generator and CRT display. The 
system had a special memory amd processor unit to control the 
management of data storage on mapping basis. This involved the 
partitioning of the three-dimensional scenes into sections. Each 
section was accessed as required amd the data representing that 
section passed through the matrix multiplier. The result was a 
two-dimensional picture which could be scaled auid positioned upon 
the display screen by the clipping divider. Thus, a portion of a 
scene of amy size could be extracted and examined. The LDS-1 
system was capable of dynamically displaying 2,500 vectors at a 
rate of 30 frames per second.
1.4.3 Graphical I/O Devices
The input amd output devices chosen for a graphics system are 
normaly dependent upon the specific application so that operator 
interactive procedures are optimised. The visual ouput device for 
graphics systems usually produces mono—pictures but two graphics
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systems which used output devices based upon the concept of stereo 
pairs are of interest.
The first, by Sutherlemd [17], used a pair of miniature CRT 
displays, one positioned in front of each of the operator's eyes 
to produce a three-dimensional picture of a single object. The 
CRT's were mounted upon a head set which was connected to a 
mechanical sensor to record the position and orientation of the 
operator's head. As the operator walked around, the positional 
data was fed into a computer which controlled the production of 
new images on the CRT units. In this way the operator was able to 
walk around an imaginary object. Unfortunately, the operator 
tended to lose track of his location. Having a collection of 
objects to walk euround would have provided the operator with more 
reference points for location. An ultrasonic head position sensor 
was also used with some success.
The second graphics system used to generate stereo pictures 
was described by Ophir [18]. Two pictures of the same object were 
projected onto a colour screen, such that each picture appeeured in 
a different colour. The two pictures could appear as one, 
producing a single perspective depth picture by the use of special 
colour filter glasses. The advantage of this system was that a 
large audience could view the perspective picture providing each 
viewer was supplied with the pair of special glasses.
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Up until now, line drawing displays based upon vector drawing 
were the most common, being eeisy to use and economical. However, 
a cursive display based upon a raster-scemned screen was becoming 
more popular because it was available at a low cost, easily 
maintained and readily manufactured. Raster-scamned displays were 
in demand as they are capable of depicting much more realistic 
scenes than line drawing displays because they could produce a 
picture consisting of coloured surfaces. The development of 
rcister-sccin displays has been a controversial topic as reviewed by 
Newman [19].
1.4.4 Graphical Softwaure Packages
The purpose of a graphic software package is to provide a 
libraury of graphical functions which may be integrated into am 
application program to free a programmer from the chore of writing 
machine dependent instructions. Early packages were capable of 
converting simple two-dimensional code into control instructions 
for a vector generator or, more usually, for a drum plotter 
device.
Typical instructions took the form of:
1. LINE(X,Y):- draw a line from present pen or beam position 
to point (X,Y).
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2. MOVE(X,Y):- move pen or beam to position (X,Y).
3. CIRC(X,Y,R):- draw a circle with centre at (X,Y) with
radius R. (This was an advanced two-dimensional
instruction).
Later graphics packages enabled more comprehensive 
instructions to be embedded into an application program. These 
involved three-dimensional graphical functions and typical 
instructions were:
1. TRANS(X,Y,Z,Xs,Ys):- perform a perspective depth 
tramsformation on the point (X,Y,Z) amd store the results 
in (Xs,Ys).
2. ROTA(A,X,Y,Z,d):- rotate the point (X,Y,Z) through d 
degrees along aucis number A.
3. NEWVP(X,Y,Z):- position the viewpoint at point (X,Y,Z), 
( these variables are used in perspective depth 
functions).
These types of instruction calls are normally used in 
non-interactive graphics systems vdiere offline production of line 
drawings on a drum plotter aure required. There have been mamy
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attempts at producing a general purpose graphics software package 
amd GINO-F is commonly used in the U.K. GINO-F is a set of 
librairy functions which may be called from a FORTRAN application 
program. This package has been popular because of the widespread 
use of FORTRAN and the ease of integration of the GINO—F routines. 
The use of FORTRAN for graphics applications has been doubted 
however by Newmam amd Sproull [20] vbo question the persistent use 
of FORTRAN. They consider that the performamce of FORTRAN is 
"abysmal" because of the inability of the lamguage to handle the 
complex data structures required for graphics systems.
Other packages exist, for example, GPGS (General Purpose 
Graphics Softwaure) which is popular in Norway and U.S.A., and GCS 
(Graphics Compatibility System). However, these types of graphics 
packages aure not suitable for use in a flight-simulator system 
because they aure too slow for real-time implementation amd require 
a laurge memory space for operation.
1.4.5 Data Structure Techniques
A three-dimensional scene consisting of a number of straight 
line segments can be easily assimilated by a viewer, yet cam 
contain mamy complex line relationships. Special data structures 
are required for the storage, in computer memory, of 
three-dimensional graphical information. The form of the data 
structure used depends upon the application of the graphics
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system. There sure basically two types of computer graphics 
applications which need different data structuring techniques. 
Firstly, there is interactive computer graphics which demand data 
structures which are easily manipulated, enabling an operator to 
have the facility to delete or cunend portions of the scene viewed. 
Many interactive graphics systems employ hierarchical ring type 
data structures because of their access capabilities amd 
flexibility. Hierarchical ring data structures permit a
reasonable system response rate, allow complex pictures to be 
constructed and recorded amd they enable the operator to construct 
a picture in levels, each level being a step lower into the 
structure.
The second type of computer graphics application call for the 
storage of static data. The prime design criterion of a data 
structure for this application is the speed of access to required 
data. Often, for such a system, flexible data structures axe 
abandoned for simpler, more rigid structures, since they do not 
provide fast enough response rates. Thus, suitable structuring of 
data cam improve the response rate of a computer graphics system 
and cam aid the production of a real-time (moving) CGI scene.
Basic data structures, together with sophisticated data 
structures, have been categorised by Dodd [21] but, ais shown by 
Williams [22], no one structure is ideal for graphical systems.
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Simple data structures lack flexibility, complex structures 
may grow tediously intricate, entailing lengthy access paths. 
Although papers have been published on the subject of designing 
data structures for computer graphics applications 
[23,24,25,26,27], most reach the conclusion that the lack of being 
able to specify formally a particular structure, leads to the ad 
hoc manner of designing structures for graphics systems. To 
design a suitable data structure which is acceptable both in 
memory storage and processing speeds for specified system 
requirements is one of the main problems in ccxnputer graphics 
today.
1.4.6 Real-Time CGI Applied to Flight Simulation
Ever since the production of the first CGI of a
three-dimensional scene, the question heis arisen: "How can it be
made to move?". Initially, this problem was resolved by allowing 
the viewpoint to be moved in small steps which enabled scenes to
be generated collectively producing the illusion of a moving
picture.
With interactive computer graphics systems, there is a
trade-off between complexity and processing time. However, for
real-time production of moving scenes the sequence of composite
frames must be generated at a rate of 25 times per second. Thus,
this trade-off situation does not exist for real-time graphics.
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Research and development of real-time graphics systems has always 
concentrated on producing as real a picture eus possible for the 
given time constraint with a limitation of the costs involved. In 
effect, the trade-off is between realism emd cost.
Producing a CGI system for use in flight simulator 
applications is the most challenging of CGI applications. A 
general purpose computer is used to control the various modules of 
a flight simulator emd so employing a computerised visual module 
is attractive to create a unified system.
The first types of CGI systems for flight simulators produced 
pictures consisting of entirely points of light, thus representing 
a night-time scene. These systems eu:% still widely used today.
The demand for a more realistic scene brought about the 
utilisation of colour raster-scem devices. Hence, day-time scenes 
were considered for flight simulator applications but the 
following realism factors also needed suitable development :
1. Perspective location of horizon amd all objects.
2. Occultation.
3. Clipping of a given scene.
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8. Smoothing of edges on the raister-scan display.
One of the first real-time CGI systems, based upon 
raster-scan techniques, to be used for visual simulation purposes 
was delivered to the NASA Manned Space Centre in 1967 [43]. This 
three chamnel system (three viewing "windows") had a scan rate of 
625 lines every 40 milliseconds and had a display capability of 
240 edges which were taken from em environment data base of also 
240 edges.
An enhanced version of the system described above was 
delivered to the Naval Air Training Facility at Kingsville in 
Texeis in 1972. This new system, again three channel, could depict 
525 lines every ( 1/30 )th second and had a display capability of 
512 edges taken from a 2000 edge data base.
Both the above systems, although catering for hidden surface 
removal, were priced at over a million dollars each and did not
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support the full range of realism effects listed above. An 
interesting experimental CGI system used for day-time flight 
simulator applications was built by the General Electric Company 
in 1975 for the T-37B jet trainer aircraft. As reported by 
Beardsly [44], this experimental system employed a great deal of 
hardware which was contained within two modules. The first module 
was a large and very fast dual processor general purpose ccxnputer. 
The second module was a special processor which consisted of 16 
sepairate processor units, each housed in a large rack cabinet. 
This system was very expensive but could display 2,500 edges per 
channel every 33 milliseconds. A maximum of 256 objects could be 
displayed and each surface could have one of 64 shades of grey. 
The scenes produced by this system were monotone only and did not 
include a great deal of detail. For the first time though, the 
detail content of a scene was variable during real-time operation 
of the system.
There have since been a number of CGI systems for flight 
simulation purposes [45,46]. Details of one of the latest were 
published by Schnitzer [47] on behalf of the Singer Company in 
1976. Again a large amount of hardware was enployed but the 
capabilities of the system were impressive. The system could 
display 5,600 face boudaries, with 256 edge intersections per scan 
line, every (1/30)th second. Each surface could have one of 64 
distinct colours in each primary colour giving a range of 262,144 
colour hues. Edges of objects were smoothed and the system
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supported the removal of hidden surfaces. However, no texture was 
possible and again the system was very expensive, due to the Icurge 
amount of hardware involved.
Since the introduction of the above system, there have been 
many CGI systems for flight simulators developed [48,49,50] but no 
one system provides the full range of realism capabilities listed 
earlier and most have been very expensive to purchase.
1.5 Summary of Chapter
Considerations of the commercial requirements of a 
computer—generated display for use in flight simulators leads to 
the choice of a colour display system working at a minimum of 25 
frames per second. The high data rate and required experimental 
flexibility suggests the requirement for a multiprocessor system, 
which performs separate tasks in a parallel algorithm.
A basic system (Figure 1.4) of the required type would be 
composed of:
1. A joystick representing the pilot controls (i.e. 
aileron, rudder, elevator, thrust, etc.).
2. A real-time model (section 1.1) of the aircraft 
equations, v^ich simulate the aircraft aerodynamics using
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the input from the joystick controls to update the 
position emd attitude of the aircraft.
3. Real-time control software, which:
1. Gets the three-dimensional terrain model fron the 
data storage file.
2. Uses the updated values from the simulation package 
to form the new trams formation matrices that are used 
to reposition the image (terrain model).
4. Pre-picture processing (section 1.4.6) which performs 
hidden surface removal, clipping, shading amd perspective 
projection. The data is then reformatted to form buffers 
of the required format for the specific graphics system, 
to display the projected image.
The multiprocessor system chosen for the aircraft 
aerodynaunics simulation was the MC68000 system. The system 
hardware and software description are given in chapters 2 amd 3 
respectively.
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REAL TIME MULTI-PROCESSING SYSTEM HARDWZVRE DESCRIPTION
2.1 The University of Bath Distributed Processing System
Distributed processing has the following advantages:-
(1) A distributed processing scheme increases throughput of a 
computational process by enabling the sub-division of the process 
to separate tasks that may be calculated in parallel on separate 
processors and, due to the inherent high power of the individual 
processors, this sub-division may be made at very obvious 
sub-levels in the overall process, as oppossed to individual 
calculation levels in array processors.
(2) The individual processors are already 'intelligent' éuid will 
function in such a means as to allow simple debugging procedures 
that can be applied to the separate sub-tasks.
(3) A dedicated distributed processing system is flexible, it can 
be simply expanded to cover more complex tasks and should be 
simple to reprogram to facilitate the solution of a very different
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computational task.
(4) The software needed to make the system function can be 
developed on an individual system, the overall speed of the 
computations assessed and then applied to the distributed system. 
Thus separating out software development and the application of 
the software to a distributed parallel processing system , enables 
the throughput of the software to be much higher. This higher 
throughput is of obvious advantage as software development rarely 
falls below 50% and can exceed 85% of the total development cost 
of the system, both in man-hours and in capital cost.
The micro-processor used as the system basis is the Motorola 
MC68000. The MC68000 is superior in its arithmetic calculations, 
the speed of bus accesses and its extensive instruction set, 
compared to its rivals.
The MC68000 is a 16 bit microprocessor that can run at up to
12.5 MHz clock rate. The processor can handle 8 bit (byte), 16 
bit (word), 32 bit (long word) and individual bit and binary coded 
decimal data types. It has a very comprehensive and large set 
(18) of 32 bit internal registers, 7 address, 8 data, 2 stack 
pointers and a status register. There are 7 interrupt levels with 
256 interrupt vectors. The processor can access its data bus both 
synchronously and asynchronously and controls direct memory access 
arbitration. The MC68000 has a system of traps for locating 
illegal instructions, odd addresses, bus exceptions and calls to
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executive routines, with two states of privilege (user or 
supervisor) that enable monitor and user programs to be virtually 
independent of each other, (mainly for isolating 'protected' 
operations, eg. I/O operations, from the user).
The processor features full bus arbitration to allow the use 
of direct memory access by other devices or allow a very tightly 
coupled multi-processor scheme with individual processors sheuring 
the same bus.
The MC68000 has a large family of support chips vrtiich are 
dedicated 68000 family devices (which are specifically developed 
for the MC68000) and fully compatibile with the MC6800 and MC6809 
"families". This large range of devices, covering coranunications 
devices, direct memory access, memory management and peripheral 
drivers greatly simplifies the designer's task vdien constructing a 
processing system.
2.2 System Specification
The system is capable of multi-processor operation with high 
speed transfer of data between individual processors.
The distributed processing system, based on individual 
processing units is connected by a dedicated communications link.
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The system is based on a double Euro-caxd standeurd rack per 
individual processing unit. These racks have either 9 or 22 slot 
double Euro-card extended depth (210mm) caurd positions, which 
would provide the necessary expansion space for future development 
work. As each individual system was to function as a stand alone 
unit, each processing unit had to be provided with memory auid 
peripherals. The basic hardware rec[uirements are :-
( 1 ) Hardware reset to monitor software.
(2) Capability of communication via two RS232 standard serial I/O 
ports.
( 3 ) Random access memory expandable in steps of more than 64 
kilo-bytes.
(4) Front panel control, status and information displays.
(5) Hardware capability to improve the MC68000's mathematical 
ability.
(6) Graphics capability for display of data.
(7) Direct memory access for high speed peripheral devices.
(8) Rotating disk storage.
The features of the system are:
( 1 ) The system is flexible and expandable. Users of the system 
are able to reconfigure and reprogram in the minimum of time and
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Without unnecessairy con^lications.
( 2 ) The basic unit functions as a micro-computer to run aui 
operating system and high level programming languages. This is 
especially advantageous with regard to software development time. 
The addition of the programming tools and languages that a micro 
computer operating system can provide, will reduce the time spent 
on software development by more than 50%.
(3 ) The individual processing units are capable of direct digital 
control (D.D.C.). This function is an obvious follow through frcxn 
real-time simulation, as if a system is capable of simulating the 
response of a dynamic system, a logical step can be to provide 
control signals for the real system.
(4) The system is based on a double Euro-card to provide necessary 
flexibility and interchangeability of functions.
2.3 Description of Hardware
The system is implemented on a single double Euro-card to 
provide the necessary flexiblity. Items such as graphic 
controllers or disc controllers are not required in every 
processing unit, but they are needed to be transportable between 
units. A system block diagram is shown in Figure 2.1 [89].
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2.3.1 Central Processing Unit
The central processor card contains all the bus drivers and 
controls to enable the MC68000 to communicate and control 
operations on the backplane. The card can be partitioned into a 
set of logical sub-functions ;-
(1) Address and data control.
(2) Control line generation.
(3) Halt, reset and interrupt acknowledge state machines.
(4) Function code and interrupt request decoding/encoding.
(5 ) Memory map decodes.
(6) Clock, bus timeout and timing strobes generation.
(7) Buffer control and interrupt acknowledge traps.
(8 ) Power up reset and halt.
The C.P.U. card provides the central control of the system 
and consists of a MC68000 L-8 micro-processor. The card provides 
the system clock and buffering to drive the backplane. This card 
W8L3 specified to take a physical end of the backplane and 
termination networks were provided. These termination resistamces 
help to reduce noise levels on the backplane. Additional signals 
were also provided to the backplane to give page decodes for the
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peripheral devices. These page decodes provide two signals such 
that M6800b defines that the current published address lies within 
the synchronous access cycle page amd lOPAGEb defines that the 
current published address lies within the asynchronous access 
cycle page. These decodes significamtly simplify design of 
peripheral cairds. The C.P.U. card provides a set of timing
signals for the ausynchronous devices, which decode the time in
clock cycles from the stairt of a memory access on the backplauie. 
This card also provided the facility for two MC68451 Memory 
mauiagement units.
The memory mauiagement unit (M.M.U. ) provides address 
translation and protection over the vdiole of the MC68000 *s 16 
mega-byte address space. Each M.M.U. provides 32 sepaurate 
segments of vauriable sizes which cam be used to separate User amd 
Supervisor memory spaces amd program amd data spaces. The MC68451
cam also provide memory mamagement for other bus masters such as
direct memory access controllers. This type of facility provides 
the basis for multi-tasking / multi-user operating systems to give 
full protection to each individual user / task from corruption by 
amother user / taisk.
The C.P.U. also provides timeout signals for bus accesses 
that do not complete such that if after 50 micro—seconds the 
current bus cycle has not completed, the C.P.U. caurd will pull 
the BERRb line amd terminate the cycle.
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The C.P.U. card also Includes the MC68450 direct memory 
access controller, MC68230 parallel interface / timer and the 
MC68451 memoiry management units.
2.3.2 EprcMu/Rom Card
This card provides all the non-volatile memory available to 
the processing unit. The card will accept upto 16 Epronv/'Rcxn chips 
in packing sizes of 1 kilo-byte by 8 bits (Ik by 8), 2k by 8, 4k 
by 8 Eproms/Roms and 8k by 8 Roms. Variable access time devices 
cam be used amd speed of access is defined by links on the card. 
The Epronv/Rom size is switch selectable amd the caurd base address 
cam be anywhere within the 16 mega-byte address space on a 
boundary defined by the current memory size of the caurd.
A switchable option warn provided to reflect the bottom 8 
bytes on the board to locations 0 to 7 in the memory map to allow 
publication of the reset vector from non-volatile memory.
2.3.3 R.A.M. Caurd
The quarter mega-byte RAM card consists of two bamks of 16 by 
64 kilo-byte DRAM chips. Each bank having an associated bamk of 6 
by 64 kilo-byte DRAM chips that function am syndrome bits to the 
main memory.
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The quarter mega-byte R.A.M. card provides 256 kilo bytes of 
high speed random access memory. The card uses the 64 kilo-bit by 
one dynamic random access memory chips with 200 nano-second access 
times.
The memory card features full error detection and correction. 
Error rates with dynamic R.A.M. have increased by about five 
times with every R.A.M. integration, because of the decrease in 
gate capacitance per memory cell used to increase the packing 
density of the chip. The decrease in capacitance results in less 
chcirge being stored per cell and, as this charge decreases, the 
probcdaility of eui alpha pëurticle 'hit' on that cell destroying the 
charge increases hence the reliability of the memory decreases. 
Use of error detection and correction will increame memory 
reliability by a factor of 60.
The error detection and correction adds 60 nano-seconds to 
the access times of the chips, but allows the correction of one 
bit of bad data per 16 bit word without any interference in 
operation of the processing system. Double bit errors cannot be 
corrected but are detected. In order to implement error detection 
and correction, six check bits per 16 bit word are used (syndrome 
bits) and a modified Hamming code is used to detect the error. 
Errors in the syndrome bits are also detected and corrected.
The R.A.M. card has various modes of operation. It can
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detect and correct errors without informing the processor, bus 
error the system if double or single bit errors eure detected, or 
bus error the system only vdien double bit errors cire detected. 
The R.A.M. card base address can be switch selected within the 16 
mega-byte address on any 256 kilo-byte boundary. There is the 
additional option for switching out the bottom 8 bytes when the 
card has base aLddress zero to allow amother device to publish the 
reset vector information.
2.3.4 Floating Point Unit
The surithmetic processor card contains upto four AM9511/9512 
processors. The floating point card provides the additional 
mathematical ability that the MC68000 lacks. The board contamis 
upto four floating point processors, each with individual switch 
selectable interrupt vectors.
These processors can run asynchronous ly with the MC68000, 
enabling the user to request functions from the arithmetic 
processors amd then continue operations elsewhere. Two different 
types of floating point processors cam be used in this caurd, the 
AM9511 or the AM9512.
The AM9512 provides I.E.E.E. standard compatibility. Double 
precision amd single precision floating point operations aure 
supported, giving add, subtract, multiply and divide in either
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data type.
The AM9511 has 16 and 32 bit two's ccxnpleroent integer add, 
subtract , multiply amd divide. The processor also provides 
single precision floating point add, subtract, multiply amd divide 
together with squaure root, sine, cosine, tamgent, airc sine, arc 
cosine, arc tamgent, common logairithms, natural logaurithms, 
exponential amd power functions. This wide ramge of operations 
gives the user significant speed improvement when making high 
precision mathematical operations.
2.3.5 High Resolution Graphics Based on The EFCIS
The graphics caurd of Figure 2.2 is baused auround the EF9365/6 
graphics controller chip. The registers of the EF9365/6 are 
accessed on the low byte of the data bus vdiilst, the alternate 
registers aure accessed on the high byte of the data bus. Address 
decoding is mauie by lOPAGEb enaü^ling am eight bit ccm%>arator, 
25LS2521, to compaure address bits All to A5 against switch 7 to 
switch 1 of the address encoding switch pack.
The high resolution graphics card provides 512 point by 256 
screen resolution on a non interlaced scam or 512 points by 512 
points on am interlaced scam. The graphics system hais three bit 
planes, which provide the user with eight simultameously 
displaya±>le colours.
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Each bit plane contains two pages of display memory and these 
pages cam be displayed amd written sepaurate ly. This allows high 
speed dynamic graphic displays without amy erame and redraw 
operations being visible on the screen, thereby giving the effect 
of continuous motion on the display.
The graphics controller is a high speed device which cam 
write at a maucimum rate of one pixel per 700 micro-seconds amd at 
an average rate of 900,000 pûœls per second. The graphics system 
is a single device to use am it contains a haurdwaure chauracter set 
amd a haurdwaure vector plotter. The haurdwaure vector plotting 
enables high speed graph plotting on the screen.
The graphics caurd features a light pen \diich enables user 
interaction with the display on the screen. Each bit plame cam be 
set to be written, eramed or write protected when the graphic 
controller accesses the memory. Correct usage of these selections 
will allow modifications to the display memory to either set a 
pixel to a specific colour or to superimpose one colour on amother 
to produce a blend of colours.
' The display memory is orgamized am 3 bamks of 8 by 64 kbit 
dynamic PAM chips. The graphics controller publishes the 14 leamt 
significamt pixel address bits on a multiplexed bus of seven bits. 
These addresses are pamsed directly to the RAM bamks via a buffer 
to give the required drive for MOS memory. Individual selection
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of a pûœl on a write access is made by a one of eight decode frcxn 
MSO to MSI by a 25LS2538, which produces a RASb to the required 
one of eight memory chips. Data will then be written or erased by 
the EF9365/6 eis long as the colour select register bits have 
enabled data writing and non-erasure for each colour plane. 
Display (read) accesses to the pixel store force the 25LS2538 to 
pull RASb on all eight of the memory chips in a colour bank. The 
8 bits of data from each bank is loauSed into a shift register amd 
each bit is shifted out by the 14 MHz pixel clock. Ihe three bit 
outputs of the shift registers together with video blanking are 
passed through a multiplexer controlled by the colour palette 
register select. If the colour palette register is not selected 
by the ^68000 then the RGB amd DVBb signals address 3 high speed 
RAM chips vdiich have four outputs each, giving a total of 4096 
different colours of which 8 aure simultameously displayable. 
Memory control is derived from a divide by 8 counter clocked by 
the pixel clock driving a prom to give the re lavent timings for 
RASb, CASb amd STROBE relevamt to the EF9365/6 clock CK. The 
interrupt circuit contains the standard interrupt acknowledge 
daisy chain with a switch encoded vector.
2.3.6 Bus Display amd Peripherals
This card contaiins all peripherals that were specified am 
being absolutely necessary for minimal operation of a processor 
unit. These consist of two amynchronous communication interface
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adapters ( A . c . i . A . s )  with eight individually switch selectable 
baud rates from 110 baud to 9600 baud. The A.C.I.A.s drive two 
RS232 chauinels, using industry standard 25 pin dee ramge sockets. 
A programmable timer with three independamt counter chamnels %diich 
cam count at a rate of 0.8 Mega-hertz to zero hertz, by meams of 
user selectable links is included. These timers cam be used am 
counters, frequency meamuring, period meamurement or watchdog 
timers. A seven segment display controller which controls 8 seven 
segment displays with either Hexadecimal or a modified code (code 
B) is also provided.
As this caird warn specified to be located at the opposite end
of the backplame to the C.P.U. terminations were provided on all
address, data amd control buses. These terminations aure situated 
at each physical end of the backplame with the result that no line 
is unterminated at its ends. This will reduce system noise due to 
reflection of signals from unterminated lines when signals switch 
on a line.
The bus display card connects to a front pamel with
aipproximately 80 L.E.D.s giving the user information on current 
logic levels on the processor backplane. This front pamel
contains Reset and Abort (non-mamkaüole interrupt) switches which 
are debounced by the display card before pamsing to the backplame.
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2.3.7 Floppy Disk Controller
The floppy disk controller is based on a Western Digital chip 
set and the card cam control upto four 8 inch or 4.25 inch disc 
drives, with single or double density format amd single or double 
sided disks.
The disc controller has vairiable sector size, from 128 byte 
sectors to 1024 byte sectors. When using 1024 byte sectors the 
formatted capacity of an 8 inch double sided disc is 1.232 
mega-bytes. The controller can perform all the user required 
functions from disk formatting, track read, track %nrite , multiple 
sector read or write through to single sector read or write. The 
disc controller automatically performs amy head seeks that are 
necessciry before performing the required read or write operation.
The floppy disk controller caurd has a high speed direct 
memory access interface to allow high density efficient operation 
of the disk systems. This device interface reduces the time spent 
in device driver software allowing a higher percentage of C.P.U. 
time to be spent on executing user programs.
2.3.8 Cluster Terminal Controller
The cluster terminal controller is based on the MC68121 
intelligent peripheral controller, which is effectively a MC6801
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processor with 128 bytes of dual ported R.A.M. and a set of
semaphore registers.
The controller can control upto 128 separate terminals, but 
with the present system controls 8 MC6850 A.C.I.A.S. The card 
functions as a front end or co-processor to the MC68000 system.
The software residing in the controller handles all the functions
normally amsociated with terminal driver softwaure, amd pamses data 
to amd frcxn the terminals amd the MC68000 on a line by line basis, 
via the dual ported R.A.M. . This reduces C.P.U. overhead %dien 
hamdling terminal devices when there aure a large number of
terminals connected to one system.
2.3.9 Unibus Interface
The Unibus interface allows the »K:68000 to read amd write 
data into amd out of a stamdard Unibus backplane. The 18 bit 
aufldressing ramge of the Unibus is relocatable anywhere within the 
MC68000's address space.
In addition to the normal reaLd and write ability. Unibus 
interrupts to the MC68000 amd direct memory access requests to the 
MC68000*s backplame aure supported. The Unibus bus masters (D.M.A. 
devices) aure limited in that the specification of the interface 
allows only D.M.A. to and from the MC68000 bus to the Unibus bus 
master.
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D.M.A. rec[uests to the local Unibus memory will cause 
unpredictable results. This was specified to reduce D.M.A. 
access time. If the interface caurd ham to wait to detect whether 
there is valid memory in the Unibus, the bus cycle time will be 
doubled and all D.M.A. transfers aure assumed to be to the MC68000 
bus.
2.3.10 Auxilaury I/O Caurd
The auxiliaury I/O card provides some additional input/output 
devices to ehhamce the capability of the system. The caurd 
provides the user with a high speed D.M.A. link to a Marksmaui 
disc system. This drive is a high quality, high performance disk 
drive. Data tramsfer has a maximum rate of 3 mega-bytes per 
second from an intelligent disc controller. The controller cam 
control upto two Winchester technology disc drives with capacities 
from 40 to 160 mega—bytes.
This card provides high speed parallel communications via the 
MC68230. This device provides versatile double buffered parallel 
interface with high speed direct memory access to the MC68000 bus. 
The paurallel bus cam be upto 16 bits wide with user selectable 
hamdshake options. Bidirectional and unidirectional buses aure 
allowed via this device. The MC68230 also provides a 24 bit wide 
counter with a 5 bit pre-scaler which can operate as a periodic 
counter or a single shot counter or as a watchdog timer at any
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frequency upto 8 mega-hertz.
2.3.11 Communications Link
The communications link was purpose built and could be 
configured as a star, loop or global multiple access bus (Figure 
2.3). The global bus, based on time slot arbitration, is 
implemented due to the ease of expansion and high data rates 
possible.
The tramsmission media is 40 way twisted pair ribbon cable 
using each twisted pair am a balamced current loop, thus allowing 
20 signals to appeau: on the global bus. The width of data wam set 
to be eight bits (byte) to increame the effective data throughput. 
Due to the short distances between processing units a synchronous 
transmission system wam used .
The tramsmission link operates at 8 mega-byte per second 
trams fer rate, with arbitration being controlled by 4 lines, 
reset, lamt byte, error amd clock . Each unit ham a unique 
identifier amsociated with it in the ramge 0 to 15. After power 
up the master clock boaurd (the synchronizing boaurd) will generate 
a reset to the link. This causes each communications node to 
pre-load a four bit counter with that node's identifier vdiich will 
then count continuously for the duration of the links powered up 
state, enaUoling the link to maintain time slot information. The
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last byte signal, if active, will then allow a node to publish 
data on the link frcxn the start of its time-slot continously. It 
has then the responsibility to publish last byte at the end of its 
tramsmission. If the synchronizing board detects inactivity on 
the link it will continuously publish lamt byte until link 
activity is resumed. A timing diagram for this aurramgement is 
shown in Figure 2.5.
The packet structure of the link is shown in Figure 2.4, 
Where the process number is totally dissociated frcxn the physical 
link nodes. Each link is programmable am to the data length amd 
the process numbers that it will receive or tramsmit. This 
software selectable process transmit / receive permits dynamic 
code relocation between processors to be completely tramspaurent to 
the user softwauie. This relocation cam be caused by a 
multi-processor / multi-tasking operating system switching tamks 
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ITie use of programming tools and utilities in emy computing 
or processing system reduce software development time in two %fays:
(1) Reduction in overhead due to the reduction in programming 
time.
( 2 ) Elimination of duplication of effort when using stemdard 
functions that are common between many pieces of code.
The normal method of providing programming tools and 
utilities is by the development of a monitor or an operating 
system, together with a selection of utilities auid programming 
languages. The real-time simulation need all program code to be 
developed at machine code level.
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3.2 Software Description
The software have elements of multi-tasking euid asynchronism 
associated with them. This immediately obviates the simplistic 
cipproach to the system software in that it had to be re-entrant 
code and fully ausynchronous with euiy other code running in the 
processing system.
Most of the system software is associated with input / output 
devices (Appendix A), the A.C.I.A.s, the programmable timer module 
(P.T.M.), the floating point units and the graphic devices. These 
devices can be regarded as asynchronous in their operation but 
cannot be regarded as re-entrauit. Hence a form of queuing and 
device interrupt handling is provided.
These device handling primitives are part of the central core 
of a multi-tasking asynchronous environment auid may be compared 
with device drivers in operating systems. The software is modular 
cuid e3q>andable for ease of esq)ansion of the system. Wherever 
possible the software makes as little use as possible of device 
specific information and to place routines that need device 
specific information into separate modules or subroutines.
The convert functions also allow the user to take data in any 
format, i.e. floating point, ASCII or integer and convert to auid 
from user compatible information (normally text). A natural
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consequence of having this sort of routine is the provision of a 
debug package. This package uses the above routines to provide 
the user with the ability to examine and modify data in any format 
in any location in memory.
3.3 Input / Output Sub-System
The I/O sub-system forms the beisis of device hamdling between 
all asynchronous devices and the user's software. The system 
contains all the primitives necessary for (queuing, initializing 
and handling completion for any input / output device.
Entry into a system must be considered carefully and maximum 
protection to both the user's task and to the integrity of the I/O 
system must be maintained. The simplest form of protection for 
system software is to make it 'invisible' to the user's software. 
This is done by using the memory manager to inhibit or 'map out' 
the system software from the user's memory map. These memory 
management units are provided on the C.P.U. card, which enabled 
the use of memory protection.
To structure an I/O system to function with memory 
management, a means of entering the software, which can be 
completely 'mapped out' of the users memory space, and exiting is 
provided.
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The means of entering code that does not appear in a user's 
memory space is made on the MC68000 by means of exception 
processing, specifically the TRAP instruction. To understand 
exception processing, some knowledge of how the MC68000 and its 
M.M.U. interfaces is necessary.
The MC68000 publishes status information to state whether the 
current cycle is a supervisor data, supervisor program, user data 
or user program. This information is used by the M.M.U. to 
decide which set of memory maps and locations in physical memory 
to use for the current cycle. Supervisor or user space is defined 
by a bit in the status register of the MC68000. This bit cam be 
changed from supervisor to user by the processor but not vice 
versa. The only method of placing the processor in supervisor 
state is by an exception. Exceptions sure defined as interrupts, 
TRAP instructions, errors and privilege violations.
When the processor enters an exception process, the status 
register bit is changed to supervisor, an exception vector is 
fetched from supervisor data memory and program execution will 
continue from this point after saving the old program counter and 
status register on the supervisor stack. The flow for this is 
shown in Figure 3.1.
The TRAP instruction provides the means of entering the I/O 
sub-system, specifically TRAP 12, with parameter passing via a
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data packet. This packet is structured as shown in Figure 3.2. 
This packet was passed to the I/O sub-system via a pointer to the 
packet in address register A6. This entry to the I/O system was 
defined to be of the form : —
LEA.L PACKET,A6 ;Get the packet
; address
TRAP 12 ; Enter I/O sub-system
BCS ERROR ;If OS error
The I/O sub-system is a set of primitive routines all linked 
to each other by a set of tables in fixed locations in memory. 
These primitives were queuing, dequeuing, device initialization, 
interrupt and I/O completion.
The queuing routines are the routines that directly interface 
to the users TRAP 12 call and are the only routines to function 
completely synchronously with the user's softweure.
The queuing routines check whether the primêiry function code 
is correct before queuing of the packet is allowed. This code is 
used as the reference or offset into tables for information 
concerning a particular device. Thus the function code cam be 
referred to as a device number as each function code will uniquely 
identify a device amd an erronous function code will have 
unpredictable results. The routine functions as shown in Figure 
3.4, entering the packet address on the device queue if there is
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room, otherwise setting the carry on the users status register and 
exiting back to the user.
The queuing routine then attempts to wake up the device by 
calling that device's initialization routine. The initialization 
routine will call the dequeuing routine. Figure 3.5, amd if the 
device is active, the dequeue will fail and the driver routine 
exits. Otherwise, the packet is placed on the device's active 
list and the function is staurted up.
The interrupt routine of a device handles all the
intermediate stages of the function such ais buffer replenishment. 
On exit from the interrupt routine, the I/O completion routine is 
entered.
The I/O completion routine performs the final stage of the 
input / output. It will place the function return codes in the 
packet, remove the packet from the device’s active list amd will 
then stairt up the asynchronous service, if available.
The aisynchronous service is am optional user defined routine
that will be called at I/O completion time. Due to the
asynchronous nature of I/O devices, the user program may not be
halted waiting for a function to be completed. In these cases, 
the user usually needs a function to handle the result of the I/O 
completion amd this function is the asynchronous service.
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When all of this processing is complete, the I/O function
will recall the device initialization in am attempt to staurt up 
another function on that device, with a final exit to the
interrupted tausk that warn previously executing.
It cam be seen that this form of I/O system meets both the 
asynchronous amd reentramt specifications. It also guaurantees 
zero data loss to other tasks as all registers that aire required 
by the sub-system are saved on entry and restored on exit.
3.3.1 A.C.I.A.*s Driver
The A.C.I.A.s enable direct communication with the user at a 
terminal. Most terminals cam have a laurge protocol system 
associated with them which cam cause the size of the driver 
software to become laurge. In order to avoid these ccxnplications, 
the driver assumes that the terminal is a simple V.D.U. amd does 
not attempt anything more tham a minimal protocol.
The A.C.I.A.s acre fully asynchronous in transmit amd receive 
amd they cam tramsmit amd receive data simuItameously. Thus the 
driver softwaure could be divided into two independent channels 
operating completely sepaurately. The major problem with this is 
when the user has entered input mode, output text will be allowed 
to interfere with the user's information on the terminal. This 
undesirable characteristic was overcome in the driver software by
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forcing the read and write buffer operations to be synchronous 
with each other.
To allow for terminal protocols, the driver has been 
structured with two output and one input channels. These channels 
are totally invisible to the user, Wio will only see a single 
bidirectional channel to the driver.
The two output chauinels consist of a multi-echo buffer and 
the normal output stream associated with the users output data. 
The multi-echo buffer always takes precedence over the users 
stream in that there will always be output from the multi-echo if 
data is available in it.
The multi-echo buffer is filled in either of two ways, 
directly from the users output buffer or indirectly via the input 
stream. The users buffer will place characters in the multi-echo 
buffer if it attempts to output special or non-printing characters 
and the multi-echo buffer will then contain a multi-character 
representation of this character. The input stream will fill the 
multi-echo buffer by normal character echoing in full duplex mode, 
or by recognizing special control sequences, or by character 
conversion for non-printing chauracters in full duplex mode.
This heLS eneüoled the following protocols :-
(1) <cr>, <esc>, control Z as line terminators.
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(2) Screen erase of characters by delete.
(3) Re-echo of buffer by control R.
(4) Buffer erase by control U.
(5) XDN/XDFF protocol.
The channels being synchronous in output euid input, a problem 
may occur in taeks that require input, but require to output text 
if no input is available. In the synchronous system, if the read 
is queued in and active, no other operation can be started until 
the read ccxnpletes.
To overcome this, the driver 'monitors input during idle'. 
If chauracters aure received Whilst the driver is in the idle state, 
it will enter input mode and, on completion of input, will call am 
unsolicited asynchronous service routine that was previously 
defined by the user.
3.3.2 Floating Point Driver
The floating point driver allows the user to perform 
operations with the floating point processors without the need to 
write device specific code. The initialization routines will not 
make amy check on the validity of the sub-function code, which is 
the command byte for the floating point processor. This cam cause
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the operation of one of these devices to cease due to the issuing 
of am illegal command. The speed of the floating point processors 
is so high that checking this function code warn am unacceptable 
speed restriction on the total throughput.
A method of routing commamds to individual floating point 
processors hats not been implemented amd the driver will always 
choose the next available unit. The driver will also pass back 
all error information available to the user from the floating 
point unit.
The ratio of time spent executing the I/O system software to 
the time spent by the floating point unit calculating was 10:1. 
This was due to the high softwaure overheard in queuing and 
dequeuing the user packet. For real-time work, this overhead warn 
unacceptable. A faster floating point system was, therefore, 
developed (SUPERFAST). This system takes am identical packet but 
via TRAP 11. There is no error checking of amy sort in this 
system and asynchronous services aure not supported. This system 
was primarily meant for use by developed software, as code will 
run approximately four times fatster using this method. However, 
in the development of softwaure, the slower system should be used 
to allow better error checking amd debugging.
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3.3.3 Programmable Timers
The three timers on the processing system were regarded as 
one device. This allows common code to be used eus each timer uses 
common code to operate. In effect the timers are regarded as 
individual units on a common device.
The driver will allow single shot interrupts or continuous 
modes of counting. If the continuous mode is used, the user has 
to provide an asynchronous service routine but if this is not 
provided the driver will fail the rec[uest. In continuous mode, 
the driver will call the cusynchronous service every time the 
counter ccxnpletes.
3.4 Convert Functions
The convert functions consist of the functions that convert 
textual information into machine readable forms or vice versa. 
Almost every piece of software will have a recpiirement for some 
form of conversion routines.
The common method of introducing these routines into a 
program is via a set of macro calls included from a system library 
of common programming tools. However, this could not be easily 
implemented in this case since the only available MC68000 
assembler did not support these operations and could not be simply
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converted to provide such operations.
The approach taken was similar in form to the input / output 
sub-system. The convert routines enter via a trap call, TRAP 13, 
with a packet address being paissed in address register A6. The 
definition of the packet is shown in Figure 3.3. These routines 
are conversion routines amd are hence completely synchronous. The 
return to the user program signifies completion of the conversion 
or flag of an error condition.
Several defined fuctions were used. The first of these,
functions 0,1,4 convert to hexadecimal,decimal,floating point, 
respectively. It takes a value from the input buffer and converts 
it to a textual representation of that value, either ata
hexadecimal, decimal or floating point depending on the function 
code. Conversion from a floating point reprensentation was the 
only routine that could not be made precise. Due to the nature of 
the conversion, a loss of significance can occur which is 
associated with the implicit divisions involved. This occurs 
despite maintainemce of 64 bit internal accuracy of intermediate 
results and the two most insignificant digits cannot be 
guaranteed, although this is associated with the specific value to 
be converted.
The second functions 3,4, display on port 0, portl. It takes
a 16 bit value and displays this on the four seven segment displays
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of either port O or port 1 in hexadecimal. This allows rapid 
transfer of information to the user with insignificant overheads 
to the user's program, typically less them 30 micro-seconds.
Finally, functions 5,6,7, converting from
hexadecimal,decimal, floating point, respectively, aure the reverse 
process to functions 0,1,4. These take textual information and 
convert them to binaury representations of the hexadecimal, decimal 
or floating point values. The method of conversion ensures that 
all conversions aure exact, including the floating point 
conversions, aus there is not amy implicit loss of accuracy due to 
the loss of remainder from division operations.
3.5 Debug Packages
The debug routines aure primaurily intended for ease of program 
development amd allow the user to examine or modify any location 
in memory.
The memory locations cam be examined aus byte, word amd long 
word formats in ASCII, integer, hexadecimal and as long word 
floating point values. To enable ease of use the routines were 
defined to use the minimum of keystrokes to open, close, change 
current opening mode amd sequence up or down consecutive memory 
locations. Typically, the number of chauracters associated with am 
operation is one keystroke, although multiple operations cam be
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combined together with multiple keystrokes.
3.6 Graphics Kernel System (GKS)
The main objectives of the graphical Kernel System (GKS) is 
the production and manipulation of pictures (in a way that does 
not depend on the ccxtputer or graphical device being used). Such 
pictures vary frcnn sinple line graphs (to illustrate e3q>erimental 
results, for exairple), to engineering drawings, to integrated 
circuit layouts (using colour to differentiate between layers), to 
images representing medical data (from computerised tomographic, 
CT, sccuiners) or astronomical data ( frmi telescopes) in greyscale 
or colour. Each of these various pictures must be described to 
GKS, so that they may be drawn.
GKS has been defined so that it is equally applicalble as a 
graphic system in a wide range of different environments. In 
graphics today, there is a wide range of devices on the market for 
input and output. Depending on whether the application 
environment is sinple or complex, am operator may be working on a 
single device or using a number of devices. The aim in GKS is 
that all these environments should be catered for in a similar way 
while still allowing the application program to make best use of 
both the total environment available and the specific 
characteristics of each device.
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In GKS pictures are considered to be constructed from a 
number of basic building blocks. These basic building blocks, or 
'primitives' as they are called, are of a number of types each of 
which can be used to describe a different component of a picture. 
The four main primitives in GKS are:
(1) Polyline : which draws a sequence of connected line segments.
(2) Polymarker: v^ich marks a sequence of points with the same
symbol.
(3) Fill curea: which displays a specified area.
(4) Text: which draws a string of characters.
Associated with each primitive is a set of peurameters which 
is used to define particular instances of that primitive. For 
example, the parameters of the text primitive are the string of 
characters to be drawn and the starting position of that string. 
Thus:
TEXT(X,Y, 'ABC ) 
will draw the characters ABC at the position (X,Y).
Although the parameters enable the form of the primitives to
be specified, additional data are necessary to describe the actual 
appearcuice (or aspects) of the primitives. For example, GKS needs 
to know the height of a character string and the cuigle at which it 
is to be drawn. These additional data are known as attributes.
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The attributes represent features of the primitive Which vary less 
often than the form of the primitives. Attributes will frequently 
retain the same values for the description of several primitives.
The polyline is chosen as the bamic line drawing primitive in 
GKS. There aure mauiy ways of describing line segments in actual
graphical devices. Incremental plotters req[uire each individual 
increment of the aipproximated line segment to be specified. Other
graphical devices rely on the concept of a current point. Only
one end of each line segment need be specified amd a line segment 
is drawn from the current point to the specified end point, v^ich 
then itself becomes the current point. Yet other graphical
devices e:q>ect a connected sec[uence of line segments to be
specified.
In order to interface to all these devices, GKS uses an 
abstract description of a line. Unlike many graphics systems 
which rely on the concept of a current point with several related 
problems, GKS recognises the frequency with vhich a set of
connected line segments aure drawn and, therefore, uses polyine aus 
its basic line drawing primitive. The GKS commands list is given 
in Appendix D.
3.7 Tripos Operating System
This operating system, warn originally developed at the
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Computing Science laboratory at Cambridge. It has been designed 
to be a portable operating system as Tripos is mainly written in 
BCPL which is a systems programming langauge, with only some 
primitives, the scheduler, and the device drivers %fritten in 
machine code.
Tripos is a multi-tasking operating system, with a small 
amount of multi-user capability. The multi-user capability is 
limited by the laCk of protection that the system gives to the 
user tasks. It has a large number of programming tools that are 
associated with operating systems (editors, assemblers, compilers 
etc. ). There is a multi-device filing system using a steuidard 
tree structure for both directorys and user files. Tripos 
maintains a priority basis for tasks which allows specific 
dedication of resources to tetsks to be made on the basis of 
priority.
Tripos is a very simple system to add devices to, since it
has a simple, well defined structure. The drivers need INIT,
initializing code, followed by a START routine and an INT 
interrupt routine. Inclusion from the I/O sub-system proved to be 
extremely simple with START being compatible with the device 
initialization code and INT being directly interfaceable with the 
I/O sub-system interrupt routines. The queuing and dequeuing amd 
I/O completion primitives of the I/O sub-system have comparable
routines in Tripos, so the calls to these routines only needed to
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be substituted.
3.8 UNIX Operating System
UNIX discribes a family of computer operating systems 
developed at Bell Laboratories. The UNIX system includes both the 
operating system amd its associated commamds. The operating 
system mamages the resources of the computing environment by 
providing a hierairchical file system, process mamagement amd other 
housekeeping functions. The commamds provided include bausic file 
amd data management, editors, assemeblers, ccxnpilers amd text 
formatters. A powerful command interpreter is available and this 
allows individual users or projects to tailor the environment to 
suit their own style by defining their own commamds. The 
facilities available include the following:-
(1) a C compiler and debugger.
(2) a vauriety of other lamguage processors, including APL, Baaic, 
Fortram 77, Pascal and Snobol.
(3) the text editors 'ed','vi' amd 'emacs'.
(4) text processing facilities amd document prepauration aids 
including mathematical typesetting 'tbl','equ','troff' amd 
'nroff'.
(5) compiler construction aids 'yacc' and 'lex'.
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(6) communication among users 'mail' and 'write'.
(7) graphics auid plotting.
(8) applications such as circuit design packages.
A file system allows users to store information by name. 
Protection from hardware failures can be provided and security 
from unauthorised access is also available. The UNIX file system 
hcLS no control blocks, devices aure hidden auid there is a uniform 
interface for all input/output. All user work in the UNIX system 
is carried out by processes. A process is a single sequence of 
events amd consists of scxne computer memory amd files being 
accessed.
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This chapter gives a brief outline on the aerodynamic 
behaviour of aircraft (section 4.2). Newton’s laws of motion 
provides the connection between environmental forces amd the 
resulting motion for all but relativistic amd quantum-dynamical 
processes. The principle feature of flight dynamics is the 
prediction amd measurement of aerodynamic forces. The large 
number of variables that need to be considered are related to the 
compound geometries of the wings, body amd tail, amd to the 
propulsion systems. Reference [75] gives the theoretical analysis 
of flight dynamics, amd the theoretical model of the 510 series 
1-11 aircraft.
Section 4.3 of this chapter describes the various numerical 
integration techniques that can be used to generate the difference 
equations of the particular model. The difference equations are 
then programmed to produce a model which simulates the real
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aircraft.
4.2 Aerodynamic Behaviour of Airplanes
The state of motion of an airplane is determined by its 
weight, thrust of the power plant, and aerodynamic forces (or 
loads) that act on the airplane parts during their motion. For 
every state of motion at uniform velocity, the resultant of weight 
êuid thrust forces must be in equilibrium with the resultant of the 
aerodynamic forces. For the particularly simple state of motion 
of horizontal flight, the forces acting on the airplsme are shown 
in Figure 4.1. In this case, the equilibrium condition is reduced 
to the requirement that, in the vertical direction, the weight 
must be equal to the lift (W=L) emd, in the horizontal direction, 
the thrust must equal to the drag (Th=D). Here, lift L and drag D 
are the components of the aerodynamic force normal and
parallel, respectively, to the flight velocity vector V. For 
non-uniform motion of the aircraft inertia forces are to be added 
to these forces.
The most important parts of the airplane that contribute to 
the aerodynamic forces are wing, fuselage, control and stabilising 
surfaces (tail unit or en^nnage, ailerons, and canard surfaces), 
and power plant. The aerodynamic forces depend in a quite 
complicated manner on the geometry of these parts, the flight 
speed, and the physical properties of the air (e.g. density.
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viscosity). The following are two problem areeusi which have to be 
considered:
(1 ) Determination of aerodynamic forces for a given geometry of 
the aircraft (direct problem).
( 2 ) Determination of the geometry of the aircraft for desired flow 
patterns (indirect problem).
The object of flight mechanics is the determination of 
aircraft motion for given aerodynamic forces, known weight of the 
aircraft, and given thrust. This includes questions of both 
flight performance and flight conditions, such as control and 
stability of the aircraft.
4.2.1 Similarity Laws
In fluid mechanics, some physical properties of the fluid are 
importamt, for example, density and viscosity. When considering 
aircraft operation in the atmosphere, changes of these properties 
with altitude are of particular importsmce. These physical 
properties of the earth's atmosphere directly influence aircraft 
aerodynamics and consequently, have an indirect effect on the 
flight mechanics.
The density p is defined as the mass of the unit volume. It 
depends on both pressure and temperature. Compressibility is a
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mecLSure of the degree to which a fluid cem be compressed under the 
influence of external pressure forces. The compressibility of
gases is much greater than that of liquids. Compressibility,
therefore, has to be taken into account when changes in pressure 
resulting from a particular flow process lead to noticeable 
changes in density.
Viscosity is related to the friction forces within a 
streaming fluid, that is, to the tangential forces transmitted 
between ambient volume elements. The viscosity coefficient of 
fluids changes rather drcLstically with tenperature.
In many technical applications, viscous forces can be
neglected in order to simplify the laws of fluid dyncunics
(inviscid flow). This is done in the theory of lift of airfoils 
(potential flow). To determine the drag of bodies, however, the 
viscosity has to be considered (boundaury-layer theory).
In the compressibility of inviscid flow, except for inertia 
forces, only the elaatic forces act on the fluid elements of a 
homogeneous fluid. For mechanically similar flows, the relative 
density change caused by the elastic forces must be equal in the 
two flows. This leads to the requirement that the Mach numbers of 
both flows, (the ratio of flow velocity auid sonic speed) should be 
equal. This is the Mach similarity law. The Mach number is;
M = V/c 4.1
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Where, V = speed of flow, and c » speed of sound
In the caae of an incompressible viscous flow only inertia 
and viscous forces act on the fluid element. This leads to the 
Reynolds similarity law. The Reynolds number is;
= Vlp/ji = Vl/v 4. 2
where, 1 = characteristic body dimension 
p = density of the fluid 
fJL = viscosity of the fluid 
V = p/At = kinematic viscosity
4.2.2 Aerodynamic Forces amd Moments on Aircraft
Airplanes moving with constant velocity are subject to an 
aerodynamic force R. The conponent of this force in the direction 
of the incident flow is the drag D, euid the conponent normal to it 
is the lift L.
Lift is produced almost exclusively by the wing, while drag 
is produced by all paurts of the aircraft (wing, fuselage, 
empennage). Drag has several fluid mechanical causes; By 
friction (viscosity, turbulence) on the surfaces, friction drag is 
produced, which is composed of shear-stress drag and a 
friction-effected pressure drag. This kind of drag depends 
essentially on the aircraft geometry amd determines mainly the 
drag at zero lift. It is called "form drag" or "profile drag". 
As a result of the generation of lift on the wing, a so-called
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"induced drag" is created in addition (eddy drag), which depends 
strongly on the aspect ratio (wing spam/mean wing chord). An 
aircraft flying at supersonic velocity is also subject to a 
so-called "wave drag". Wave drag is composed of a component for 
zero lift ( form wave drag ) and a component caused by the lift 
(lift-induced wave drag ).
The inclination of the resultauit R to the incident flow 
direction and consecpaently the ratio of lift to drag depends 
mainly on wing geometry and incident flow direction. A large 
value of this ratio (L/D) is desirable, because it Ceui be 
considered to be an aerodynamic efficiency factor of the airplane. 
The lift-drag ratio is given by;
tan € « D/L 4.3
In the general case of asymmetric flow, the resultant of the 
aerodynamic forces may be composed of three forces and three 
moments. These six components correspond to six degrees of 
freedom of the aircraft motion. The origin of the airplane-fixed 
coordinate system (x^,y^,z^) is located in the symmetry plane of 
the aircraft.
For symmetric incident flow, the aerodynamic state of the 
aircraft is defined by the angle of attack a and the magnitude of 
the velocity vector. For asymmetric incidence, the angle of 
sideslip /8 is also needed. It is defined as the angle between the
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direction of the incident flow and the symmetry plane of the 
aircraft.
Forces and moments are defined as follows :
(1) axis: tangential force rolling moment
(2) y^ axis: lateral force pitching moment
(3) axis: normal force yawing moment
For the representation of experimental results and also for
theoretical calculations, it is expedient to introduce
non-dimensional coefficients for the moments euid forces defined.
These coefficients are called the aerodynamic coefficients of the
aircraft. They are related to the wing area A^, the semispan a,
2the reference wing chord c^, and to the dynamic pressure q=pv /2, 




Tangential force: X =
Lateral force: Y =







The system model, cls normally used, is setup cls a set of 
first order simultameous differential equations that define the 
aerodynamics of the aircraft. These equations are repeatedly 
integrated by some form of integration technique to produce the 
time response of the system under study.
4.3.2 Error Propagation In Numerical Integration 
of Non-Linear Systems
Errors corrupting numerical integration of dynamic systems 
arise from several different sources and can be divided 
accordingly.
(1) Modelling errors: These arise from inaccuracies in the 
model's psurameters due to approximations in the modelling process 
and other system data.
(2) Computer round-off error: Computer word length is finite and
each time a computation is performed the final digit is 
approximated.
(3) Integration error: This arises from the digital computer's 
inability to perform continuous time integration and only an
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approximation is provided by discrete integration.
Round-off error is machine dependent amd its effect cam be 
investigated amd reduced by switching to higher precision. System 
related errors cam be investigated only if am accurate numerical 
integration is available. The feedback loop structure of dynamic 
systems implies that a variable affects itself au3 well ais others 
through various feedback loops; thus am initial error will 
propagate through the dynamic system as will new errors be 
constantly introduced. The errors will therefore accumulate in a 
manner dependent on the characteristics of the dynamic system.
These acre the dynaunic systems where A and B in the following 
equation aure time dependent or state variable dependent. This 
class of systems cam be viewed as a consecutive series of linear 
time dependent systems.
X(t) = A.X(t) + B.U(t) 4.5
Integration error propagation in numerical simulation is 
completely dependent on the dynamic system. However the magnitude 
is also affected by the integration step length. Two main system 
properties that aure generally regarded to relate to integration 
error propagation aure the system's stability and numerical 
stability. The system is sta±»le if its state variaLbles approach a 
zero limit as time approaches infinity. The system is unstable if 
its state variables approach plus or minus infinity as time 
approaches infinity. The system is numerically stable if small
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errors do not cause vast chamges in the calculated system's 
response.
Error propagation in numerical integration of dynamic systems 
is a system chairacteristic, amd the absolute value of error is the 
sum of the contributions of the individual modes (eigenvalues). A 
decrease in integration step length or the use of am improved 
integration method based on Taylor's e3q>amsion (for example 
Runge—Kutta) only decreases the magnitude of the integration error 
and does not alter its behaviour. Integration error is determined 
by the accuracy of the discrete approximation to continuity and 
adopting this criteria, integration worsens as the length of the 




If we approximate the function f(x) on a bounded interval 
a<=x<=b is approximated by a line through the end points, the 
equation for the approximating function over the interval can be 
written as:
y(x) = f(a) + [(f(b)-f(a))/(b-a)](x-a)
y(x) = [(b-x)f(a) + (x-a)f(b)]/(b-a) 4.6
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Integrating,
rbJ y(x)dx “ [(f(b)+f(a))/2](b-a) 4.7
Equation 4.7 computes the area under the straight-line 
interpolation between the two points. This is called trapezoidal 
integration because the area is enclosed by a trapezoid formed by 
lines connecting the end points, the abscissa, emd the lines 
connecting the end points to the abscissa. If the interval is 
large, the trapezoidal approximation can lead to large numerical 
integration error. The resolution of this error is the repeated 
application of the trapezoidal rule on smaller intervals of the 
dependent variable. When this is done for equally spaced 
intervals, Ax, trapezoidal integration takes the form:
I f(x)dx » Ax[f(a)/2 + f(a+Ax) + f(a+2Ax) +...+ f(b)/2] 
"'a 4.8
While trapezoidal integration is not the simplest to derive 
or compute (Euler, modified Euler, and rectcuigulair being simpler 
comcepts), and its error formula does not give the least error for 
the fewest computations, it is straightforward to apply.
4.3.3.2 Euler Integration Method
Indefinite numerical integration is the numerical method used 
to solve differential equations. The following equation;
dy/dx = f(x,y) 4.9
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can be solved by indefinite integration as:
y = + J f(t,y)dt 4.10
The solution of the differential equation depends on itself to 
evaluate the integral. This is the main problem in indefinite 
integration, that is, indefinite integrals are in an implicit 
form.
y “ J f(t)dt 4.11
o
%^ich is a special Ccise of the differential equation:
dy/dx = f(x) 4.12
The simplest indefinite integration algorithm is Euler's 
integration formula:
^n+l ~ * Ax(dy/dx)^ 4.13
Here the new estimate of y is based on the old estimate and its 
derivative, which is usually calculated directly from the 
differential equation once the estimate of y is made. Since the 
new estimate of y is based on the old estimate of y and the old 
value of y, it is an "open-loop" process - the new value of y is 
based on eui extrapolation of previously known data and thus is 
subject to extrapolation errors. The process of determining new 
values of y is really a single extention of determining the 
'direction field" associated with a solution of a differential 
equation. In general, the approach is to start at some initial 




We now move an interval h in the direction of the slope to a 
second point, which is now regarded as the new initial point, and 
repeat the process iteratively. If small enough steps are taken, 
the sequence of solution values given by this procedure will lie 
reasonably close to the solution of the differential equation. A 
disadvamtage of the Euler method is that it introduces systematic 
phase-shift or lag (extrapolation) errors at each step. The 
procedure can be modified (modified Euler integration) to give 
better results, that is, greater accuracy for essentially the same 
method and the same amount of work or the same accuracy but with 
less work.
4.3.3.3 The Modified Euler Indefinite Integration 
Method
An alternative to introducing lag into the calculation is to 
arrange the sampling so that the integrand is sampled not at the
end point of the interval over which the integration is taking
place but at the midpoint. This is similar to the development of
the midpoint trapezoidal formula. Taking the integral:
/ n + 1
J y '(x)dx 4.15
^n-1
the midpoint prediction leads to :
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Pn+l - /n-1 + 2 (Ax)y^ 4.16
Using the predicted value the slope at the predicted solution 
point can be computed by the differential equation:
P'n+l - ^(*n+l'Pn+l> 4.17
and then apply the trapezoidal rule developed previously to update 
the estimate of the predicted solution point:
î'n+l - /n + (P'n+l + y'n> 4.18
The average of the slopes at the two end points of the interval of 
integration is now used as the average slope in the interval.
In summary, this method has three steps:
(1) Predict the value of y^^y given the formula:
Pn+l = /n-1 + 2(Ax)y;
(2) Compute the derivative at the predicted value, using the 
differential equation that describes the system:
P ’n+l = ^(*n+l'Pn+l^
( 3 ) Make a second estimate of the value of ŷ ^̂  , using trapezoidal 
integration:
/n+l = /n + (6x/2)(yA+y;,+i)
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4.3.3.4 Fowler's Method
Fowler made the Interesting observation that if a discrete 
system is formed whose linear elements all have the proper roots 
and if each 1/s is replaced with Tz/(z-l), it is possible to close 
the loop around these lineair elements and be assuzred that the 
closed loop system:
(1) Has the right number of poles.
(2) Cam be adjusted to achieve the proper finaü. value.
(3) Cam be adjusted to have the proper phaming (timing).
(4) Cam be adjusted to have the closed-loop poles in their proper 
places.
Fowler's method synthesises a discrete system to simulate the 
continuous system, amd cam be summarised as follows :
( 1 ) Substitute Tz/(z-l) for each 1/s.
(2 ) Substitute H(z)=((z-1 )/z ).Z[G( s)/s] for each G( s ).
(3) Add a frowaird loop gain term k, the value of which will be set 
to locate the closed-loop poles.
(4) Add am input transfer function that will be used to make the 
closed-loop lineaur system respond like its transfer function.
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This procedure is sufficiently complicated that for high 
order systems cuialytical help will be required. Fowler foresaw 
this need and developed a computer program to do the work. The 
program is available commercially from IBM under the name CSAP or 
"Control Systems Analysis Program".
4.3.3.5 Root-Matching Method —
Root-matching methods are quite unlike the discrete analog 
approach or the substitution method (T^pendix C). These methods 
axe particularly useful for simulating linear stationary systems 
whether continuous or discrete and are based on the concept that 
any simulation method eventually results in a difference equation, 
or system of difference equations. The system of difference 
equations will have a set of characteristic roots, final values 
and some pheise relation to the continuous system being simulated. 
In any valid system of discrete simulating equations, the 
difference equations will approach the differential equations in 
the limit as the discrete step size approaches zero, and the 
discrete system's poles, zeros and final value will approach the 
continuous system's poles, zeros and final value. The 
root-matching objective in simulation is to form a system of 
difference equations whose dynamics are similar to the dynamics of 
the continuous system to be simulated. Since the dynatmics of the 
continuous system are completely characterised by its roots and 
final value, it seems appropriate to make the roots and final
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value of the simulating difference equation match those of the 
system being simulated.
The root-matching method is similar to the discrete emalog 
method to the extent that both focus on the dynamics of the 
process being simulated, and neither involves numerical 
integration. The root-matching method is unlike the discrete 
analog method because the former is an amalytical method for 
synthesising a difference equation to simulate a continuous 
process as opposed to a method for synthesising a discrete system 
amalogous to a continuous system amd then using that system of 
difference equations to simulate the continuous system.
The objective of the dynamics matching is to synthesise a 
difference equation that:
( 1 ) Has the same number of poles and zeros as the differential 
equation that describes the continuous process.
(2) Has poles amd zeros matching the poles amd zeros in the 
differential equation.
( 3 ) Has a final value matching the final value of the differential 
equation.
(4) Is phase adjusted to best match the response of the discrete 
system with the response of the continuous system.
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The objective can be met for transfer functions by the 
following 9-step algorithm:
(1) Determine the transfer function of the system to be simulated 
using the Laplace trams form.
(2 ) Compute the poles amd zeros of the transfer function given in 
step 1.
(3) Map the s-plame poles and zeros into the z plane using the 
realtionship.
(4) Form a tramsfer function polynomial in z with the poles amd 
zeros determined in step 3.
(5) Determine the final value of the continuous system's unit step 
response.
(6) Determine the final value of the discrete system's unit step 
response.
(7) Match the discrete system's final value to the continuous 
system's final value by introducing a constant in the transfer 
function generated in step 4.
(8) Add additional zeros to the discrete system's transfer 
function until the order of the system's denominator matches the 
order of the discrete system's numerator.
(9) Inverse z-transform the z-transfer function developed in step 
8 to form the simulating difference equation.
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To develop difference equations using this algorithm, the 
following conditions must be met:
(1) The system must be linear.
(2) The system must possess a Laplace trams format ion.
( 3 ) The system must be asymptotically stable amd satisfy the final 
value theorm, and the final value must be nonzero.
The difference equation generated in this mamner is not only 
stable, but is also accurate. That is, the solution to the 
homogeneous difference equation exactly matches the hcmtogeneous 
solution to the differential equation. The difference equation 
will exactly compute the sequence of sampled values of the 
homogeneous solution of the continuous process amd will exactly 
compute the sequence of solutions of the continuous system to unit 
step forcing functions. It follows then that if the sequence of 
values of the functions axe sampled at least twice as fast as the 
highest frequency in the forcing function, the difference equation 
cam be used to simulate the continuous system's response to am 
arbitrauiy forcing function.
4.3.3.6 Runqe-Kutta Methods
The Runge-Kutta methods axe based on implicitly developing 
increasingly higher orders of Taylor series expamsions of a
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function through combinations of the derivatives of a function 
numerically evaluated on certain intervals of the independent 
variable. Since the Runge-Kutta methods are another variant using 
the Taylor series expansion method, they are limited in the sense 
that, if the integrand is not Taylor series expandable or if the 
integrand is to be evaluated across a discontinuity, the location 
of the discontinuity must be determined and the solution is
computed up to the discontinuity and then restarted at the
discontinuity.
The second-order Runge-Kutta method (Heun's method) is given
by:
^n+1 " ^ (K^+K^)/2 , for
where,
Ki - Ax.f(x„,y„)
Kg = Ax.f (x^+Ax ,ŷ +K̂ )̂ 4.19
The Runge-Kutta methods use Euler integration at each step.
Thus to evaluate 4.19, it is necessary to ccmpute both eUid k^.
To compute k^, the predicted value of y( ) must be evaluated.
It is apparent that this is equivalent to Euler's method. Thus
the procedure consists of first using Euler's method to compute
the first estimate of y .,, which is then used along with x +Ax ton+i n
compute the value of the derivative at x(n+Ax) to get k^. Then 
4.19 is formed, using k^ gmd k^.
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Another form of second—order Runge-Kutta equation is:
^n+l - /n +
Ki = Ax.f(x^,y^)
= Ax.f(x^+Ax/2,y^+K^/2) 4.20
In this form is employed to make a half step from to
x^+Ax/2, where y^ is evaluated as y^+k^/2. Then the derivative at 
this midvalue, defined by x^+Ax/2 is computed and used to estimate 
the midvalue rate from which k^ is calculated. Then 4.20 is 
numerically evaluated using only k^. Again, Euler integration 
must be used first to make the first half step, and the first 
full step is taken by means of the midvalue estimates of the rate 
on the interval.
Another Runge-Kutta method is also given in two forms. One
is :
^1^^ + 4K^/6 + Kg/6 , for €=Ax^ 
= Ax.f(x^+Ax/2,y^+K^/2)
Kg = A x . f ( x ^ + A x , y ^ + 2 K 2 ~ K ^ )  4 . 2 1
This is the most popular and convenient form of third-order 
Runge-Kutta integration.
Another form of the third-order Runge-Kutta is; 




Kg = Ax.f(x^+2Ax/3,y^+2K2/3) 4.22
The Runge-Kutta methods, as well as any finite difference 
calculus method that is based on truncated Taylor series 
expansions, axe limited in the frequency d<xnain to the 
characteristics of the truncated Taylor series tramsfer function. 
The spectral chairacteristics of the Runge-Kutta integrators are 
fixed by the number of terms retained in the Taylor series 
expamsion. Furthurmore, when discontinuities in the state 
variable occur, the Runge-Kutta cLlgorithms, which axe usually 
based on halving the integration interval until a single-step 
versus half-step comparison reduces the integration step size, are 
sufficient. Since Runge-Kutta does not have remaiinder formulais 
from which to develop error terms, it is impossible to estimate 
the error at each step in the same manner as with the 
predict-correct algorithms. This is a fundamental weakness in the 
Runge-Kutta method, which can lead to inefficient error-controlled 
ailgorithms.
4.3.3.7 Z-Tramsform Models
Instead of using differential equations, a time series 
representation of the system will give a fast throughput. The 
technique chosen to implement these time series is the Z 
transform.
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The Z transform technique is associated with sampled data 
systems. It deals with lineair systems in which the input signal 
is in the form of discrete samples (pulses) of short duration. 
Such systems axe referred to as lineair sampled data systems. 
Examples of sampled data systems include tracking radax, where 
data regarding taxgets are collected in the form of discrete 
pulses at the pulse repetition frequency, amd multichamnel, time 
division, pulse modulated telemetering or communication systems. 
There aure also sampled-data feedback systems in vdiich the 
actuating error is supplied intermittently at discrete intervals 
of time. Digitaü. simulation studies can be regarded as being in
this category, as the data produced by them must be of a sampled
nature.
Although the conventional Laplace trams formation cam be used, 
the amalysis of sampled data systems is greatly facilitated by the 
introduction of the Z trams format ion, especially when the 
responses axe required only at the sampling intervals.
An essential component of any sampled data system is the 
sampler, which converts a continuous signal to a train of
regu laxly spaced, amplitude modulated, naurrow pulses. The 
function of a sampler is illustrated in Figure 4.2 \diere the
sampler is represented by a simple switch. If the duration of the 
sampling pulses is small in comparison with the time constants of 
the system of which the sampler is a part, the sampled output
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*■f (t) cam be considered am a sequence of impulses occurring at the 
sampling instamts 0 , T , 2 T , 3 T , t h e  strengths of (auream under) 
the individual impulses being equal to the values of the input 
function f(t) at the respective instants. Thus the process cam be 
represented by the equation [74]:
f*(t) - f(t).8.j,(t) 4.23
where the the superscript « is used to indicate that the function
Hrf (t) is a discrete, sampled function, amd 0^(t) represents a 
periodic train of unit impulses spaced T seconds apaurt such that:
G (t) = £ 6(t-nT) 4.24
n=—«>
If f( t )=0 for t<0 then equation 4.23 becomes :
*f (t) = £ f(nT)0(t-nT) 4.25
n=0
Taking the Laplace trams form of the sampled output function
★ Hrf (t) amd denote the result by P (s) results in the equation:
* *F (s) = Z[f (t)] = Z[£ f (nT)Ô(t-nT)]
n=0 
«* _
= £ f(nT)e"^^^ 4.26
n=0
Since 8 appeaurs in equation 4.26 only in the exponential
factor, it is convenient to introduce a new symbol Z such that: 
sT 4.27
so that, from equations 4.26 amd 4.27
F(z) = Z f(nT)z " = Z[f*(t)] 4.28
n=0
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Equation 4.28 defines the Z transform, F(z), of the sampled 
*function f (t). F(z) is seen to be an infinite series in powers 
—1of Z As with the Laplace transform, this trams form cam be 
shown to be cascadaü^le in that the time series of two systems A(z) 
amd B(z) which have the output of the first fed into the other cam 
be denoted as C(z) where:
C(z) = A(z)B(z) 4-29
The trams form of equation 4.28 does not yet show amy 
computational advamtages inherent in it. To show the
computational advamtages, the roost comroonly used trams forms will 
be derived.
(1) A shifted impulse function, f(t-nT). For this paurticular
case, f (t)=f(t) amd
Z[6(t-nT)] = 4.30
so,
Z[6(t-nT)] = z"" 4.31
If n=0, a unit impulse at t=0 results and
Z[0(t)) = z~° = 1 4.32
Equation 4.31 gives a much clearer definition to the operator Z 
which can be regairded as am operator which shifts a function 
forward in time by one sampling period. Hence, z Y is the
previous time sample of Y.
(2) The initial value theorem: If f ( t ) is z tramsformable and if 
Z[f(t)]=F(z), then:
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lim f(t) = lim f(nT) = lim zF(z) 4.33
t-»0 n-»0 z-^
(3) The final value theorem; If f(t) is z tramsformable amd 
Z[f(t))=F(z), and if F(z) contains no poles on or outside the unit 
circle, then:
lim f(t) = lim f(nT) = lim {(z-l/z)F(z)} 4.34
t-*0 n-»0 z-*l
(4) An exponential function e^^. Using the fundamental relation 




Z[e^"^] - 1/(1 - e®'^z”^) 4.37
Z[e^^] - z/(z - e®’’) 4.38
(5) The unit step function, U(t) cam be obtained frcxn equation 
4.38 by setting a=0. Thus
Z[U(t)3 - 1/(1 - z”^) 4.39
Z[U(t)] - z/(z - 1) 4.40
The above equations have direct corollaries with the Laplace 
transforms, where 4.38 is directly compatible with 
Z(e*’’] = z/(z - e®’’) s LCe®”̂] = 1/(1 - sT) 4.41
Z[U(t)] - z/(z - 1) s L[U(t)] = 1/3 4.42
Using these derivations, the large reduction in computing 
power that the Z transform affords can now be shown. Taüce the 
form of the transfer function:
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y/x « 1/(1 + sT^) 4.43
In a normal integration study the differential equation would
be :
sy * (X - y)/T^ 4.44
This would then be solved by conventional integration
techniques. However in the Z transform case
y(z)/x(z) = 1/(1 - e*^z 4.45
Hence,
-1 aTy = X + z e y 4.46
In the form of equation 4.46 the solution for the output y 
involves knowledge of the input x and the previous output of y. 
This equation does not have any implied integrations and takes as 
much time to solve as an integration technique would to provide 
the differential equation.
The Z transforms so far derived are not yet ccxnplete as they 
have not been normalized. If used in the form of equation 4.46 a 
valid solution will not be presented. It can be shown that the 
final value of a Z transform will be:
lim f(t) = lim (z-l)F(z) 4.47
t-»<» z-»l
So in the case of equation 4.45 the final value will be
aTy/x = 1/(1 - 4.48
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If a' is positive, this equation is meamingless as there is
not a steady state value. However, if a<0, then the equation is
valid. The true steady state value of the transfer function 
should be 1 so the normalized Z transform should read:
y(z)/x(z) = (1 - #)/(! - /3z 4.49
where,
4 - 4-50
It should be noted that the following assumptions have been 
implied throughout the previous discussion of the Z transform.
(1) The samplers operate periodically with a constant sampling 
period T.
(2) The duration of the sampling is small (ccmpaured with T auid the 
time constants of the system).
( 3 ) The sampling frequency ( 1/T ) is at legist twice the highest 
frequency component in the functions sampled.
When using the Z transform technique, care should be taken 
with the form of the implementation. Numerical stability problems 
can occur if the wrong approach is taken to the solution. Figure 
4.3 shows two possible approaches to modelling a system, one via a 
net of cascaded transfer functions and the other via feedforwaird 
from system :;taten. Roth of those techniques are mathematically 
valid and should produce identical solutions. In reality, there 
is a major difference between thiî two modeln, an th(* cascaded
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isplementation will suffer much more frcxn numerical instability 
problems. The reeison is related to error terms produced by any 
numerical method. Any numerical calculation will have an implied 
error term cuid, if a cascaded solution is chosen, this resultant 
error from the first stage will be fed into the input of the 
second stage whose output will now contain a greater error term. 
After a very few number of such cascaded terms this error term cam 
swamp the solution amd numerical instability will result.
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CHAPTER 5
REAL-TIME MODELLING OF THE VISUAL SYSTEMS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the methods used in providing realism 
functions (e.g. hidden-surface removal) which improves the 
realism of the final displayed image. These functions should be 
performed in real-time. Hence, the algorithms should be simple 
and fast.
The first section of this chapter decrlbes the relation of 
the data file, containing the terrain model and the rate at which 
the data is being displayed. As the defined number of model units 
per mile gets smaller, the minimum allowable aircraft speed 
attained, without the display appearing jerky, will get larger. 
Section 5.3 reviews past methods used for the hidden surface 
problem, amd outlines a solution which provides a balamce between 
speed amd image reality. Section 5.4 provides am algorithm used 
for shading, amd section 5.5 describes the solution to the 
windowing problem. Section 5.6 describes the methods for static
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and dynamic detail reduction of a scene before being displayed, 
which improves the processing speed without affecting the reality 
of the picture. Section 5.7 discusses the vaurious data structure 
techniques and the methods used.
5.2 Modelling Aizrcraft Dynamics
It is possible to model the flying chauracteristics of any 
type of aircraft by allowing the readings taken from the pilot 
controls to be fed into different flight equations that produce 
two viewing parameters. The first pairameter is the 
three-dimensional coordinate location of the pilot's head. The 
second is the viewing direction of the pilot which is found by 
considering the orientation of the au.rcraft. As shown in Figure 
5.1, am aircraft ham three axes of movement, longitudinal, 
vertical amd lateral. Movement adx>ut these axes is called roll, 
yaw amd pitch respectively. The aircraft, when in flight, can be 
rotated about amy one aucis by the movement of a control column or 
rudder bair. These controls, together with a throttle aurramgement, 
cure the minimum pilot controls to enaible am aircraft to be flown 
with a full six degrees of freedom of movement.
The flight path is represented by a sequence of aircraft 
positions. Each position is found at 0.04 second intervals to 
obtain new fraunes of data to be displayed. Thus, the smallest 
distance that the aircraft may move between the processing of two
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frames of data is one model unit. The absolute distance
represented by one model unit is dependent upon the overall model 
scale. For example, if 1000 model units represent one mile of
terrain, then each unit represents (1/1000)th mile or 5.28 feet. 
Since each new frame of data is displayed at a rate of 25 times a
second, then a simulated viewer must move at a minimum speed of 25
model units per second (i.e. 5.28x25 ft/sec. or 90 m.p.h.). Any
larger value will result in the picture produced appearing jerky. 
Finally, the overall size of the area represented by the ccxnplete 
model may be determined. This calculation assumes a 16 bit word 
length with no double length precision;
Max. axis length-(max. word value )/( units/mile ) = 32000/1000 =
32 miles.
Therefore, if there are 1000 model units per mile, then 
objects can be positioned in the model to am accuracy of 5.28 
feet; the viewer cam move in increments of 90 m.p.h. and the 
total model may represent am area of 32x32x32 miles.
Furthur calculations aure tabulated in Table 5.1 for a ramge 
of units per mile.
The ideal CGI system for flight simulators has the following 
operational requirements:
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(1) to construct amd place objects on the model to the neaurest 
foot.
(2) to have a total model airea of 100 scjuaire miles. (Only the 
model local to the airport need be built to a high degree of 
accuracy).
(3) to have a speed increment size of 5 m.p.h. (Any laurger 
increment will cause the viewer to see "jumps" in the speed am the 
aircraft accelerates or decelerates).
5.3 The Hidden Surface Problem
CGI systems make use of the computer to generate a set of
two-dimensional display surfaces from a collection of
three-dimensional surfaces that represent a model. The 
calculations to perform this transformation enable a viewer to see 
a two-dimensional picture which has the appearance of a
three-dimensional scene, that is, the picture viewed has
perspective depth properties. However, when the two-dimensional 
surfaces are generated, no account is taken of the occulting of 
surfaces along a particular line of sight. Thus, extra processing 
must be performed to remove surfaces which are hidden behind other 
surfaces within the scene displayed.
This is one of the most challenging problems in computer
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graphics and is one of the major obstacles in the development of 
computer graphics systems for displaying three-dimensional scenes. 
The removal of hidden surfaces from a computer-produced scene is a 
very necessary operation, as it greatly adds to the realistic 
appearance of the scene. The effect of removing hidden surfaces 
from a scene is demonstrated in Figure 5.2.
In the CCTV system of producing visual scenes for the flight 
simulator, the hidden surface problem does not exist. The line of 
sight of the viewer, cus seen through the CCTV camera, is 
terminated naturally by opaque objects.
CGI systems for flight simulation applications should only 
display the visible surfaces in each picture frame generated. 
Thus, the removal of hidden surfaces must be performed in 
real-time, that is, the calculations to assess which surfaces to 
be removed frcxn a picture frame must be perfonæd in ( 1/25 )th 
second.
5.3.1 Paist Solutions to The Hidden Surface Problem
For a line drawing three-dimensionaJ. scene of any general 
layout, the number of computer calculations recjuired to perform 
hidden line removal grows exponentially with the scene complexity. 
If the scene is restricted to being composed from concave surfaces 
then, ELS shown in two papers by Sutherland [55,56], the number of
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computer calculations to remove hidden lines is reduced to the 
squEure of the number of surfaces within the scene. However, the 
number of calculations performed ceui still be massive.
One of the first solutions to the hidden surface problem weis 
published by Jones [57]. The method described by Jones is to 
examine all the points along a given line of sight. The line of 
sight is terminated when it "hits" eui opaque surface. Thus, 
surfaces represent EuresLS upon the display screen which "mask" 
furthur projection of the line of sight. Since miEuiy lines of 
sight need to be examined to produce a complete display screen, 
this process is very slow. Jones's algorithm cissumes that there 
Eure ever present outer surfaces vdiich restrict a line of sight 
frcxn being infinitely extended. This algorithm is best utilised 
for a scene consisting of Icurge nearby surfaces.
The solutions to the hidden surface problem were then mainly 
based upon comparing each surface plane within the model with 
every other. The comparison were based on a measure of distEuice 
from the viewer. However, this type of solution required massive 
computing power Euid was novdiere near suitable for real-time 
applications. It was realised that drastic improvements in the 
performance of the algorithm to solve the hidden surface problem 
were needed.
Figure 5.3 shows a categorisation of ten algorithms for the
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hidden surface problem [83]. The root node of the tree divides 
the algorithms into three classes: those that ccxnpute a solution
to the hidden surface problem in "object space" [84,85]; those 
that perform calculations in "image space" [91]; and those that 
perform work partly in each, the "list priority" algorithms 
[86,87,88,89,90].
The image-space eUid list-priority algorithms Eire designed to 
create images for a fixed resolution display. Although the 
specific aims of the vELrious algorithms Eure not identical, the 
group has been motivated by requirements for real-time speed smd 
for realism in the images. The distinction between image-space 
and list-priority algorithms concerns the way in which the 
ultimate visibility of a surface is computed. In the image-space 
algorithms, the visibility test is postponed until laust, auid comes 
about as a computation of the depth of the various surfaces that 
would be penetrated by a viewing ray at a particular point in the 
image. Thus, these algorithms can capitalise on the lateral 
separation of the image to reduce the number of depth computations 
required. The list-priority algorithms of Schumacker and Newell, 
on the other hand, precompute in object-space a visibility 
ordering or "priority" for all the surfaces before generating the 
picture in image-space. The priority of a surface can be 
expressed as a linear-ordering of the surfaces such that if two 
surfaces need be compared for visibility, the one with the higher 
priority is the visible one. The list-priority algorithms are
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placed between the object-space algorithms amd the image-space 
algorithms because they function partly in each space. The 
algorithms have object-space character because the depth overlap 
calculations are performed with high precision. Their image-space 
character comes about because of the finite resolution of the 
output medium available.
5.3.2 Techniques For Solution to The Hidden Surface Problem
The hidden surface problem can be a costly and time consuming 
process. A balance between speed of the process and image reality 
is required. Although some of the above mentioned algorithms can 
perform hidden surface removal of complex pictures, none of them 
could be used for reaJ.-time applications. An algorithm was, 
therefore, devised for the particular application and which was 
suitcLble for real-time processing.
The first test to be performed eliminates most of the faces 
which Ccuinot be seen. This test identifies surfaces which face 
away from the viewer. They are the surfaces vdiich make up the 
3-dimensional object. Each surface (polygon) of the object 
(primitive) is tested in turn. Each polygon has two surfaces, a 
front and a back, and might be pictured as one side painted light 
and the other painted dark. The first consideration to this 
algorithm is that looking at the light surface, the polygon will 
appear to be drawn with clockwise pen motions. If the viewpoint
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is such that. When facing the dark side, the polygon will appear 
to be drawn counterclockwise.
The direction that the polygon is facing is obtained by 
calculating the normal to the plane of the polygon. The normal 
vector is obtained from the cross product of two vectors in the 
polygon (i.e. any two edges lying in the polygon). If a polygon 
is visible, the light surface should face toward the viewer and 
the dark surface should face away from the viewer. If the cross 
product, which gives the direction of the dark face, points away 
from the viewer, the polygon is visible (a front face); otherwise 
the polygon is hidden (a back face) and should be removed. This 
result is obtained by comparing two vectors : the normal vector to
the polygon and the direction of projection vector (after 
transformation to view plane coordinates). For a perspective 
projection, a suitable vector can be formed from the difference of 
the centre of projection amd a point on the polygon. For a 
parallel projection, the projection vector will serve, provided 
that the vector points from the object to the viewpoint.
Therefore, to determine whether a polygon is a front or a 
back face, the cross product is confuted to obtain the normal 
vector (N), amd then calculating the dot product (a) between the 




- + NyPy + N^PZ
= |N|IPICOS0 
Therefore,
+ V y  + = ^ ( ^ x « X P x + ^ x + ^ x )
where, 0= angle between the normal and projection vector 
A negative value for a" means that the dark surface faces away
from the viewer and the light surface can be seen (i.e. a front
surface). A positive value for 'a' indicates a back face.
When calculating the normal vector, care must be taken to
ensure that the two vectors used to calculate the cross product 
meet at a convex vertex in the polygon. This is done by selecting 
the leftmost edge in the polygon, and the preceding vertex is then 
used to calculate one of the vectors. The second vector is 
calculated using the succeeding vertex and teücing the difference 
between it and the leftmost vertex. The next check should make 
sure that the three points selected (which form the two vectors in 
the polygon plane) do not lie on the same line. This is done by 
obtaining the cross product of the two vectors. If the result is 
equal to zero, then the third point is in line with the first two, 
and the next polygon vertex is selected instead, and the test is 
repeated. Figure 5.4 shows a flow chart of the hidden surface 
algorithm.
The following comments are made on the algorithm:
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(1) Each object (primitive) is formed from at least three surfaces 
(polygons), and each polygon, looking onto the front face, is 
drawn with clockwise pen motions.
( 2 ) The back-face algorithm calculations are done after the 
transformation of the object frcxn the world coordinate system to 
the view plane coordinate system.
( 3 ) The clipping tests should be performed initially to eliminate 
the polygons outside the selected window, and hence reduce the 
work load.
5.4 Shading
Shading of three-dimensional objects gives furthur realism to 
the image. A mcx3el is developed for the manner in which light 
sources illuminate objects. This model is used to determine how 
bright each polygon face should be.
First, assume that the object is illuminated by light which 
cx>mes from all directions (i.e. reflected background light).
Assuming it to be uniform, each surface will receive the same 
amount of 'diffuse' light energy irrelevant of the object's 
orientation. Some of this energy will be absorbed by the surface, 
v^ile the rest will be reflected or re-emitted. The ratio of the 
light reflected from the surface to the total incoming light is 
called the 'coefficient of reflection' or the 'reflectivity'. A
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white surface reflects or re-emits nearly all of the inccxning 
radiation; hence its coefficient of reflection would be close to 
unity. A black surface, on the other hand, absorbs most of the 
incoming light; hence its reflectivity is close to zero. A grey 
surface would have a reflection coefficient somev^ere in between. 
Most objects will reflect some colour of light better than other 
colours. For example, if am object has a high coefficient of 
reflection of red light and a low value for the other colours, 
then illuminating it with white light, the red portion of the 
light will be reflected from the object while the other colours 
will be absorbed. Hence, in colour graphics displays which give 
each pixel a red, green and blue intensity value, three 
reflectivity values would have to be spec i fied in order to obtain 
the colour amd shading properties of the object. However, 
grey-level displays are considered here, so that a single 
reflection coefficient number (R) will set the shade of gray in 
which the surface is painted.
As mentioned aüxxve, the amount of light striking the object 
will not chcuige with the object’s position because the light is 
coming uniformly from all directions, and the intensity of the 
light will look equally bright irrelevant of the object ' s
position. This arises from the cancellation of two effects. The 
first effect is that more light is emitted perpendicular to the 
surface thain parallel to it. The precise relation is called 
'Lambert's law', and it states that the reflection of light from a
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perfectly diffusing surface varies ae the cosine of the angle 
between the normal to the surface and the direction of the 
reflected ray. Thus the amount of light coming from a point on 
the surface would decreeuse with the cosine of the angle as that 
surface is rotated away from the viewpoint. The cancellation 
effect arises from the fact that humans do not see points but 
arecus. As the surface is turned away frcxn the viewpoint, the 
number of light-emitting points within eUi area of view increases, 
cuid this increase happens to be by a factor of the secant of the 
angle between the normal to the surface and the direction of the 
reflected ray. Therefore, as the surface is turned away frxxn the 
eyes, less light is obtained from each point; but the points 
appear to be squeezed closer together, and the net effecrt is that 
the brightness of the surface is unchanged.
A similar cancellation of effects occurs as the surface is 
moved furthur from the viewpoint. Light coming from the surface 
is then spread out over a larger area. The area increases by the 
sc[uare of the distance, so the amount of light reaching the eye is 
decreased by this factor. By the same arguments, however, the 
objecrt being viewed will appear to be smaller, again by the same 
factor. Hence, while in the presence of less light, it is applied 
to a smaller area on the retina and the brightness of the surface 
remains unchanged.
Hence, an expression for the brightness of an object
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illuminated by diffuse background light Ccui now be given. If B is 
the intensity of the background light ëmd R is the object's 
reflectivity, then the intensity of light coming from cuiy visible 
surface will be:
SHADE = BR 5.1
The user can set the values of B and R, which creates light or 
dark scenes. However, in this model every plcuie on a particulau: 
object will be shaded equally. However, for a more realistic 
shading model, point sources of illumination must also be 
included.
5.4.1 Point Source Illumination
Point sources are abstractions of reaü.^world sources of 
light. The light originates at a particular place, it comes from 
a particular direction over a specified distance. For point 
sources, the position and orientation of the object's surface 
relative to the light source will determine how much light the 
surface will receive and , in turn, how bright it will appear. 
Surfaces facing toward and positioned near the light source will 
receive more light than those facing away from or far removed frcmi 
the illumination. As before, as a surface is turned away from the 
light source, the surface area on which a fixed-size beam of light 
falls increases. This means that there is less light for each 
surface point, and the surface is less brightly illuminated 
(Figure 5.5). The illumination is decreased by a factor of
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cos(I), Where I is the angle between the direction of the light 
and the direction normal to the plane. The angle I is called the 
angle of incidence (Figure 5.6). If L is a vector of length 1 
pointing towards the light source and N is a vector of length 1 in 
the direction normal to the surface, then the vector dot product 
gives :
cos(I) = L.N 5.2
Assuming that P amount of light comes frcxn the point source, then 
the shade of a surface of an object is given by:
SHADE “ BR + P(L.N)R 5.3
The point-source term has the light from the point source, times 
the cosine of the angle of incidence (amount of light illuminated 
at each point), multiplied by the coefficient of reflection 
(amount of light re-emitted to reach the viewer).
5.4.2 Specular Reflection
The model can be improved furthur by including the effect of 
specular reflection. Light can be reflected from an object in two 
ways:
(1) diffuse reflection, \diich only depends on the angle of 
incidence, and the reflected light cam be coloured since the 
coefficient of reflection is involved.
(2) specular reflection, which is reflected from the surface at an 
angle 0 relative to the surface normal (amgle of reflection), amd
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is equal in magnitude to the angle of incidence (Figure 5.7).
The light frcxn the specular reflection can be seen when the 
direction from the object to the eye is the same direction as that 
of the reflected light. Hence, if the vector halfway (H) between 
the direction of the incident light and the direction to the eye, 
is in the same direction as the surface normal (N), the eye can 
see the reflected rays (Figure 5.8). If L is a vector of length 1 
in the direction of the eye then:
H = (L + E)/|L + El 5.4
will be a vector of length 1 pointing halfway between them. If N 
is a vector of length 1 in the direction of the surface normal, 
then the dot product N.H will give the cosine of the amgle between 
the halfway vector amd the surface normaü.. When the reflection 
cam be seen, the angle bet%æen these two vectors is neaur 0, amd 
the cosine will be near 1. At other amgles where the light cannot 
be seen, the cosine is less than 1. Hence, a function is required 
which is I when the light can be seen, but falls rapidly to 0 for 
amy other amgle. This cam be acheived by rau.sing the cosine to a 
lairge power:
F = (N.H)^ 5.5
The power *a' determines how glossy the object is. For laurge 'a* 
a very glossy mirror effect is obtained, while for smaller a" the 
object appears less glossy. Therefore, if the amount of light 
v^ich is specularly reflected is S, then the extended shading 
function becomes :
SHADE = BR + P(L.N)R + S(N.H)^ 5.6
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The amount of light specularly reflected can depend upon the angle 
of incidence. The parameter S should really be a function of I. 
This cam be a complex function amd is different for different 
materials. To simplify the model, however, it is considered to be 
constant for each object. Included in S is the strength of the 
point source P.
Finally, the effect of distance is included. In theory, the 
illumination from a point source should decrease by the square of 
the distance between it amd the object being illuminated. Using 
this relation, however, seems to give too much chamge with 
distance. Therefore, the following function is used instead:
G = 1/(C + D) 5.7
where D is the distance frcxn the light source to the object, amd C 
is a constamt included to avoid amy division by zero exceptions 
when D is very small. Therefore, the shading expression becomes: 
SHADE = BR + [P(L.N)R + S(N.H)^]/(C + D) 5.8
which could be generalised to several point light 
sources :
SHADE = BR + £[P.(L..N)R + S.(N.H.)^]/(C + D .) 5.9j J j J J J
Figure 5.9 shows the flow chart of the shading algorithm.
5.5 The Windowing Problem
The tramsfoinnations which generate two-dimensional display 
data do so by projecting a line of sight from the viewer to each
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vertex in the three-dimensional model. The position where a line 
of sight intersects the plane in which the display screen lies, 
specifies the two-dimensional projected point for a vertex. 
However, this projected point may be outside the bounds of the 
display screen. Thus the data representing such a point is 
invalid. The effect of displaying aui invalid point depends upon 
the type of display apparatus used. With a CRT display, the 
normal effect is that the point is displayed at an erroneous 
position. For example, if the display screen has an addressable 
area of 10 bits in the x and y directions, then the invalid point 
will be specified by an x or y value of greater than 10 bits. 
Normally, the x and y values for an invalid point are truncated to 
10 bits 2uid thus the point is displayed at the wrong position on 
the screen.
There are two solutions to this windowing problem. The first 
solution is to construct the display device to draw outside the 
bounds of the screen, thus having a screen addressing mechanism 
not subject to truncation problems. With a CRT device, this 
solution is implemented by enabling the electron beam guns to be 
directed outside the edges of the screen. This method is slow 
since the objects outside the screen are still drawn and is not 
eipplicable to raster-scan screens. The second solution is to 
remove any invalid display data before displaying the picture. 
This solution, usually referred to as clipping, usually requires 
hardware and software techniques to be used. The initial
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solutions of this kind were for vector display scenes and worked 
by displaying every end point of every line displayed. If am end 
point of a line wais invalid, then the intersection point of the 
line with the display screen edge weis found. Different techniques 
were used to find this intersection point, s<xne algorithms used 
equations of lines, others performed a "binary chop" on the line 
being displayed. A typical algorithm of this kind could inspect 
1000 lines per second.
For systems displaying surfaces on a raster-scanned screen, 
the clipping problem is more difficult to overcome. Instead, an 
intersection of the surface with the display screen edge must be 
found. For CGI systems that produce moving scenes, each frame 
must be clipped in real-time.
5.5.1 Solution to The Windowing Problem
The windowing problem is overcome by using the Graphics 
Kernel System (GKS). GKS (section 3.6) allows two possibilities 
if the user attempts to draw outside the boundary of the 
predefined viewport [92]. In one mode, drawing is allowed and in 
the other the drawing is clipped at the boundary of the viewport, 
so that only those parts of the polyline primitive inside the 
viewport are actually drawn. The enabling/disabling of clipping 
is chosen by setting/unsetting the clipping indicator 
(SET.CLIPPING.INDICATOR(IND)), although the default in GKS is to
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Clip the output to the viewport boundaucy (Appendix D).
5.6 Detail Reduction
The amount of information required to convey correct 
interpretation of a visual picture to a viewer is a psychological 
problem. Since the scenes produced by the CGI system are to be 
used to emulate real scenes, the psychological impressions of the 
pilot must be considered. There are two reasons for this. First, 
the types of scene the pilot requires must be known. The second 
reason is to ensure that during a simulation run, the capacity of 
the display system is not exceeded in trying to depict unnecessary 
detail. In effect, the system should be used to obtain the most 
realistic scenes possible for a given system capability. 
Consideration of the impressions of the pilot helps in the 
definition of "realism".
Formally defining the human visual system in mathematical 
terms is a difficult task and few psychologists have produced work 
in this aurea. The only way, therefore, to investigate the 
impressions of a pilot is to study visual perception which may 
result in general statements regarding the realism of a picture. 
The reduction in detail level of a produced picture entails the 
reduction of display data and hence improves system performcuice. 
However, the amount of detail removed must not be to the detriment 
of the final picture.
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There aire two ways in which the amount of detail in a picture 
produced by CGI techniques can be varied. First, areas of the 
model may contain objects that represent buildings with their 
doors and windows removed, this is called "static" detail 
reduction. Secondly, detail may be removed from the final scene 
during real-time running of the system. This is termed "dynamic" 
detail reduction.
5.6.1 Static Detail Reduction
Static detail reduction involves the removal of detail (or 
rather, not building detail into the model) from the model before 
it is used for simulation purposes. This means that the building 
system should provide em operator with a visual picture of the 
model being constructed. Thus the operator is able to quickly 
assess how much detail to build into objects. Objects with 
varying amounts of detail can be built and placed upon the model 
as required. The objects with less detail will be placed on the 
model at locations that do not necessitate any greater amount of 
detail. Varying the amount of detail within an object has been 
performed before by Beardsley [7], who enabled the operator to 
have a choice of four detail levels for every object placed upon 
the model. There are two reeisons for reducing the cunount of 
detail built into the model; viewer interest and grouping:
Any object vdiich is not of particular interest to a viewer
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needs only sufficient detail to inform the viewer of its presence. 
Conversely, an object vdiich is of interest to the viewer will need 
to be constructed in more detail since it will be studied more 
carefully than surrounding objects. For example, a pilot in cui 
aircraft approaching a landing strip will not wish to know how 
many windows there are on the control tower. He will, however, 
want to know the location of the control tower since he may 
require to position his aircraft relative to the tower. Likewise, 
the pilot will want to see all the runway lights and markers. 
Thus, the type of detail built into a model is governed by the 
purpose of the model cuid how the objects within the model will be 
studied. Models for flight simulation purposes contain detailed 
airports and less detailed surrounding towns.
From studying pictures produced by CGI systems and real-life 
photographs it is found that am object which is not encircled by 
other objects generally needs more detail for correct 
identification by the viewer. The context within which am object 
is placed provides clues for identification. It is also observed 
that one strategically placed, highly detailed object greatly 
increases the realism of a scene. Thus, it is better to have a 
model which haa mamy featureless objects. Featureless objects 
produce scenes \diich have a stylised appearamce.
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5.6.2 Dynamic Detail Reduction
Dynamic detail reduction is the removing of display data 
during real-time processing. This necessitates extra decision 
functions to be performed in real-time. The main reason to 
consider the removal of display data is to ensure that the 
capacity of the display is never exceeded. There are five factors 
which can affect the amount of detail to be displayed in a moving 
scene.
Firstly the relative distance factor. The phencxnenon of 
images of objects feeding with distance frcm the viewer, which 
psychologists call aerial perspective, is due to a reduction in 
brightness and colour contrast of the diminishing object. It is 
noted that the colour of an object fades towards that of the 
background. Therefore, one method of reducing the detail level of 
cm object is to fade the colour of the surfaces forming the 
features of em object. The surfaces are faded until the surfaces 
are the same colour as the background and then removed from the 
display. Little work has been done in this area by psychologists 
and it is difficult to devise a suitable fading mechanism for 
objects. The problem is intensified since objects within the 
scenes produced by the CGI system will be approaching the viewer, 
not diminishing. The fading mechanism must gradually bring in 
objects into the scenes produced and must not let objects "pop" 
into view. This will distract the viewer from his previous
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activity and is, therefore, unacceptable.
A scheme which cam be implemented is to check the size of the 
portion of the display screen that a surface from am object 
occupies. If the portion of the display screen is less than a 
viewable amount, for example less tham one picture point, then the 
surface need not be displayed. Checking the portion of the 
display screen occupied by a surface necessitates forming 
two-dimensional display data by transforming the three-dimensional 
coordinates of the surface. Thus performing this checking process 
requires a combination of hardwaure amd software techniques.
The software will perform gross detail reduction based upon 
an empirical relation between the surface size and distamce frcxn 
the viewer. The hardware will perform final checking. If any 
surface, after being trams formed is below a size limit, then it is 
rejected from the system. This orgamisation will ensure that 
lengthy trams format ions aure not performed by software.
The second factor is relative velocity factor amd, again, 
little has been published by psychologists concerning the 
perception of scenes %dien the viewer is moving. In a paper by 
Johansson [66], on the visual interpretation of moving objects, it 
waa found that objects Which are expected to move cam be 
recognised by their particular: movement pattern, with little other 
visual information. From this it cam be concluded that objects
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Within the model that have a recognisable movement pattern, for 
example, a cair along a highway, do not require a great amount of 
detail. It is the movement Which the eye considers to be the 
important identification factor.
It can be stated that fcust moving objects need not contain aa 
much detail as vdien stationary, that is, the amount of detail 
absorbed by a viewer is proportional to the inverse of velocity. 
Implementing a detail reduction scheme based upon the velocity of 
the viewer would produce unacceptable situations, for example, 
objects would "pop" into view When the viewer slowed down.
The third factor is the viewing direction factor amd varying 
the detail content of the scenes produced in proportion to a 
changing line-of-sight of the viewer is difficult. The scheme 
would necessitate for special equipment to detect the movement of 
the viewer's eye. Whenever the viewer looked at a particular 
section of the display screen, the amount of detail within that 
section would be increamed. The amount of detail in the rest of 
the picture would be reduced. Since the data to be displayed will 
chamge very quickly in order to keep pace with the eye movement, 
it is doubt full if the necessary processing could be performed in 
the time available.
External factors, like, for example, the type of weather 
greatly determine the detail viewed in a scene. For exaunple, a
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Clear day visibility may be five miles or more, while in fog, 
visibility may be reduced to practically zero. In a paper by Ross 
[67] called "Mist, murk and visual perception", it is concluded 
that in fog, the size and distance of objects are over estimated. 
Thus, when simulating fog, as well as producing scenes with a 
reduced visibility amd a white "blamket" covering, the size of 
objects can be scaled up slightly to improve realism.
Finally there is the display caipacity factor. The CGI system 
must have a "fail safe" mechamism when the capacity of the display 
device is exceeded. The content of a scene to be displayed is 
equal to the content of the pilot's viewcone. Thus, a simple but 
effective method of reducing the amount of display data is to 
reduce the airea of the model covered by the viewcone. This cam be 
eaisily done by moving the most distamt edge of the viewcone 
towards the pilot. The advantage of this method is that it cam be 
eamily implemented and does not cause objects neau: the pilot to
vamish or chamge.
5.7 Data Structure
Real-time CGI involves overcoming a computation amd 
representation problem. Three-dimensional objects aure displayed 
on two-dimensional screens while computation is performed in 
one-dimension sequentially. These problems are intensified with 
the increase of three-dimensional data needed to represent the
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world model, and freedom of movement of the viewer. Hence, the 
structure used to hold the data representing the model during a 
simulation run is critical to the overall performauice of the 
complete CGI system.
5.7.1 A Three-Dimensional Hierarchical Data Structure
A hierarchical data structure allows the user to think in 
terms of levels of detail and so is convenient for storing the 
model data. An object which is formed from other, smaller,
objects can be represented by storing data in a hierarchiceü. 
structure. An example of this is demonstrated in Figure 5.10.
Frcxn this figure it can be seen that a house is made up of 
four walls and a roof. A wall is formed from a surface, a door,
four windows and a side building. A roof is made up fron four
surfaces and a chimney. In effect, the structure has grouped 
components of the object according to size amd relation. The 
structure is accessed according to the level of detail required. 
The higher the detail of the scene, the deeper the structure is 
accessed. The method of using a hierarchical data structure to
store an object can be extended to enable the structure to be used 
for storing scenes, am shown in Figure 5.11.
The nodes of such a structure contain the data representing 
the objects. Objects are combined to form a node when they are of
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the same approximate size and they are spatially close. Using a 
spacial factor in the construction of the structure enables the 
ground occupied by the objects to be assessed. For example, in 
Figure 5.11, the information extracted from the structure is: 
"The scene comprises node NF. Node NF comprises the area of 
ground under node NE, object F amd the area of ground under node 
NB. Node NE comprises the area of ground under node ND, object E 
amd the area of ground under node NCI...etc."
It is possible to introduce new objects into this structure 
to represent a group of objects. For example, if the structure is 
accessed to level two, then only objects F and E aure in the final 
picture. Thus, nothing would appeau: in the right hand side of the 
picture, where objects B1 amd B2 exist. These objects will only 
appeau: in the picture when the structure is accessed to level
five. Unless the detail levels are extremely caurefully chosen, 
this action will cause the objects B1 amd B2 to "pop" into view. 
However, if an object, say Bl, wais introduced at node NBl, ais 
shovm by the dotted line in the figure, then this cam be used to 
represent am intermediate detail level for objects Bl amd 82. If 
the structure is accessed to level two, then objects F, E amd Bl 
appear in the final picture.
The spatial information contained within the structure is 
used vdien the viewcone is projected onto the model. If the total 
aurea of ground represented by any node is completely in the
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viewcone, then so are all its descendant nodes. Similcirly, if any 
node is completely out of the viewcone, then so are all its 
descendants. If the ground represented by a node is paurtially in 
the viewcone, then the next lower level in the structure is 
inspected and the nodes found subsequently examined.
An accessing mechanism for a hierarchical structure is shown 
in diagrammatical form in Figure 5.12. The nodes accessed by the 
mechanism aure those which contain ground in the viewcone, yet aure 
"below" the detail level plauie D. This plaine represents the 
amount of detail to be extracted from the structure and takes into 
consideration the dynamic detail reduction factors discussed in 
the previous section. The plane slopes "upwards" towaurds the reaur 
of the viewcone vdiich results in the production of reduced detail 
at the back of the model viewed. Acceptance of the data contained 
within a node is, therefore, based upon two questions:
( 1 ) Is the information contained within the node viewable?
(2 ) Is the node in or out of the viewcone?
Furthur seaurching down any branch of the structure continues while 
the answers "Yes" amd "in or paurtially in", respectively, aure 
returned.
5.7.2 A Simple Data Structure
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This section illustrates the use of a simple structure within 
which to store the data representing the model. Whatever data 
structure is used, at some stage of processing during a simulation 
run, the viewcone must be projected onto the model. The projected 
viewcone indicates the minimum portion of the model required to be 
displayed for a viewer. Therefore, the data structure containing 
the model must be divided up into some form to enable only the 
surfaces within the viewcone to be extracted. Checking every 
surface within the model for being in or out of the viewcone will 
involve lengthy processing. It is desired to group areas of the 
model together so that these areas may be tested collectively 
against the viewcone. In effect, a method of splitting up the 
model into sections is needed which provides cm approximate fit of 
the viewcone on the model. This approximation may result in a 
larger set of surfaces being extracted from the model them 
absolutely necesseury. The viewcone size may veury in extremes 
from, half a mile (when taxi-ing), to 10 miles (in good weather, 
at 3000 feet).
The eeisiest method of sectioning the model is to divide the 
model up into squeures, as shown in Figure 5.13. The processing 
speed êmd memory requirements for this scheme are proportional to 
the size of each square. If the square segments are very large, 
then little processing is involved but the information extracted 
from the model will require a large memory area for storage. A 
bad over estimation of the contents of the viewcone will result.
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If the squcure segments cure very small, then a great deal of 
processing will be involved in extraction of data. However, The 
memory required will be minimal and the viewcone will be 
accurately projected onto the model. The size of the squaure 
segment must enable the constraints of the CGI system to be 
satisfied.
5.7.3 A Categorised Data Structure
It is possible to categorise the main types of objects 
contained within the model into two sets. The first set consists 
of the large features of the model, for example, hills, runway and 
long roads. The second set consists of the normal, average size 
objects such as buildings, short roads, fields amd water auream. 
Each set of objects may be processed differently during a 
simulation run, aus follows ;
Set 1: The objects in this set will be individually tested as
being in or out of the viewcone. Only if the viewcone cuts one of 
these objects must further action be taken. This set will contain 
the few objects that represent the main ccmponents of the model. 
The objects in this set aure, therefore, importamt amd thus aure 
individually processed.
Set 2 : This set will contain the largest number of objects so
that individual processing of every object is not practical. The 
viewcone is projected onto the model amd the model is then divided
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up into four equal segments. For each segment three different 
situations may occur. Firstly, each segment may be fully in the 
viewcone, in which cause all the objects within that segment are 
extracted. Secondly, the segment may be fully out of the 
viewcone, in Which cause all the objects within that segment are 
rejected. Thirdly, the viewcone cuts the segment, in Which cause 
the segment is divided again into four new sub-segments amd 
testing for these new segments continues aus before. The dividing 
of segments stops When the viewcone is placed upon the model to a 
required accuracy.
In this way, aus shown in Figure 5.14, only the segments which 
are cut by the viewcone need be furthur divided. Thus, laurge 
aureauB of the model may be quickly assessed aus being in or out of 
the viewcone.
5.7.4 Data Structure Utilisation
Simplicity of the data structure utilised to hold the world 
model leads to faust accessing speeds. The speed of data retrieval 
is the main requirement of the data structure. Each type of 
structure mentioned should be compaured agau.nst the list of desired 
properties.
First, considering the hierarchical data structure, the 
following observations may be made:
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( 1 ) The structure has a main disadvcuitage. More information to be 
displayed in the final picture results in more seaurching of the 
structure. The structure rejects laurge areas of the model as not 
being displayable but does not accept large areaus. Acceptamce of 
objects within the viewcone must be performed by inspection of 
every node down a branch. This disadvantage would invariaüDly lead 
to slow processing speeds for coirplex pictures.
(2) The data structure is extremely difficult to build. Although, 
taking any scene consisting of a number of objects, it is eaisy to 
intuitively build this type of structure to represent that scene, 
formalizing the sequence of actions taücen is a different tausk. It 
is difficult to specify the structure of the intermediate objects 
to represent a collection of spatially close objects.
( 3 ) The speed of access to the data within the structure is 
greatly dependent upon the model produced by the operator during 
the model creation stage.
The comments relating to the second data structure scheme, 
the simple data structure, aure as follows :
(1) Exact size of the square sections %diich the model is divided 
into determines the processing speed, memory requirements amd 
accuracy of viewcone fit.
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(2) The scheme does not allow for large areas of the model to be 
accepted or rejected for displaying. Each auid every square of the 
model must be examined.
(3) The scheme does not allow for dynamic detail reduction, unless 
objects within the squares accepted for display are individually 
examined.
(4) Objects which are Isirger than the squaure section must be split 
into components, such that they may be vrtiolly contained within one 
section. This gives rise to the duplication of information.
Finally, comments may be drawn from the laist data structure 
scheme mentioned:
(1) Processing two different types of objects independently can be 
performed by using parallel processing. This would enable the 
cycle time of the real-time control software to be greatly 
increased. The paurallel processing can be performed by 
inespensive microprocessors since the processing involved is not 
complicated.
(2) Large areas of the model are quickly accepted or rejected for 
display purposes.
( 3 ) Dynamic detail reduction can be implemented by only allowing
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the continual division of the segment of the model to proceed 
until the squcures produced are of a paurkiculcir size. The size of 
the square governs the amount of detail required. Also, if the 
surfaces contained within each segment of the model are arreuiged 
as a list in size order, then once a surface is found that will 
result in a zone on the display screen that wcus not viewable, the 
rest of the surfaces in a list need not be inspected.
None of the above data structures were used, since in the 
first two caises lengthy processing was required, and in the last 
data structure additional microprocessors would be required for 
parallel processing to improve processing time. The data 
structure used was made to be as simple as possible which enables 
fast accessing times. The data structure format is given in 
Figure 5.15, amd can include as many primitives aus required. Each 
primitive is separately and uniquely defined, and is organised in 
a tree-structure manner (Figure 5.16). The data structure is read 
into the approperiate buffers (Figure 5.17) during program 
initialisation, which remain static throughout the processing. 
Transformation matrices are multiplied by matrices representing 
the vertices of each surface of each primitive, in order to form 
the new matrices, ready for processing for hidden surface removal, 
windowing and perspective projection.
Model Units Inches Feet Min mph
Maximum model axis 
length in miles for 
+ values only
per mile per unit per unit inc remen t 16 bit 20 bit 24 bit
250 2 5 3 . 4 21.12 360.00 128 2048 32,000
500 1 2 6 , 7 10.56 180.00 64 1024 16,000
1000 63.36 5 . 2 8 90.00 32 512 8,000
2000 31 .68 2 . 6 4 45.00 16 256 4 , 0 0 0
3000 21.12 1.76 30.00 10.6 171 2,666
3 5 0 0 1 8 . 1 0 1.51 25.6 9.1 147 2 , 2 8 6
16 bits- 4 0 0 0 1 5 . 8 4 1.32 2 2 . 5 8.0 128 2 ,000
4500 1 4 . 0 8 1 . 1 7 20 .00 7 . 1 113 1 , 7 7 7
5000 12.67 1.06 1 8 . 0 0 6 . 4 102 1,600
5500 11.52 - 16.36 5.8 93 1,455
6000 10.56 - 15.00 5 . 3 85 1 , 3 3 3
6500 9.71 - 1 3 . 8 4 4 . 9 79 1,231
7000 9.05 - 1 2 . 8 0 4 . 6 73 1 , 1 4 3
7 500 8.45 - 1 2 . 0 0 4 . 3 68 1,067
20 bits- 8 0 0 0 7.92 - 11.30 4 . 0 64 1 , 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 7 . 0 1 - 10 . 0 0 3 . 6 57 889
10000 6 . 3 3 - 9.00 3 . 2 51 800
1 2 0 0 0 5 . 2 8 - 7 . 5 2 . 7 42 667
1 5000 4 . 2 2 - 6 . 0 2 . 1 34 533
24 bits- 2 0 0 0 0 3 . 1 7 - 4 . 5 1 . 6 25 4oo
30000 2 . 1 1 3 . 0 1 .1 17 267
(+ values only)
(The last three columns denote the 
maximum site of model possible).
Table 5 . 1 Maximum model size and minimum mph increment
Yaw






N o rma1 axis
TFT
^  Controls neutral, ailerons neutral
^  Column to right, right aileron up, left 
aileron down, roll to right
^  Column to left, left aileron up, right 
aileron down, roll to left
j  %
Column central, elevators neutral
Column pulled back, tail pushed down, 
nose rises
Column forward, tail pushed up, 
nose drops
Rudder bar central, rudder central, 
nose moves straight ahead
Rudder bar left, tail pushed to right by 
airflow, nose moves to left
Rudder bar right, tail pushed to left by 
airflow, nose moves to right
Figure 5*1 The Three Aircraft Manoeuvering Axes
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Figure 5.5 A surface facing the light source will receive 




Figure 5.6 The angle of incidence
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Figure 5.7 Specular reflection
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Figure 5.8 Vectors used to determine when the 
eye can see the reflection
SHADING
RETURN
Normalise the surface 
normal vector
Calculate the average 
position of the polygon
Calculate the vector midway 
between the normalised light 
and eye direction vectors
Select the value of the shaded 
colour (1 of 16 shades for the 
corresponding colour)
Calculate the specular reflection 
from the dot product of the normal 
and midway vector
Calculate the cosine of the 
angle of incidence (COSI), 
which is the dot product of 
the normal and light vectors
normalised 
background illumination)*(1 - 
normalised reflection)* (specular 
ref lection)
Shading value :=












Perspective view of the 
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Figure 5.12 Accessing mechanism for a 
hierarchical structure
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Figure 5.13 Viewcone fit fora square 
sectioned model
viewcone
X areas rejected 
/  areas accepted
Figure 5.1A- Division of a model using the 
quad-division method
Total number of surfaces (n+l)
Total number of vertices (ra+1)
Surface 0: vertex 0 identity number 
vertix 1 identity number
Surface n: vertex 0 identity number 
vertex 1 identity number








Number of vertices in surface 0
Number of vertices in surface n
Colour of surface 0
Colour of surface n







Surface 3Surface 1 Surface 2
8 7 6 5  8 5 4 3 3 2 1
Vertices numbers associated with each surface 
(vertex number is an offset into the VERTEX buffer)










Stores the vertices 
coordinates of the 
primitive
The surface vector 
which includes the 
vertices identity 
numbers relevant to 
each of the surfaces 
in the primitive
Stores the number of 
vertices in each surface 
in the primitive
Stores the selected 
colour numbers of each 
of the surfaces in the 
primitive
where, nofvert = total number of vertices in the primitive 
nofsurf = total number of surfaces in the primitive
Figure 5*17 Data Structure Buffers
CHAPTER 6
IMPLEMENTATION OF FLIGHT SIMULATION MODEL
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the methods used to perform all the 
necessary arithmetic operations amd the data types used. The 
aerodynamics simulation software was written in assembly code to 
improve processing speed, and the fixed-point data type was used 
because it satisfied the requirements of accuracy, ramge and speed 
of arithmetic operation execution time. Therefore, the 
multiplication, division and square-root algorithms had to be 
provided.
The final section of this chapter describes the derivation of 
the mathematical model representing the aeroelastic behaviour of 
an unrestrained three-dimensional elastic aircraft, which is used 
to derive the model representing a rigid aircraft.
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6.2 Data Types
Before starting to model a system a choice must be made on 
the method of storing the numerical data. With this form of 
simulation, there cure two distinct types of data storage that can 
be used. These are integer or floating point.
Integer data in a micro-processor is normally stored as a 
two's complement number. The MC68000 is essentially a 32 bit 
processor and the most logical choice for integer data storage is 
32 bit two's complement values (Figure 6.1(a)). This gives the 
user a range of integer values from +4,294,967,295 to 
-4,294,967,296 or a maximum accuracy of one part in 4,000,000,000. 
Two's (xxnplement number storage is a technique that allows logic 
devices to manipulate signed data very efficiently as the hcurdwcure 
need only to be able to perform unsigned binary addition to 
accomplish correct manipulation of signed two's complement data. 
The use of integer data gives a large speed advantage as the 
MC68000 has instructions that are specifically designed for two's 
complement arithmetic so that data manipulation will function at 
the hardware speeds of the MC68000. Integer data does pose some 
problems, the major one being the inability to cope with data that 
has a large dynamic range. If the data being used varies 
dynamically over a large range, the precision of the data cam fall 
very dramatically due to truncations of the data in mathematical 
operations. It cam even fall to zero amd leave no significance
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remaining in the data at all. The only sensible approach to 
compensate for this is to ensure that the dynamic rauige of the 
data falls within acceptable limits for the word size of the data. 
The second major problem aussociated with integer data is the lack 
of precision after the decimal point. The very nature of integer 
data meams that there is no information to the right of the 
decimal point. The only meams of dealing with data that haus most 
or all of its precision to the right of the decimal point is to 
scale the data. This poses problems \dien multiply amd divide 
operations aure performed ais these operations either raise the 
result by the scaling factor again or lose the scaling factor 
completely from the data. This changing of scaling factor means 
caure must be taken when using multiply or divide operations 
otherwise overflow or loss in precision in the data can occur.
Floating point data storage is intended to overcome the 
inherent problems associated with integer data. Figure 6.1(b) 
shows the format of floating point data used by floating point 
processors. The mantissa is expressed as a 24 bit fractional 
value with the exponent expressed as am unbiased two's complement 
7 bit value having a range -64 to +63. The most significant bit 
is the sign of the mantissa ( expositive, l=negative ), for a 
total of 32 bits. The binary point is assumed to be to the left 
of the most significant mantissa bit (bit 23). All floating point 
data values must be normalized, bit 23 must be equal to one, 
except for value zero, which is represented by all zeros.
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The concept of floating point notation has both a gain and a 
loss associated with it. The gain is the ability to represent the 
significant digits of data with values spanning a laurge dynamic 
range limited only by the capacity of the exponent field. For 
example in decimal notation if the eaqonent field is two digits
wide, and the mantissa is five digits, a range of values (positive
—99 +99or negative) from 1.0000x10 to 9.99999x10 cam be
accommodated. The loss is that only the significant digits of the
value cam be represented. Thus there is no distinction in the
representation between, for example, the values 123451 amd 123452,
since each would be expressed ae 1.2345x10**^^. The seventh digit
has been discarded. There is another loss associated with
floating point data that is not so obvious. As floating point
data vailues must be kept normalized, there aure aü.ways two implied
operations on the floating point data per each matheroaticaü.
operation, one on the exponent amd one on the mamtissa. There
must also be one implied test to normalize the data. These
additional operations put significantly extra overhead on the
mathematical operations with floating point data when compared
with integer operations.
Floating point data formats acre obviously the simplest and 
easiest to use in the context of a simulation study, where the 
data can have a Icurge dynamic range. The only drawback with their 
use is the lack of ability to perform these operations fast enough 
to give a real time response.
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The data type chosen for storing numerical data was the
fixed-point integer notation. The fixed-point data (Figure
6.1(c)) provided the required accuracy of computations, i.e. the 
integer range was adequate while maintaining the required fraction 
range. The fixed-point notation has the flexibility of moving the 
decimal point êuiywhere in the 32 bit long word. Assuming that the
decimal point was chosen in the middle (Figure 6.1(c)), the
integer range will be from -32768 to +32767, and the fraction 
range will be from —0.999969482 to 0.999969482 , which is adequate 
for the purpose of this simulation.
6.3 Arithmetic Operations
The simulation routines, written in assembley code to 
maximise speed of data throughput, which modelled the aircraft 
dynamics Ccurried out all the necessary arithmetic operations using 
the fixed-point data type as mentioned before. Therefore, 
multiplication, division and sc[uare-root algorithms had to be 
provided. The base of the numbers in the algorithms are 1000 hex, 
although the decimal point can be moved anyvdiere in the 32 bit 




The multiplication algorithm (Figure 6.2) takes two 32 bit 
operands in DO amd D1 and places the result in D2. The base of 
the numbers during multiplication is taken to be 1000 hex and the 
result in D2 is adjusted accordingly. The algorithm peforms 
partial multiplications amd the result is the addition of these 
intermediate results. Each intermediate 32 bit result is yielded 
from the multiplication of two 16 bit operands.
6.3.2 Division
The division of a dividend D by a divisor d resulting in a 
quotient q and a remainder r to be performed is in accordauice with 
the following algorithm:
D = qd + r
The methods used to perform a division aire fundamentally the 
same for auiy radix of the number system used. The binairy number 
system, however, haus a slight advamtage in the division over all 
other number systems. The division cam be considered as a 
repeated subtracting operation. In this subtraction, there are 
two possibilities only. Divisor d cam in a certain relative 
position, be subtracted from the dividend or partial remainder D, 
or not. This fact leads to three different types of division. 
They are as follows:
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1. the 'restoring* division.
2. the 'continuous* division
3. the 'continuous non-restoring* division.
6.3.2.1 The Restoring Division
In the restoring division process, divisor d is subtracted in 
each operating step from dividend D or the partial remainder. In 
those cases (D and d both being positive) where the partial 
remainder becomes negative, the original situation of the process 
step is restored by adding divisor d in the same relative 
position, to the negative partial remainder. Then divisor d or 
partial remainder D is shifted to the next operating position.
In the next operating position the subtraction of the divisor 
d is tried again, and so on. The number of operating steps in the 
restoring division is not constant; it depends on the binary 
numbers involved. The variable number of operating steps is a 
serious disadvantage of the restoring division.
6.3.2.2 The Continuous Division
It is possible to perform the division in a continuous
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process with a constant number of operating steps by using a 
coirparator in which divisor d is compared with a certain section 
of the dividened or the pairtial remainder.
This ccmparator indicates whether an add-shift operation or a 
single shift operation heus to be performed. With quotient digit 
q=0, a shift operation haus to be performed on the dividened or 
partial remainder, with q=l am add-shift operation haus to be 
performed; am add operation of the two's complement of the 
divisor d amd the corresponding digits of the dividened D (or 
paurtial remainder). Since the caurry originating from the most 
significamt section of the aidder corresponds with the desired 
quotient digit, this caurry cam also be used to determine the mode 
of operation of the dividened register.
6.3.2.3 The Continuous Non-Restoring Division
The division of two binaury numbers cam also be performed in a 
continuous operation when using the principle of the non-restoring 
division. In the continuous division the following situation cam 
occur. In a certain step of the division process the partial 
remainder can become negative and stay so for a number of steps. 
This situation cam be described by the following equations;
D - d . 2 " = - r ^  6.1
D - d.2"^ = + 6.2
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In the non-restoring division process the step of equation
6.1 yielding a pairtial remainder -r^ cam occur. The division 
process then must be continued by subtracting the two's complement 
of divisor d, or by adding divisor d. This process must be 
contained until partial remaiinder becomes positive. A 0 digit 
must be entered in the quotient register for all processing steps 
in which a negative partial remainder vras obtained.
This process is described by the following equation:
D - d.2^ + d.2""^ + ... + d.2"̂ '*'̂  + d.2*" =
D - d.(+2'^ - - ... - 2"̂ '"'̂  - 2*”) =
D - d.2*" = + 6.3
The processing steps as described in the second line of 
equation 6.3 show that they can be simplified by an ordinaury 
feature of the binaury number system into one processing step, 
being the single active processing step of the continuous division 
process.
The 'non-restorative shift amd subtract' fixed-point division 
algorithm (Figure 6.3) used will divide a 32 bit fixed-point 
number (Dl) by amother 32 bit fixed-point number (D2), yielding 
the 32 bit result into DO. The base of the division, unless 
changed by the user, defaults to 1000 hex.
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6.3.3 Square-Root
The square root algorithm is based on the identity:
= 1 + 3 + 5 +  ....  + (2n~l) 6.4
or on the recurrence formula:
^ n + l  ‘ (/n + A / y ^ ) / 2  6.5
The time spent in extracting n-bit square root of a 2n-bit 
binary positive integer is n fixed-point addition periods. The 
time is the same as that spent in a non-restoring division, in 
which dividend is 2n-bit and divisor is n-bit. The square roots 
are accurate to within one unit in the Icust place. If we spend 
more additional fixed-point periods by one and the result is 
rounded, then the sc[uare roots may be accurate to within one half 
unit in the last place.
The recurrence formula of equation 6.5 is used respectively 
until an adequately accurate result is obtained. The estimate A 
in the equation is chosen as the value we are trying to find the 
square root of. The square root of A, is therefore, achieved by 
first finding the first estimate R^, which is in turn used to find 
the following estimate R^, and so on until R^ is calculated, where 
i is the loop number (Figure 6.4) necessary for an acceptable 
result. The square root algorithm flow chsirt is shown in Figure 
6.4.
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6.4 The Sine function
The sine of an angle (in radicuis) is obtained from a 'sine
lookup table '. The angle acts as an offset into the lookup table,
where the sine of that angle is stored. The sine table is formed
by initially calculating the sine values of all the angles,
—4between 0 and 90 degrees at increments of 8.74x10 degrees or 
—51.53x10 radians, and storing them into main memory. The sine 
values are obtained by using the AMD9511 floating point processor.
Other functions can be calculated using the sine of the 
angle:
cos© = sin(90® - ©)
tane = sin0/cos© 6.6
6.5 Mathematical Model
6.5.1 General Equations of Motion
Traditionally the equations of motion for an aircraft are 
based on Newton's laws of conservation of linear euid angular 
momentum. Referring to Figure 6.5, consider a three-dimensional 
aircraft as an elastic-body, unrestrained in space. The position 
vector r' of a single mass-element is defined with respect to an 
orthogonal axis system. Although large "rigid" body displacements
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and rotations aure allowed with respect to this axis system, only 
small elastic deformations of the body will be assumed with 
respect to a body-fixed orthogonal reference system, having its 
origin in the centre of mass.
The equations of force and moment equilibrium are given in 
vector form [76] as:
d_ fff pdr*dV = rrr pgdV + ff F.dS 6.7
dt-'J-' dt
d fff (p.r'^*)dV = fff p.r'gdV + ffr*.F.dS 6.8
dt dt s
where p is the mass per unit volume, assumed invariamt with 
respect to time. V and S represent integrations throughout the 
volume and over the surface respectively. g denotes the gravity 
vector and F denotes surface forces per unit area.
Since the origin of the body-fixed reference system is tcücen 
at the centre of mass, the following condition holds:
mr^ = J J J  pr'dV 6.9
V
where m is the total mass of the body and r^ is the position
vector of the centre of mass with respect to the inertial axis
system (Figure 6.5). Introducing the vector equation:
r ' = r ' + r 6.10o
where r is the position vector of a mass-element with respect to 
the body-fixed reference system, and using equation 6.9, the
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following result can be obtained:
m.d£ r* = J J J  pgdV + J J  F.dS 6.11
° V S
Similarly, rewritting equation 6.8, using equation
6.9 and 6.10:
d fff or.drdV = ff r.FdS 6.12
dt dt JJ
Equation 6.11 simply expresses a well-known result, i.e. the 
motion of the centre of mass, having its location specified by the 
position vector r^, follows the law of motion of a single mass 
particle equal to the total mass of the system, affected by the 
resultant of all external forces. Likewise, equation 6.12 states 
that the rate of change of the resultant angular momentum about 
the centre of mass is equal to the resultauit moment of the 
external forces about the centre of mass. Note that both r and F 
are functions of the deformations allowed. It is furthur to be 
noted that equations 6.11 and 6.12 only describe the "gross" 
motion or so-called rigid body motion of the aeroelastic system 
and do not provide information concerning elastic response, i.e. 
the interrelation between F,r and the elastic degrees of freedom. 
To derive e]q>ressions which describe these relations the internal 
equilibrium of the elastic aircraft system must be considered. 
Applying Newton's laws and using the properties of stress and 
strain within the body, the above mentioned expressions take the 
form of complicated vector integro—differential equations in which
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a so-called Influence function tensor may be used to describe 
deformations of the aircraft with respect to the body-fixed 
reference system, [76]. Here êuiother approach is adopted, using 
Hamilton's principle applied to the small motions due to these 
elastic deformations. Moreover, Hamilton's principle forms a
basis from which to apply the Ray le igh-Ri t z method. Using this 
method, the elastic deformations can be expressed in terms of 
normal modes of the unrestrained aircraft.
Referring to equation 6.10, the vector r, which contains 
deformations, is e3q>licitly reformulated according to: 
r = r + d 6.13
where r is the position vector of a mass-element pdV in the 
body-fixed reference frame, under the condition that the body hcua 
the completely unloaded so-called "jig shape", i.e. no
aerodynamic, inertial or gravitational forces are present. The 
vector d is the deformation vector. In accordance with the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method, this deformation vector may be expressed by:
oo
d(x,y,z,t) = L q.(t).6.(x,y,z) 6.14
1=1  ̂ ^
where 6(x,y,z) are vector forms of displacement functions of the 
free unrestrained aircraft, satisfying displacement boundary 
conditions, and q^(t) are generalised coordinates. Equation 6.14
expresses a significant property due to Rayleigh-Ritz, i.e.
elastic deformations may be approximated as a series of products 
of spatial vector functions and time functions. Transformation to
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normal coordinates furthur simplifies the equations of equilibrium 
of an elastic system by removing intertial and eleustic coupling 
between the coordinates. Applying Hamilton's principle and taking 
the generalised coordinates as normal coordinates, the equations 
for the deformational displacements with respect to the body-fixed 
reference frame may be e3q>ressed in the following simple form, 
[76]:
Midqi/dt + (i = 1,2,...,») 6.15
where, - J J J  (C^ + Cy + )pdV 6.16
M are generalised masses in which Cy , C^ , and C„ are
i ^i i
displacement functions selected eus the so-called natural mode 
shapes, having orthogonality properties. eure generalised
forces defined by:
Qi = JJ ( V x  .  ̂V y  . ^1 1  1
To complete the description of the equations of motion of a 
flexible aircraft, equation 6.12 is furthur eleiborated using 
equation 6.13 and neglecting higher order terms, yielding [76]: 
^ ( < D . w )  = ff r.FdS 6.18
s
where <%) is the interia tensor, containing products and moments of 
inertia, defined as:
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I — I -IXX xy xz
— I I — Ixy yy yz
— I —I Ixz yz zz
O =    
6.19
and w is the angular velocity vector of the body-fixed reference 
frame.
Equations 6.15, 6.18 cuid 6.11 basically present in concise 
form the necessary equations to ccxnpute the aeroelastic behaviour 
of eui unrestrained three-dimensional elastic aircraft. To carry 
out analysis and numerical confutations the aforementioned 
equations in vector form must be reduced to their component scalar 
form. Applying the general theorm that relates derivatives of 
vectors in a body-fixed reference frame with respect to cui 
inertial frame to vector derivatives expressed relative to this 
arbitrary moving reference frame, the resulting vector equations 
can be written in their component scalar form [76]:
-mg.sin© + X = m ( u + q w - r v )
mg.cos©.sin<P + Y = m(v + ru - pw) 
mg. cos©. co8<I) + Z = m(w + pv - qu)
^ - JxxP +
M  - lyyq + ('xX-Izz)':P + 'xZ^P^'*^^)
^ = 'zz^ + (Jyy-^xx)P9 ~ 'xz<P ’ 6.20
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In deriving these equations, the X-axis is taken in the plane
of symmetry of the aircraft. As a result I =0. X, Y and Z aurexy
components along the body axes of the force vector J^FdS. 
Similarly L, M and N cure confoncnts along the body axes of the 
moment vector J^r.FdS.
The angular position of the body with respect to the inertial 
frcune will be described by the Eulerian angles 0 and Ÿ. 
Solutions of equation 6.20 yields the angular velocities about the 
body-fixed axes p, q and r, repectively, eus functions of time. 
The angular position may be computed by solving the following 
kinematical relations for 4>, 6 and Ÿ [78]:
6 = p + q . sin<D. tan© + r . cos<I>. tain©
© = q.cos4> - r .sin<D
Ÿ = q . sin<D/co8© + r . cos<I)/cos© 6.21
The following remaurks can be made from inspection of 
equations 6.20 :
Omitting for a moment the equations for the elastic degrees 
of freedom, the remaining equations are exactly those, which would 
have been derived if a rigid aircraft was considered. The only
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difference with respect to these remaining equations ccxnpared to 
the rigid case is the interpretation to be attached to the 
components of the force vector J*̂ PdS, i.e. X, Y and Z as well as 
the corrponents of the moment vector J^r.FdS, i.e. L, M and N. 
These components are affected by the elastic degrees of freedcm, 
as mentioned before. Therefore, addition of elastic degrees of 
freedom of the aircraft, using natural mode shapes having 
orthogonality properties, will yield coupling between eleustic 
modes and "rigid body" modes to be exercised only through the 
conponents of the external force vector and the moment vector.
6.5.2 Influence of aeroelasticity on Aerodyncutiic 
Forces auid Moments
Quantative determination of the components of the force 
vector and the moment vector involves unsteady aerodynamics and 
associated pressure distributions to be considered. Using the 
basic equations for incompressible inviscid flows (Euler 
equations), simplified expressions may be derived yielding a set 
of linearised relations, containing partial derivatives with 
respect to time and place of air particle velocity perturbations, 
related to pressure distributions.
Furthur elaboration of these relations yields airload 
expressions by far too complicated to be used on an on-line 
real-time basis. Therefore, a simplified theory considering a
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two-dimensional thin airfoil performing small oscillatory motions 
in a free airstream V is taken as a basis, [76] and [77]. Since, 
for such an airfoil, the momentary flow over the oscillating wing 
surface must be teuigent to the surface, the following boundary 
condition is imposed:
w(x,t) = az(x,t)/8t + V.8z(x,t)/dx 6.22
where z is the vector component normal to the airfoil and w is the 
velocity vector component normal to the airfoil. Equation 6.22 
may be thought of as a sum of translational and pitching 
oscillations of the airfoil, thus producing a linearised 
expression for the small momentary Euigle of attack. 
a(x,t) = w(x,t)/V = 6.23
This condition as well as the well-known Kutta-Joukowsky 
condition, [77], is satisfied if the oscillatory lift and pitching 
moment is coirposed of circulatory and non-circulatory parts. The 
circulatory parts arises from uniform downwash over the airfoil. 
The non-circuilatory part, due to non-uniform downwash, involves 
derivatives of the displacements upto second order. Omitting the 
Theodorsen function, which is equivalent to a quasi-stationary 
approximation of the circuilatory lift, and assuming validity of 
striptheory to account for finite span effect, the following 
expressions are established, [77]:
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rb/2 2
L, = 2 c, (y).a(x,y,t).(p/2)V c(y) dy ; x = 3c/4
^ •'O a
rb/2 2= 2 c, (y).z(x,y,t)-c(y). (p/2)V c(y)dy ; x = c/2 
^ 0 a V 2V
rb/2 . 2Lg = 2 j c^.(y)a^^^(y,t)(c(y)/2V)(p/2)V^c(y)dy 6.24
0 cr
Generally speaking the normal mode shapes of the deformed
structure are presented els normalised bending of the elastic axis,
i.e. ((Xg^,y) and associated normalised torsion about the elastic
axis, i.e. e (y). As Eui example, the mode shape of the first 
i
free mode of the B-747, having the lowest e igenfrequency, is 
expressed in Figure 6.6, [79]. In the following discussion, the 
elastic deformation is simplified in the sense that the only 
significant deformations are in the Z-direction for all natural 
modes and are caused only by forces induced on the wing and the 
tail. There is one exception. A hypothetical vibration mode in 
the Y-direction has been included to account for elastic behaviour 
due to forces on the vertical tailplane and lateral fuselage 
bending. As a consequence the normalised deformations at Einy 
point of a two-dimensional planform may be calculated, using the 
following expressions :
C.(x,y) = Cj^(Xg^,y) + (x-Xg^)a^ (y) 6.25
By virtue of equation 6.14 the contribution to the angle of 




a (x,y,t) = L {a (y).e.(t).c + 2(.(x,y).(.c/2V} 6.26
e 1=1  ̂  ̂ ^
where is a dimensionless normal coordinate, associated with 
mode i = q^/c, symmetrical deformation). The total angle of
attack has thus been thought of as composed of a part due to 
stationary flow, rigid aircraft, and a part due to aeroelasticity. 
Figure 6.7. Inserting equation 6.26 amd its derivatives in 
equation 6.24 will therefore yield the following expressions, 
using striptheory to evaluate the integrals:
2 "L = O.SpV^S E {C, fj + C. £.c/2V)
®1 i=l H -   ̂ ^
' i i
L = O.SpV^S E {C- f.c^/4V^}
®2 1=1 4-- ^
^i
2 "L = O.SpV^S E {C- (,c/2V) 6.27
®3 1=1 ^3- ^
Summarising equations 6.27, the contribution to the lift of 
the wing due to aeroelasticity can be written in the following 
usual coefficient form:
L = O.SpV^S Z {C- ( . + CL. I.C/2V + Lc^/4V^>
i=l 6,
 ̂  ̂  ̂ 6.28
where n is the number of elastic modes considered and i is a
specific normal mode.
A similar expression can be established for the contribution
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to the pitching moment
Me - O.SpV^S 2 (Cm + C £.3/2V + C
The expressions for the moment coefficients are due to 
^ pure aerodynamic moment Figure 6.8, according 
to the theory of oscillating airfoils. With respect to the 
horizontal tail, the influence of aeroelasticity of the wing on 
the downwash at horizontal tailposition further complicates the 
expressions for the total lift and pitching moment, but their 
derivative is analogus.
6.5.3 Equations of Motion For The Elastic Degrees of Freedom
For the purpose of simultaneously solving the equations for 
the elastic degrees of freedom, equation 6.15, the generalised 
forces Q^, equation 6.17, have to be specified further. Equation 
6.17 may be written in alternate form, [76]:
QfCt) = J J  Ap(x,y,t).C^(x,y) dxdy 6.30
S
where Ap(x,y, t) is the difference in pressure between upper and 
lower surface of the elementary surface element dxdy. Using 
normal mode shapes and normal coordinates, the generalised force 
acting on the wing is the sum of the generalised force, the
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aircraft considered rigid, and the generalised force due to 
aeroelasticity:
Q A t )  = Q. (t) + Q. 6.31
 ̂ rigid ^el
Considering the local lift coefficient, resolved along the
Z-body-axis C (y), this coefficient may be exq>ressed by: 
w
c_ (y) = C la.a) + C  6.32
"rigid *1
Applying striptheory and assuming that the local lift force
acts at the 1/4-chord point of the strip, the generalised force
acting on the wing is: 
b/2
0_(t) » pV^ f C (y,t).c(y). c.(c/4,y) dy 6.33
'̂ i 0 1
According to equations 6.31 and 6.32 O may be separated
i
into Q , and O . Regarding O , C (y) is a
i,rigid i,el i,rigid ^w
function of a and cr. Spanloading distribution functions are
therefore applied to evaluate the integral of equation 6.33. The
mode shape (^(c/4,y) however can only be given in tabular form,
applying equation 6.25. When spanloading distribution functions
C (y).c(y) are available in analytical form, striptheory can be 
w
applied to define so-called deformation constants for the wing:
K = (2/S) E S .( (c/4) 6.34
^w. m=l m i
igid
where is an effective aerodynaunic strip surface, which follows
m
from the spanloading contribution:
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"^m/2
S, = (1/C ) f C (y).c(y).dy 6.35
m w . w
(m-l)/2
and for horizontal tailplane:
V  ■ (h,(=h/4) 6 36
^rigid
where the horizontal tail is considered as one strip. Thus
Q may be simplified to the following:
^i,rigid
(t) - ic (t).K_ + C_ (t).K ) O.SpV^S
«W. Wh.
rigid rigid 6.37
Similar techniques were applied to find the contribution to
the generalised force in the Y-direction and anti-symmetrical
generalised force in the Z-direction, due to aileron deflection.
With respect to the generalised forces due to aeroelasticity,
coupling between torsion and bending of the wing will appear in
the expressions for Q . This fact can easily be verified
“i,el
considering equation 6.33 and bearing in mind that C (y) is a
w
function of and (equation 6.32).
Using the properties of the deformation functions as a series 
of products of spatial functions and time functions, it can be 
shown, [80], that the generalised forces due to aeroelasticity can 
be written as follows:
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Q (t) = O.SpV^S Z (C £ + C_ £.c/2V + C„ Lc^/iV^]
i = l "i, J ^i; J ]
^3 S  ^3 6.38
where the generalised coefficients satisfy the following 
relations :
rb/2
C = -2(c/S) I c,(y). c(y).a (y).C,(c/4,y).dy
i 
fb/2
C = -(4/S) I c,(y). c(y).(.(3c/4,y).C,(c/4,y).dy
^1; 0 a J ^
^  rb/2 2-(2/S) I c,(y).c (y). ce (y) . C z (c/4 ,y) .dy 
'̂ 0 a ^
- fb/Z 2= -(4/Sc) I c,(y).c (y).C.(c/2,y).Cz(c/4,y).dy 
-*0 a J ^
6.39
Elaborating furthur on the integrals of equation 6.39, 
deformation constants are defined such that for example:
C . C .K 6.40
l £ j  " i ,3
where
_ k
K_ = (2c/S) L S, (c/4), a 6.41
^w. . m=l m "'i m.If] ]
and is an effective aerodynamic surface, belonging to strip m; 
m
i and j are normal modes considered. In equation 6.41, ce. may
m, j
be replaced by C (c/4) if evaluation of equation 6.39 such
i _
requires, while factor 2c/S changes too.
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6.5.4 Mathematical Model of a Rigid Aircraft
The four major controls of the airplane that are used are:
(1) Ailerons ; The ailerons are on the tip of the wings and banks
the aircraft right or left.
(2) Elevator: The elevator is the large horizontal wing on the 
back of the airplane which tilts the aircraft nose down or up.
(3) Rudder: This is the vertical wing on the back of the
airplane. It controls the left to right axis of the airplane. 
Maneouvers such as turns actually cause the airplane to slip 
sideways unless the turn is coordinated with the rudder.
(4) Throttle : The amount of power in an airplane controls its
rate of climb and descent as well 2U3 its airspeed.
The Z-transform (section 4.3.3.7) integration method was used 
due to the fast throughput achieved using a time series 
reresentation of the model. The control inputs of the airplane
are :
£ - 3.5x 10“3(j^ _ 128)
V - 1.25x10“3(j^ - 170)
C = 3.5x 10“3(j - 128) 6.42
where, J^, and are the joystick values of the 
aileron, elevator and rudder respectively, 
and, i,Vr C are the aileron, elevator and rudder
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control angles in radicuis.
The control angles operating range, and demanded thrust 
versus throttle position (Figure 6.9) are ais follows:
-25* < ( < +25*
-12* < 77 < +6*
-25* < C < +25* 6.43
The aerodyncunic coefficients are given by (refer to Table 6.1 for 
symbols definitions):
Cl  = *
Co = Coo +
'z ■ - 'l  - • 'd
C = C, + C, .6 + C .p/(2V/b)
B i p
Cm ' Cm .* + .7? + (C^ *q + « )/(2V/c)
a T) q a
C = C + C .( + C .r/(2V/b) 6.44
j3 C r
The aerodynamic forces are given by:
X = 0.5pC^V^S - mgsine + T 
2Y = 0.5pCyV S + mgcosG.sin#
Z = 0.5pC^V^s + mgcosG.cos# 6.45
The aerodynamic moments (equation 6.20) are given by:
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L » O.SpC^V^Sb
M = 0.5pC V^Sc m
N = O.SpC^V^Sb 6.46
The angulcu: accelerations (body axis) are given by:
P = l /a
q = M/B
r = N/C 6.47
Therefore, using the z-transform integration method we get:
Pn ■ T.[L/A]„ + Pn_i 
9 n  “ T . [ M / B ] ^  + Q n - l
Tn = T.[M/C]„ + 6.48
where, subscript n indicates the updated new computed 
value and, T = sanpling period.
Transforming frcxa body to earth axis, the angular rates are given 
by:
<%) = p + q.sinO.tane + r.cos$.tan9 
6 =  q.cos# - r.sin#
Ÿ = q . 3 in<I>/cos0 + r.co8#/cosG 6.49
Using the z-transform integration method we get;
" T . t a n e „ [ p ^  + + V l
®n ' T ( 9 n  c ° = * n  “ + V l
Ÿ = T[q .sin# + r .cos# ]/cos0 + , 6.50n '•̂ n n n n^ n n-1
The aircraft attitude is given by #,0,Ÿ and their limits are;
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-90* < # < +90*
-80* < 0 < +80*
-90* < Ÿ < +90* 6.51
The pitch angle is restricted to +/- 80* due to a 
singularity occuring at 6 - 90*.
The aircraft linear accelerations are given by:
Û = X/m + r .V - q .w
V = Y/m + p.w - r.u
w = Z/m + q.u - p.v 6.52
Using the z-transform integration method we get:
"n “ + fn-Vn " + "n-1
- TCY/m + p^.w^ - r^.u^] +
"n - + 9n "n ' Pn-'^n^ + "n-1 6-53
The resultant airspeed is given by:
V = V(u^ + v^ + w^) 6.54
The angles of incidence and sideslip are given by:
a = tan ^(w/V)
# = sin ^(v/V) 6.55
For small angles of a and J3, the incidence and sideslip emgles 
can be approximated by: 
a » w/V
a « w/V
j3 » v/V 6 . 56
The gravity forces are expressed in the body cuces coordinate
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frame. The conversion from body to earth axes cooordinate frame 
is accomplished by a series of rotations through Euleriam amgles, 




1 1 1u V w
m m mu V w
n n nu V w
vAiere the direction vectors are:
= CO30.COSŸ
Iv = 8 in#.8inO.cosŸ - cos#.sin*
= cos#.3 in0.COSŸ + sin#.sin*
% = COS0.sinŸ
% s in#.s in0.sin* + cos#.cos*




TABLE 6.1 Symbols Definitions
= Joystick value for the aileron angle
Jg = Joystick value for the elevator angle
J - Joystick value for the rudder angle
( = Aileron angle (rads)
7} = Elevator angle (rads)
C = Rudder angle (rads)
T = Thrust (N)
b = Wing spaui (meters)
c - Mean chord (meters)
2S = Wing area (m )
3p = Air density (at sea level = 0.91 Kg/m )
2g = Acceleration due to gravity (9.82 m/s ) 
m = Aircraft mass (Kg)
= Lift slope coefficient
a
= Drag term 1
k = Drag constant term 2
C = Sideforce coefficient
C, = Rolling derivative due to sideforce 
B
C, “ Rolling derivative due to aileron change 
(
= Rolling derivative due to roll rate
P = Pitching derivative due to incidence
OL
- Pitching derivative due to elevator change 
= Pitching derivative due to pitch rate
qC = Pitching derivative due to incidence rate 
%
c = Yawing derivative due to sideforce
C = Yawing derivative due to rudder change
C
= Yawing derivative due to yaw rate
= Lift coefficient
Cĵ  = Drag coefficient
= X-force coefficient
Cy = Y-force coefficient
C = Z-force coefficientz
= Rolling moment coefficient 
= Pitching moment coefficient 
= Yawing moment coefficient 
a = Incidence angle (rads)
0 - Sideslip auigle (rads)
V « Airspeed (m/s)
X = Force along the x-axis
Y = Force along the y-axis 
Z = Force along the z-axis 
L = Rolling moment
M = Pitching moment 
N = Yawing moment
2A - Roll moment of inertia (Kgm )
2B » Pitch moment of inertia (Kgm )
2C = Yaw moment of inertia (Kgm ) 
p = Roll rate (body axis) 
q = Pitch rate (body axis) 
r = Yaw rate (body axis)
# = Roll angle (rads) 
e = Pitch amgle (rads)
* = Yaw angle (rads)
u = Flight path velocity (m/s) 
V = Lateral velocity (m/s) 
w = Normal velocity (m/s)
= X-position (earth axis) 
y^ = Y-position (earth axis) 
« Z-position (earth axis)
Two* s complement value--------
S
I I I » I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I i I i 
3130 0
The range of values that can be represented 
in this format is -4,294,967,296 to +4,294,967,295 
and zero
Figure 6.1(a) Integer Data Format
;<-Exponent^ 
M! E
iSjSj j I 1 I I
Mantissa
3130 2W 3I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I
The range of values that can be represented
in this ] 
and zero
format is +(2.7x10 to 9*2x10^^)
Figure 6.1(b) Floating Point Data Format
Integer Fraction
I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I t I I I I I I I 1 I J 1 I I i
3 1 3 0 1 6 1 5 0
The range of values that can be represented 
in this format is +(0.999969482 to 3 2 7 6 7 ) 
and zero
Figure 6.1(c) Fixed-Point Data Format
FUNCTION
MULTIPLY
DO and 01 contains 
the values to be 
multiplied
END
Add D1 to D2
Add DO to D2









Copy D1 to D4 
auid swap D4
Swap D3 and clear 
bits 16-31
Copy DO to D2 
Copy D1 to D3 
Swap DO
Clear bits 0-14 
from DO and swap 
DO to get 
remainder
Figure 6.2 Multiply algorithm flow chart
dividend
divisor





Reset D6, set sign flag 
and make D1 positive" • ' --- I
Find top bit set in Di 
and store result in D3
   I
Find top bit set in D2 
and store result in D4
I 03 : - 03 - D 4I
Make 03 positive
Logical shift right 
02 by '03 places'
Logical shift left 
02 by '03 places'
[Negate 03
Add the 'division 
base' to 03
: : 5 i  < 0 ?>-, N
JY . . . . .  9
00 := 2*00 OO :•= 2*00 + 1
01 := 2*01 01 := 2*01
01 01 + 021
Retrieve 03-06 
from stack
Figure 6.3 'Non-restorative shift and subtract' fixed 
point division flow chart




Set the division 
base
Set the estimate 
for A
Set the loop count
Calculate the next 
approximated value
Figure 6.4 Square root algorithm flow chart
deformedX reference








Figure 6.5 A flexible aircraft shown in reference 
condition and deformed state
Figure 6.7 Momentary angle of attack due to 
aeroelasticity
■'7
M = 160 000 kg 
w, : 5.95 rad/sec
wing bending
Figure 6.8 Resulting forces and pure aerodynamic






Figure 6.5 First normal mode shape of free vibration 





















Figure 6.9 Control angles operating range
CHAPTER 7
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
7.1 Introduction
The aim in this study was the use and application of the 
aerodynamic equations of an aircraft to calculate the aircraft's 
attitude emd relative position to the surrounding environment. 
This is used in relation to scene generation in 'real-time' for a 
flight simulator . A definition must be made here of the term 
'real-time', as this term is used in many different systems and 
contexts. For the purpose of this study 'real-time' will be taken 
as the time necessary to solve all of the equations, perform all 
the required transformation and display the required scene, whilst 
maintaining stability of the integration Emd transformation 
techniques. For this system 'real-time' requires sm integration 
period below twenty milliseconds.
The special techniques used to provide a moving, rather than 
static, picture are discussed (section 7.3.3). There axe two 
major design considerations for a real-time CGI system of the type
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required. The first is to ensure that all processing for each 
picture frame is performed within a specified time limit. The 
speed of the processing is kept within this limit by using 
parallel processing and data structuring techniques. Secondly, 
the picture must have a realistic appearance. Thus, realism 
functions are employed, such as removing all hidden surfaces from 
the picture and ensuring that the data representing the 
two-dimensional picture is kept within boundaries (windowed). 
These realism functions must be performed in real-time.
The speed of the processing is maximised while maintaining a 
realistic image, by employing some design techniques, in 
particulcLr:
( 1 ) which aircraft parameters are necessary to provide a pilot 
with full freedom of movement.
( 2 ) the scale of the model to be built so that smooth speed 
transitions can be simulated.
(3) the techniques to overcome the hidden surface problem.
( 4 ) the techniques to overcome the windowing problem.




7.2.1 NEC PD7220 Graphics System
The graphics system based on the EFCIS chip (section 2.3.5) 
enabled the use of a screen resolution of upto 512 by 512 pixels. 
However, it was felt that an improved screen resolution would be 
required for flight simulation applications. The gra{4iics system 
based on the NEC7220 chip (Figure B.l) supports upto Imegabyte of 
display memory, which in turn provides a screen resolution of any 
combination upto 1024 by 1024 pixels.
The system specifications are:
(1) figure drawing of lines, rectangles, circles and graphics 
characters is handled by the GDC.
( 2 ) many display configurations are supported upto a maximum 
resolution of 1024 by 1024 pixels.
( 3) a palette of 4096 colours is available from which 256 may be 
simultEuieously displayed, and a page flipping facility is 
provided.
( 4 ) the palette is fully programmable allowing a choice of bit map 
allocation.
( 5) zoom factors of 1 to 16 is programmable.
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(6) the graphics system interfaces to the MC68000 system using the 
MC68121 Intelligent Peripheral Controller (IPC) which uses the bus 
signals available on the backplane.
(7) read-modify-write (FMW) facility.
The NEC graphics system is composed of three cards. The 
first card interfaces to the MC68000 system and provides all the 
control signals, data amd address lines to display memory. The 
other two caurds constitute the display memory each containing half 
a mega-byte of dynamic RAM.
The NEC graphics system is described in more detail in 
Appendix B.
7.2.2 Jostick Card
The Joystick card (Figure 7.1) interfaces between the 
joystick amd the MC68000 system. The ROBO joystick is mounted in 
a large dome with its internal electronics, providing three 
analogue signals corresponding to movement in the X, Y amd Z-axis. 
Each of the analogue signals from the jostick has a ramge of 0 to 
5 volts. Three control buttons (C1-C3) are also provided. A 
bitstick is also available to provide am additional five chamnels 
and five control buttons (C4-C8).
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The joystick card provided the Analogue-to-Digital
conversion. The A/D converter was eirployed to perform the
conversion of eight cuialogue signals. The input to the converter
was via an analogue multiplexer, vAiich cycled through the
respective inputs. When the value of one of the joystick channels
is requested an enable is generated, from the address decode 
circuitry, for the respective channel. As the 74LS138 3-to-8 line 
decoder cycles through the eight channels it generates a select 
signal for that channel which is used to ened)le a 74LS374 buffer 
and outputs the value onto the system bus D0-D15 (Figure 7.1).
The A/D converter is used in the continuous convert mode,
which cycles continuously through the eight channels provided by 
the joystick and the bitstick. The Card provided e i g h t  registers, 
each one word long. Eight control signals are incorporated in
each of these registers. The card is based on the RS427 A/D
converter.
The RS427 is an 8-bit bipolar successive approximation A/D 
converter. It incorporates tri-state output buffers to permit 
bussing on common data lines, a voltage switching D/A convezrter, a 
2.5V precision reference, a feust comparator and approximation 
logic. Operation is from +5V and -3 to -30V supplies and the data 
outputs are TTL compatible. The use of internal reference is 
optional to retain flexibility, permitting an external reference 
to be employed. The RS427 is used in the unipolar operation mode.
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7.3 Software Development
7.3.1 Software Development for the NEC7220 GDC
The Graphics system based on the NEC7220 consisted of four 
levels of operation (Figure 7.2). At the first level, the device 
driver is created which returns a 'device id' to the user program, 
and GKS is opened. At the second level the "user buffers" cure 
formed and a GKS drawing command is requested. The "user buffer" 
which is defined in world coordinates is then clipped to the 
predefined viewport. The buffer is then transformed to normalised 
device coordinates (NDC) and then to the actual graphics device 
coordinates. Finally the values in the buffer are converted from 
floating-point to integer values, and a sendpacket is then 
requested which (queues the packets into the system. At the third 
level the driver copys the "user buffer" from system memory into 
the MC68121 shared memory (Figure 7.3). When the buffer is copied 
the most significant bit in the semaphore request register is set 
indicating to the '^K68121 monitor' to start handling the buffer. 
The monitor, at the fourth level, copys the buffer from shared RAM 
to local RAM ( Figure 7.4). The command and data bytes are then 
loaded into the approperiate NEC registers. When the monitor 
completes handling the buffer in local RAM, IRQl is aaserted which 
interrupts the MC68000, and the driver’s interrupt service routine 
is entered. The head packet is then returned and the next packet 
moved. If there are more packets on the queue we go back to level
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three and the process is repeated.
7.3.1.1 MC68121 Monitor
The monitor (Figure 7.4) is the program contained in the
EPROM (Figure B.l) which is run by the MC68121 controller. When
the MC68000 system completes the task of copying the user buffers 
into shared memory, the MC68121 takes over and the system bus is 
released. The MC68121 monitor then copys the buffers frcxn shared 
into local RAM suid handles the buffers accordingly. The monitor 
reset routine operates as follows :
(1 ) Load stack specified by applications default list.
(2) Setup default overview by host.
(3) Wait for host directive.
(4) Process directive:
1. 1 = normal continue.
2. 2 = NEC applications routine.
3. 3 = startup at specified address.
4. 4 = write memory for host.
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5. 5 = read memory for host.
6. 6 = perform RAM self—test,
Any of the cüDove directives can be used. When the 
applications routine is entered the NEC7220 is first initialised, 
then the semaphore request register is contiuously polled until 
the MSB is set indicating that the "user buffer" is now in shared 
memory. The buffer is then copied into local RAM, and from that 
point onwards the MC68121 runs independently of the main system, 
which reduces the workload on the MC68000 system. The 
applications program ( in the monitor ) is then entered vdiich 
handles the "user buffer" in local RAM. The applications program 
graphical display functions supported are:
(1) Line drawing.
(2) Marker drawing.
(3 ) Text drawing.
(4) Clear the screen.
(5) Colour paletting.
(6 ) Zooming (zoom factors from 1 to 16).
(7) Scrolling.
(8) Crosshair cursor display.
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(9) Character/Marker pattern load.
When all the bytes have been loaded into the a p p ro p r ia te  NEC 
registers the MC68121 asserts IRQl and the interrupt routine in 
the driver is then entered.
7.3.2 Modelling the Dynamics of the Aircraft
The aerodynamics simulation program incorporates an automatic 
control system in which the basic control inputs are the aileron, 
elevator and rudder angles, and thrust. The control variables are 
the path and attitude velocities, height, incidence and sideslip 
angles.
The real-time software required for modelling the dynamics 
consists of:
(1) Real-time simulation of the model representing the 
aerodynamics behaviour of the aircraft ( section 6.5.4).
( 2 ) Monitor; for the manipulation of data received/transmitted
fronv/to the simulation routines.
Each of the software packages run on a separate MC68000 
system.
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7.3.2.1 Dynamics Real-Time Simulation
The real-time model simulates the path and attitude 
acceleration equations using the z-transform models. The high 
speed, interprocessor communications link handles the transmission 
and reception of data from each processor at a maximum rate of 
SMega-bytes per second.
The timer packet for the simulation is passed into the 
input/output system via the exception process instruction, TRAP 
12. This instruction enters code that appears in the supervisor's 
memory state. The timer packet includes a routine which will 
increment the status word by one every ten milliseconds. This 
will allow the calculations for the next time step to be performed 
and keeps an accurate timing of the simulation.
The data transfer between processors is accomplished by 
assigning process numbers to each exchange of data along the 
communication link. Figure 7.12 shows the flow of data between 
the simulation and the monitor processors. Each one of the 
process numbers is assigned a buffer memory allocation in the fast 
memory (Figure 7.5(a)). These buffer allocations, typically 40 or 
80 bytes, are the same size in each processor's fast memory, for 
identical process numbers, to avoid overlapping of data storage, 
although the buffer addresses may be different. The buffer 
addresses are located in the control (slow) memory when the link
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is set up, on execution of subroutine LINKUP. It is necessary to 
set the bits in the link control port, as shown in Figure 7.5(d), 
to enable interrupts, lockout and clear data queues.
To transmit data along the link to another processor will 
involve the subroutine TXDATA. After loading the data in the 
transmit buffer and queuing it into the link for transmission, 
both processors are interrupted and the interrupt routine NETINT 
is entered. The interrupt routine (Figure 7.6) will then check 
that there has been no link error by examining the link status 
port (Figure 7.5(c)). If the processor was transmitting data, 
then the data is copied into the particular process recieve 
buffer. An exception to this is process number 128, which is the 
reset signal frcxn the monitor to reset the model to its initial 
conditions.
Therefore, the dynamics real-time simulation package involves
( 1 ) Setting up the communications link and patching the interrupt 
vector location to the required routine. Figure 7.8 shows the 
flow chart for subroutine LINKUP.
(2) Transmitting the required data to the monitor processor. 
Figure 7.9 shows the flow chart for subroutine TXDATA.
(3) Calculating the new control angles (Figure 7.10)
(4) Calculating the aircraft response to the control inputs for
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the next time step.
When the new control angles are obtained a response delay is 
provided (previously set by the user in the monitor processor) so 
that when any of the aileron, rudder or elevator angles is chemged 
a certain delay is provided before attaining the appropriate 
response to that change. All the calculations performed in the 
simulation of the aerodynamics axe to the base 1000 hex. The 
results of the aerodynamic simulation presented in this chapter, 
shown in Figure 7.21, have shown that the multi-processor 
configuration has the capability to run complex simulation tasks 
that require processors running in parallel. Figures 7.21 shows 
the response of the attitude (i.e. roll, pitch and yaw) c u id  
position, as a result of changing one of the control angles (i.e. 
aileron, rudder or elevator).
7.3.2.2 Dynamics Monitor
The monitor involves initialising a request, amd the 
manipulation of data received/transmitted froi^/to the simulation 
routines. The monitoring software should be cüale to communicate 
fast and efficiently with the simulation, and be able to store and 
analyse large amounts of data in minimum time, to enable off-line 
studies to be performed on the simulation. The monitoring 
softwcLre was developed partly in machine code and partly in BCPL.
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All system globals, including subroutines, are defined in the 
header 'monhdr', including the buffer offsets into 'mainbuffer' 
cUid ’parambuffer'. 'mainbuffer' stores the values of the system 
variables of interest, and 'parambuffer' stores the system 
parameters, as shown in Figure 7.11. The monitor is composed of 
three software packages :
( 1 ) The first package is the entry/exit to/from the dynamics 
monitor. The user can display and change the values vdiich 
represent the input parameters to the dynamic routine. These 
values are stored in a buffer, which can be stored away in a file 
for later use. This package is intended as a link to the next two 
monitor packages, after setting up the input parameters to the 
dynamics routines.
(2) 'The simulation package', which initialises the simulation 
variables and recieves the results from the dynamics routines. 
The results are stored, each control variable having its own 
buffer space in main memory. Once the buffers are full, the 
results can then be displayed on the vdu monitor for analysis and 
plotting.
(3) 'The graphics package', which demonstrates the use of the 
transformation methods (i.e. scaling, translation and rotation) 
and picture display methods (i.e. windowing, hidden-surface 
removal and shading ). The updated attitude and thrust values are 
recieved from the dynamics routines, and used to display a data 
file, which was initially requested to be displayed by the user.
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e.g. a runway.
The command within each package are read in as a string of
characters and then compared to each command string for a match. 
The monitor tasks of the first package consist of ;
( 1 ) "SHOW" : This command displays the values of the input
peirameters to the dynamics routines.
( 2 ) "CHANGE" : This command will enable the user to change any of
the parameters in 'parambuffer*. All the values are read in as 
floating point numbers and will then be converted to integer data 
scaled to a base of 1000 hex.
(3 ) "STATUS": This commcLnd will display the current status
information of each of the processor.
(4) "HELP": Displays a help file for this package.
(5) "SPAR": Saves the simulation parameters in 'parambuffer' into
a data file predefined by the user.
( 6 ) "GPAR" : Gets the simulation parameters from a selected data
file.
(7) "SIMR": Jumps to the monitor 'simulation package'.
(8) "GRAF": Jumps to the monitor 'graphics package'.
(9) "QUIT": This command takes the communication link off the
line and leaves it in a safe state to exit the program (Figure
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7.13).
The monitor tasks for the 'simulation package' consist of;
(1) "REPL"; This command will replenish 'mainbuffer' by clearing 
the status offset counts, auid new simulation results from the 
dynamics routines are recieved and stored.
( 2 ) "RESET" : This command resets the dynamics routine to its
initial conditions state by transmitting a signal to the dynamics 
routine, using process number 128 (Figure 7.12).
( 3 ) "LOOK" : This command will display the current values in
'mainbuffer', recieved from the dynamics routine, and enables the 
user to see if the model hcis settled to a steady state.
(4) "DISP": This command provides a dyneunic display of the 
updated path and eingulax velocities values.
(5) "SAVE": This command will store all the results (in floating 
point) of the simulation run in 'mainbuffer' into data files 
defined by the user (Figure 7.14).
(6) "STATUS": This command will display the current status 
information of each of the processor.
(7) "DEVI": Selects the device required to plot on (i.e. the 
graphics device or the gould plotter for a hardcopy plot).
( 8 ) "PLOT" : This command will plot a graph of the required
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variable received from the aerdoynamic simulation model. The 
parameters selected for display are the veuriables that best 
characterise the behaviour of the simulation (i.e. the model).
(9) "STR"; Resets simulation values to initial conditions, sends 
new parameters, replenishes the buffers amd finally shows the 
simulation status.
(10) "HELP": Displays a help file for this package.
(11) "RET": Returns to the first monitor package.
The monitor tasks for the 'graphics package' consist of:
(1 ) "DISP": This command provides a dynamic display of the
updated position and attitude.
( 2 ) "STR" : This commemd resets the simulation values to their
initial conditions, sends the new input parameters, replenishes 
the buffers and finally provides a dynamic display of the aircraft 
position cuid attitude.
( 3) "FLY": This command enables the user to select a data file
which represents a picture of the terrain model (e.g. a runway), 
set the drawing mode (i.e. areafill, wire framed or both), 
enable/disable hidden-surface removal and shading, amd finally use 
the values recieved from the dynamics routines to display the 
runway on the monitor.
(4) "STATUS": This commamd will display the current status
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information of each of the processors.
(5) "HELP": Displays a help file for this package,
(6) "RET": Returns to the first monitor package.
7.3.3 Software For The Terrain Model
The terrain model consisted of many primitives each primitive 
is stored in memory and has a unique '3D primitive record* 
(section 5.7.4).
A software package was provided which enabled the user to 
move in six degrees of freedom using a joystick which provided the 
angles representing the aileron, rudder and elevator cingles of the 
aircraft, and the thrust control.
7.3.3.1 3D Primitives
A graphics package should handle models of three-dimensional 
objects. Transformations should allow translation cUid rotation in 
three-dimensional space. There are two methods of projecting the 
object onto the two-dimensional viewing surface to form the image, 
which are parallel auid perspective projections. The coordinate 
3-dimensional axis system adopted in this discussion is as shown 
in Figure 7.15.
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A line in three dimensions is given by a pair of equations : 
(y-yi)/(x-Xj^) = (y2-yi)/(x2“Xĵ )
iz-z^)/{x-x^) = (Z2-Zj^)/(x2“Xĵ ) 7.1
A more symmetrical expression for a line is the parametric form 
where each of the coordinates is expressed in terms of a parameter
u.
X = (X2-x^)u + ^1
y = (y2~yi)'^ +
z = (Z2“Zj^)u + 7.2
A plane is specified by a single equation of the form: 
A x + B y + C z + D = 0  7.3
Or rearranging the equation :
X + + CjZ + = 0 7.4
where B̂  ̂= B/A , = C/A and = D/A
It therefore requires only three constants B^,C^ euid to specify 
the pleine. The equation for a particular plane may be determined 
if we know the coordinates of three points in which lies 
(x^,y^,z^), (Xg'Yg'Zg)' The equation can be
determined in the following manner:
^2 ®1^2 ^1^2 Û
X3 + Bĵ ŷ  + C^Zg + » 0 7.5
We now have three equations to solve for three unknowns B^,C^ and
‘’i-
Another way of specifying a plane is by a single point in the
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plane and the direction perpendicular to the plane. [DXN,DYN,DZN] 
will be the displacements for the normal vector, cu id  (Xp,y^,z^) 
are the coordinates of a point in the plane (Figure 7.16). If 
(x,y,z) is to be an arbitrary point in the plane then 
[x-Xp,y-y^,z-z^] is a vector in the pleine. An equation can now be 
derived for the plane by using the vector dot product. The result 
of the dot product is equal to the product of the lengths of the 
two vectors times the cosine of the angle between them. The angle 
between any vector in a plane and the normal vector to the plane
is 90*. Hence, we can find a vector in the plane by taking the
difference of two points within the plane. Therefore,
DXN(x-Xp) + DYN(y-7p) + DZN(z-Zp) = 0  7.6
is valid whenever (x,y,z) is a point in the plane.
7.3.3.2 3D Viewing Trams formation
There are two sets of axes system considered in the viewing 
transformation. The first is the coordinate system in which the 
object (or terrain model) is defined, i.e. world coordinates. 
The second is the viewing coordinate system in which the viewing 
plcme is defined. In order to view the object through the view 
plane (or window), a translation from one coordinate system into 
another is required, afterwhich the origins of the two coordinate 
systems coincide. Then a set of three rotations is required 
before projecting, in order to align the three axes of the two 
coordinate systems together. There are two equivalent ways of
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thinking about this. The view plane (that is the pleuie of our 
display surface) cam be thought of as fixed and the object as 
rotated, or the object can be pictured as fixed and the view plane 
as repositioned (Figure 7.17).
The view plane can be moved anywhere, thereby viewing the 
object from any single. The final picture projected is the 
perspective scene viewed by the view plane. By setting certain 
parameters, the view plane can be positioned anywhere in the 
viewing coordinate system.
The parameters involved in setting the position amd 
orientation of the view plame are the following:
(1) The view reference point (XR,YR,ZR) parameters. The view 
reference point is the centre of attention. All other viewing 
parameters are expressed relative to this point. If the view is 
rotated, it will be a rotation about the view reference point (not 
about the origin).
(2) The view plane normal (DXN,DYN,DZN) parameters. This normal 
is the direction perpendiculair to the view plame. This meams that 
the view plane always looks along the path of the view plame 
normal toward the view reference point.
(3) The VIEW-DISTANCE pareuneter. This indicates how far the view 
plane is positioned from the view reference point. The view plame 
is positioned VIEW-DISTANCE away from the view reference point in
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the direction of the view plame normal.
(4) The view-up vector (XUP,YUP,ZUP) parameters. This determines 
the orientation of the view plane about the view plane normal.
The following three-dimensional transformation matrices are 
expressed in homogeneous coordinates (i.e. 4x4), which simplifies
calculations amd allows matrix multiplication, since all the 
matrices considered atre 4x4. The trams format ion matrix will bet
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
T T _ T_ 1X -y -z -
The positive rotation about each axis adopted is shown in Figure
7.18. Rotation about the x-aucis:
■ 1 0 0 0
0 cose sine 0X 0 -sine cose 0
0 0 0 1 7.8
Rotation aOxjut the y-axis:
COS0 0 -sine 0
0 1 0 0y sine 0 cose 0
. 0 0 0 1 . 7.9
Rotation about the z-axis:
cose sine 0 0 ■
-sine cose 0 0z 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 . 7.10
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All the preceedlng matrices are used to form the 4x4 
tremsformation matrix, which is then multiplied by the vertex 
matrix, which holds the three-dimensional coordinates of the 
object's vertices.
7.3.3.2.1 Conversion To View Plane Coordinates
The user enters the description of the object in terms of the 
object coordinates. The process of generating a particular view 
of the object is one of transforming frcwa one coordinate system to 
another. The first step is a translation to move the origin to 
the correct position for the view plane coordinate system. This 
is a shift first to the view reference point, and then ailong the 
view plame normal by the VIEW-DISTANCE. After the origin is in 
place, the z-eucis is aligned. This is done in two steps. First a 
rotation about the x-axis places the line in the view plane 
coordinate's xz plane. Then a rotation about the y-axis moves the 
z-axis to its proper position. Now all that is needed is to 
rotate aübout the z-aucis until the x amd y-axes are in their place 
in the view plame coordinates. The entire trams format ion sequence 
is given by:
TMATRIX = T.Rx.Ry.Rz 7.11
where.
T =
1 0  0 0 
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
-(xr + d.dxn) - (yr + d.dyn) -(zr + d.dzn) 1
7.12


















V 0 -DXN 0= 0 1 0 0
DXN 0 V 0
. 0 0 0 1 7.15
■ XUP(VP)/RUP XUP(VP)/RUP 0 0= -XUP(VP)/RUP YUP(VP)/RUP 0 0
0 0 ] 0
L 0 0 C 1 7.16
where,
[XUP(VP) YUP(VP) Z 1] = [DXÜP DYUP DZUP 1]R RX y
RUP [XUP(VP)^ -I- YUP(VP)^]^/^
7.17
7.18
The XUP-VP and YUP-VP, allows rotation of the x and y-axis 
into position, so that the y-axis is aligned with the projection 
on the view plane of the VIEW—DP vector. Figure 7.19 shows a flow 
chart of the operations involved.
7.3.3.3 Flight Simulation Application
The above transformations (equation 7.11) are used to obtain 
the final transformation matrix, which is then used to update the 
coordinates of each primitive representing the model, and finally
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display the updated image. The parameters for flight simulation 
applications are as shown in Figure 7.20, where the view reference 
point is centered on the windshield, and the centre of projection 
on the pilot's eye, 0.5 meters behind the windshield. The pilot 
may bank or roll the plane, by changing the view-up direction, as 
discussed before. A value of zero meams level flight, and a 
negative value meams banking to the right. However, in order to 
pitch the plane, the view plame normal ham to be chamged.
As described in section 7.3.2.2 the dynamics monitor involves 
three softwaure packages. When the graphics package is selected 
the user cam automatically fly the aircraft. The real-time 
simulation package updates the position amd attitude of the plame 
as a result of chamges in aileron, rudder or elevator represented 
by the joystick. This will then update the view plame normal, 
view distance and the view-up vector (Figure 7.20). The 
trams formation matrix of equation 7.11 is then obtained using 
these values, which is finally used to update the position amd 
orientation of the primitive in the model represented in world 
coordinates. Figures 7.22 demonstrate the use of hidden-surface 
removal amd shading, as described in chapter 5, which improves the 
realistic appearance of the final image. Figures 7.23 and 7.24 
show the sequence of events of a lamding approach, the runway 
being wire-framed amd area-filled respectively.
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Figure 7.2 Graphics system software operations
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Figure 7.3 NEC graphics driver flow chart
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Figure 7.4 The MC68121 IPC monitor flow chart
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Figure 7.6 Interrupt routine NETINT
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Figure 7.7 Real-time model representing the 
aerodynamic behaviour of the aircraft
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Wing area (m )
Mean chord (m)
Startup height (m)
Startup speed (irv's) 
thrust 2
Roll moment of inertia (kgm  ̂
Pitch moment of inertia (kgm ) 











Lift slope coefficient (/rad) = 4.5
Drag term 1 = 0.022
Drag term 2 = 0.205
Sideforce derivative (/rad) = -0.79
Rolling derivative due to side force (/raid) = -0.12
Rolling derivative due to aileron (/rad) = -0.27
Rolling derivative due to roll rate (/rad) = -2.5
Pitching derivative due to incidence (/rad) = -0.73
Pitching derivative due to elevator (/rad) = -2.2
Pitching derivative due to pitch rate (/rad) = -16.0
Pitching derivative due to incidence rate (/raid) = -27.0
Yawing derivative due to side force (/rau3) = 0.22
Yawing derivative due to rudder (/rad) = -0.40
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Figure 7.22(a) A house with no hidden-surface removal
Figure 7.22(b) A house with hidden-surface removal, 
areafilled and shaded
Figure 7.22(c) A hexdecahedron areafilled, shaded 
and with hidden-surface removal
Figure 7.22(d) As above with the different
shaded surfaces outlined in blue
Light source
i
Figure 7.23(a) The runway is in the background. 
Flight information is given by the 
dials, and the top right hand display 
shows the joystick channels and 
control angles values.
i
Figure 7.23(b) A positive rudder angle is applied, 
and the runway dissapears to the left 
as the aircraft turns to the right.
i
Figure 7.23(c) A negative rudder angle is applied, 
and the runway dissapears to the right 
as the aircraft turns to the left.
i
Figure 7.23(d) View of the runway when the aircraft 
is on a landing approach.
ii
Figure 7.23(e) Aircraft in flare mode, with a glideslope 




Figure 7.23(f) Aircraft banking to the right (positive 
roll angle) before landing.
g I
Figure 7.23(g) Aircraft banking to the left ( negative 
roll angle) before landing.
Figure 7.23(h) Aircraft landed
i
Figure 7.24(a) The runway (areafilled) viewed in the 
background on landing approach.
Figure 7.24(b) Approaching the runway at an altitude 
of 500 feet and a velocity of 5 knots
Figure 7.24(c) Aircraft about to land. Altitude 100 feet 
and velocity 2 knots.
Î
Figure 7.24(d) Aircraft landed
CHAPTER 8
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
(1) Animation to display time-varying data : It would be useful
and would greatly simplify the analysis of the simulation results 
if the displayed plot is achieved dynamically and in real-time. 
So that the dynamic plots would correspond to the results received 
from the aerodynamic simulation in real-time.
(2) An addition to the system of am 'instructor's console', which 
will enable the user to induce vaurious emergency situations.
(3) Hardware development of a transformation processor dedicated 







The transformation processor would receive commands, flight 
information and data representing the surfaces of each primitive. 
The transformation processor would then reject the surfaces facing 
away from the viewer, and perform the a p p ro p r ia te  coordinate 
transformation on the remaining surfaces. The transformations 
would be performed using a 4x4 multiplier. Such a processor would 
greatly improve the speed of excut ing the required trams format ions 
on each surface.
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis shows the methods used to obtain a real time 
model of the aerodynamic equations simulating an aircraft in 
flight using the MC68000 microcomputer system.
The modelling of large complex systems in real time requires 
a very powerful computational facility and the application of 
distributed processing techniques to modem microprocessors heis 
led to the development of a new, powerful ccmputational facility 
that is easy to use. This has led to the development of 
multiprocessor real time simulation studies.
The high data rate and required experimental flexibility 
suggests the requirement for a multiprocessor system, which 
performs separate tasks in a peurallel algorithm. A distributed 
processing system is used, whereby one computer which performs the 
dynamics simulation runs in parallel with another computer which 
performs the necessary transformation confutations and the final 
display of the image. The dynamics simulation computer has the 
capability to simulate aircraft manoeuvers in six degrees of 
freedom.
The ability to obtain real time responses allows the user to 
make theoretical studies at much higher rates them those 
previously possible with the important advantage of the removal in 
cost, time and memory space limitations present on most mainframe
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confuters. The flight simulation system allows the user to 
interrogate the aerodynamic simulation and have its data rapidly 
displayed in graphical form.
The major technique used by system modellers, is the 
formation of first order differential equations. These 
differential equations, which coupletely define the action of the 
system under study, are then integrated by some integration 
technic[ue to produce the time response of the system. The Z
transform is an extremely fast and efficient method of producing 
the time response of a system and has been shown to be between 
four emd ten times faater than the conventional modelling 
techniques. The Z transform integration method was used to obtain 
the difference equations representing the system.
Considerations of the commercial requirements of a
computer-generated display for use in flight simulators leads to
the choice of a colour display raster-scan graphics system working 
at a minimum of 25 frames per second (non-interlaced display) in 
order to avoid flicker. Therefore, the display device must be 
supplied with new information at the display frame rate, emd the 
frame display period should be less than 40 milliseconds otherwise 
the images will appear to move jerkily. The dynamics real time 
model produced updated results for the six degrees of freedom
every 10 milliseconds.
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The grafhics system required for a flight-simulator should 
have a high resolution for improved accuracy of the final image 
displayed, and a high pixel rate for real time applications. A 
graphics system based on the NEC7220 chip was developed which 
provided a screen resolution of upto 1024 by 1024 pixels and a 
pixel rate of upto 30MHz. The graphics system had a colour 
palette of 4096 colours from which auiy 256 may be simultaneously 
displayed. A joystick card was also developed to provide the 
approperiate interface between the MC68000 system auid the joystick 




The MC68000 I/O system is an interrupt driven, fully queued 
input output system that controls the operation of both ACIAs, 
mathematical processors and programable timer. It is completely 
transparent to the user. Functions aure initialized by I/O packets 
that contain control information for the required function to be 
performed. All registers are preserved.
The I/O system is entered via a call to Trap 12 with address 
register A6 containing the address of the I/O packet. The I/O 










To enter this packet into the I/O system the format in the 
user program would be
LEA.L PACKET,A6 ;Get packet address to A6
TRAP 12 ;Enter I/O system
BCS ERROR ; If CS an error was detected
; in the setup
The I/O system sets the carry on return from a TRAP 12 if an 
error was detected in initialisation of the required function. 
Further information is returned in the error return of the packet 
about the error.
Returning from TRAP 12 with the carry clear does not mean 
that the function has been completed, the function has merely been 
queued into the I/O system. To check for completion of the 
function the user program should wait until the busy flag is no 
longer present in the error return of the packet.
Definition of terms used in the I/O packet.
PAFUNC -> Word containing function code, valid function codes 
are:-
0-> Communicate with ACIA 0.
1-> Communicate with ACIA 1.
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2-> Request an operation from the AMD 9511's.
3-> Request timer 3 mode from the P.T.M..
4-> Request timer 1 or 2 to provide a timing function.
5-> Request drawing with the Efcis graphics display.
PASFUN -> Word containing sub-function code, valid sub-function
codes are;-
For functions 0 and 1
Greater than zero write to ACIA
Less than or equal to zero read from ACIA
For function 2 the low order byte contains the command word for 
the processor.
For functions 3 and 4
-2 -> 16 bit counting mode continuous
-1 —> 8 bit dual counting mode continuous
0 -> Illegal
1 -> 16 bit counting mode single shot
2 —> 8 bit dual counting mode single shot 
Sub-function 5 is discussed below
PAERR -> Word containing error or status returns
PACNT —> Word containing nos of bytes actually transferred
PABUFF -> Long word containing address of data buffer
PABYTE — > Word containing byte count for transfer, in the
FPP(function 2) this word contains the nos of bytes in a data type
PASPAR -> Full/Half duplex bit, 0=full, T=0 half for functions O
and 1. Spare for function 2 and 4. >0/8 counting mode <= O
normal counting mode for function 3.
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PAAST -> Long word containing address of AST routine, this routine 
will be called on completion of I/O , if zero not used.
The error returns for the I/O system are
SÜSÜC EQÜ 1 /•Function succeeded
SÜBSY EQO 0 ;Function incomplete (still 
being processed)
ERILL EQÜ -1 ;Illegal function code
ERQOVR EQÜ -2 ;Queue overflow error
ERFRAM EQD -3 ; Framing error
EROVER EQÜ -4 ;Reciever overrun error
ERPRTY EQO -5 ;Parity error
ERZRDV EQO -6 ;FPP zero divide error
ERNGSQ EQO -7 ;Attempt to log or sqrt a 
negative number error
ERINAG EQO -8 ;Invalid argument error
ERUNDE EQO -9 ;Onderflow error
EROVFL EQO -10 ;Overflow error
ERILSF EQO -11 ;Illegal sub-function code value 
error
ERNAST EQO -12 ;No AST address specified 
error(Continuous timer mode)
ERSIZE EQO -13 ; Illegal data size error
ERILCH EQO -14 /•Illegal character error
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A.1.1 Device details
Specific details of how the I/O system functions for 
functions 0 and 1 follows-
unsolicited I/O will not be accepted if UNSACP offset in 
unsolicited UNSnSAV packet is not zero amd only special I/O 
control chars will do anything to the I/O stream. Unsolicited I/O 
is user transparent and as such may be ignored if not required.
The I/O system will echo any typed char if the char is 
printable else it will process special chars as following 
del -> deletes prev char in buffer if possible. 
tG to <cr> does not do any conversion just echoes.
<cr>, rz, <esc> takes ais a special terminating chars.
ÎR reproduces buffer to screen.
TQ turns on previously stopped output, 
rs stops output.
TU erases whole buffer echoes tU<crxlf>.
If raw output is required set bit $80 in the data as the ACIA 
will ignore this bit.
Specific information on use of function 2 the AMD 9511 
operation. The I/O system places the result of the operation in 
(PABUFF)+2*PABYTE whether an error was detected or not, places
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SUSUC as error return if no errors detected , if errors detected
an error code is placed in the error return
Specific information on the use of sub-function 5 the
graphics driver routines. These routines should control the
EF9366 as per the other terminals to enable display of
alpha-numeric data and graphic data including colour changes and 
attach to the interrupt vector.
Assigned sub-function codes so far are:-
1 —>> Talk to scrolling region of screen and write PABYTE chars on 
the screen at cursor position, scrolling if necessary.
2 —>> Set screen scrolling positions and character sizes and 
character colour and cursor colour amd ercLse scrolling area to a 
background colour auid character and tilt.
3 ->> Redisplay scrolling curea by forcing a scroll.
4 ->> Erase screen to a background colour.
5 ->> Plot a set of X,Y vectors on the screen in a selected 
colour.
6 ->> Plot a defined character on the screen in a selected colour.
7 —>> Erase non-scrolling area to a background colour.
8 —>> Reconnect interrupt vector to task.
9 ->> Disconnect interrupt vector from the taak.
10 ->> Place PABYTE chciracters at colour,size,position on screen.
11 ->> Get scrolling region current colour and writing mode.
12 ->> Get a light pen hit from the screen.
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13 ->> Cancel a light pen hit request.
Note, sub-functions 12 and 13 have not been implemented yet 
and if requested will return ERILSF error code in the status 
return.
PASPAR bit definitions
0 —> > not defined
1 — >> not defined
2 — >> not defined
3 ->> not defined
4 — >> not defined
5 — >> not defined
6 — >> not defined
7 — >> wait for vertical blanking to execute command
A.2 Remote Host transfer
To send raw data from the MC68000 to the POP 11/34 the TRAP 
10 I/O routines are used. The routines are entered via TRAP 10 
with AS containing the address of the packet to execute. Packet 
definition:-
TRINBUF ->> Long word containing address of buffer containing data 
to send. This address must be on an even boundary.
TROUBUF ->> Long word containing the address of a 1024 byte buffer 
that the TRAP 10 routines will use as work space.
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TRWORD ->> Word that contains the number of WORDS to transmit to 
the PDP 11/34.
TRERR ->> Word that will contain error or status returns.
TRAST ->> Long word containing the address of an AST routine that 
will be executed on completion of the packet.
The routines are executed in the same way sls TRAP 12 routines
i.e.
LEA.L TRPACK,A6 ;Get address of packet
TRAP 10 ;Queue the packet in
BCS ERROR ;If CS eui error was detected
The routines will cause TRAP 12 to request I/O from ACIA 1, 
cuid the user program should not use ACIA 1 at the same time as 
TRAP 10 routines. Entry of a packet and a return without a carry 
does not mean that the packet has completed, just accepted into 
the queue. Completion of the packet will occur when TRERR is 
positive (Success) or negative ( Error detected ). The error code 
will be the same as defined for TRAP 12 routines.
A.3 Conversion routines
System support routines , convert decimal, hex, floating 
point, output to display ports. Entered via TRAP 13 with A6 
containing the address of the function packet, carry will be set 
on return if an error is detected. Definition of function packet
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CVFUNC -> Word containing function code
CVBYTE -> Word containing data size in bytes
CVINBF -> Long word containing address of input buffer
CVOUBF -> Long word containing address of output buffer
CVERR -> Word containg error return information,same error codes
as I/O system are used
Assigned function codes are
0 -> Convert input buffer to Hex chars at output buffer.
1 —> Convert input buffer to Decimal chars at output buffer.
2 -> Place input buffer value on display port O.
3 -> Place input buffer value on display port 1.
4 —> Convert input buffer from floating point to decimal at output 
buffer.
5 -> Convert input buffer from chars to floating point nos at
output buffer.
6 — > Convert input buffer from chars to decimal nos at output
buffer.
7 -> Convert input buffer from chars to Hex nos at output buffer.
To use the functions above TRAP 13 is used in the same way as
TRAP 12 is used for I/O operations i.e.
LEA.L PACKET,A6 ;Get packet address to A6
TRAP 13 ;Go do it
BCS ERROR ; If CS error detected
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The input conversion routines will also change CVINBF in the 
packet to point to the end of the string just parsed, thus 
allowing multiple values on a single line seperated by commas to 
be decoded with a minimum of programming effort.
A.4 Debug commands
The 68000 debug tool to examine/modify memory is entered by 
giving the command :- 
DEBUG<cr>
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The routine will then prompt with 
DEBUG>
The user is then able to open any required memory location
by:-
lOCN, <open commandxcr>
Where LOCN is a hexadecimal number specifying the address of 
the location to be opened, <open command> is a single character 
open command that specifys the mode of opening for this location.
The display will be of the form 
VALl VAL2
Where VALl is the current address and VAL2 is the value 
contained at that address.
The user cam then modify this location if desired by typing 
NEWVAL < terminator >
Where NEWVAL is the value to place at this location or to 
leave the contents of the current location unchanged by typing
Where terminator is one of the following 
<cr> -> Go to next highest location 
<esc> -> Go to next lowest location
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rz -> Close current location and go back to DEBUG prompt level
The mode of opening may also be changed by typing 
<open command><cr>
This will cause the current open location to be reopened with 
the new mode
DEBUG may be exited by typing TZ at DEBUG prompt level.
The memory opening commands for DEBUG axe:- 
-> Open address as a Hexadecimal byte.
/ -> Open address as a Hexadecimal word.
I -> Open address as a Hexadecimal long word.
) -> Open address as a Decimal byte.
] -> Open address as a Decimal word.
> -> Open address as a Decimal long word,
• -> Open address as an Ascii byte.
’ -> Open address as an Ascii word.
" -> Open address as cin Ascii long word.
= -> Open address as a floating point number.
APPENDIX B
NEC?220 GRAPHICS CARD DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
B.1 Introduction
The graphics card of Figure B.l is based around the NEC
PD7220 graphics controller chip.
The PD7220 graphics display controller (GDC) is an
intelligent microprocessor peripheral designed to be the heart of 
a high-performance raster-scan computer graphics and character
display system. Positioned between the video display memory and 
the microprocessor bus, the GDC performs the tasks needed to 
generate the raster display cuid manage the display memory.
Processor software overhead is minimised by the GDC’s 
sophisticated instruction set, graphics figure drawing, and IXiA 
transfer capcibilities. The display memory supported by the GDC 
can be configured in any number of formats and sizes upto 256K 
16-bit words. The display can be zoomed and panned, while 
partitioned screen areas can be indepenedently scrolled. With its 
light pen input and multiple controller capability, the GDC is
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ideal for advanced ccsnputer graphics applications.
The GDC features are
(1) Microprocessor interface, DMA transfers with 8257 or 8237 type 
controllers and FIFO command buffering.
( 2 ) Display memory interface of upto 256K words with 
Read-Modify-Write (RMW) display memory cycles in under 800ns and 
dynamic RAM refresh cycles for nonaccesseed memory.
(3 ) Light pen input.
( 4) External video synchronisation mode.
(5) Graphics mode with upto 4megabyte bit-mapped display memory.
(6) Character mode with 8K character code and attributes display 
memory.
(7) Mixed graphics and character mode.
(8) Graphics capabilities: figure drawing of lines, arcs/circles,
rectangles and graphics characters in 800ns per pixel. Display of 
upto 1024 by 1024 pixels with 4 planes of colour or grayscale and 
two independently scrollable areaa.
(9) Character capabilities : auto cursor advance, four 
independently scrollable areas, programmable cursor hight, upto 
256 characters per row, panning and command-settcüDle video raster 
parameters.
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(10) DMA capability of bytes or word transfers (4 clock periods 
per byte transferred).
The GDC has a powerful instruction set which cuts down on 
processor software overhead. The result is a six level hierarchy 
with the GDC controlling the lower three levels. At the lowest 
level, the GDC generates video raster timing, partitioned areas on 
the screen and display zooming. At the next level, video display 
memory is modified during figure drawing and data moves. The 
third level involves calculating memory addresses pixel by pixel 
as drawing progresses.
Levels four to six are controlled externally by the host 
processor. Level four is concerned with preliminary calculations 
of the drawing parameters derived from a list of graphics figures 
drawable by the GDC. These graphics figures are picked by level 5 
from a suitably manipulated and stored form of the complete 
picture. Manipulation amd storage is the task of level six after 
having been inputted with a description of the required image.
The functions of levels one to three are mainly under 
software control, either being set at initialisation or during a 
drawing sequence. This feature allows great system flexibility, 
an example from level one being the video timing generation which 
can be programmed to comply with almost any monitor standard.
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The GDC clock may be programmed to display almost any 
configuration of pixels to any monitor stamdard, but careful 
choice of clock frequency must be made for each application. The 
pixel clock is given by; 
f = p/(r.h.t)
where, p = total number of pixels in the horizontal 
direction. 
r = the aspect ration 
h = the line duration
t = the ratio of displayed horizontal lines to 
the total number of horizontal lines.
Hence, if r = 0.7, h = 64xl0~^ secs (CCIR timing 
standard), t = 625/512, then f = l4MHz
The 2XWCIJC clock signal for the GDC was obtained frxxn the 
pixel clock by a division of eight to give a frequency of 1.75MHz. 
One normal display cycle tcüces two 2XWCLK cycles, during which 
time 16 bits must be accessed from the display memory cuid loaded 
into parallel to serial shift registers. These registers axe 
clocked at pixel rate to produce the serial video pixel stream.
B.2 GDC Graphics Memory Interface
The GDC will directly interface to four bit planes, each 
configured upto a maucimum of 1024 by 1024 pixels (Figure B.2). 
Control of both raister scanning and display modification is
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therefore supported, a feature not present on earlier controllers 
which require a dual ported display memory or hardware CWA to 
enable the host processor to load areas of display memory.
Host/controller communication is improved by employing a FIFO 
buffer to interface the two asynchronous running systems. 
Software DMA is supported by the GDC to allow large blocks of data 
to be shifted to or from display memory in an efficient manner.
GDC system timing is derived from the pixel clock which is 
dictated by both the system specification and video monitor timing 
stcuidards. The GDC requires a single clock (2xWCLK) running at 
twice the display frequency to drive all its internal logic. The 
2xWCIK clock is derived from the pixel clock by dividing by eight. 
This means that one display cycle will consist of loading sixteen 
bits of data from display memory into PISO (Parallel In Serial
Out ) shift register which will then be clocked out at pixel rate
to produce the video bit stream. The GDC is constructed using 
NMOS technology which restricts its maximum clock frequency to 
5MHz meaning that all logic running at video speed (which could be
upto 80MHz ), must be external to the GDC and implemented in TTL or
ECL technology.
The GDC controls all aspects of the display memory interface, 
which includes generating the raster scan address sequence, 
reading and modifying display memory data aind generating refresh
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cycles for the dynamic RAM. The host processor has no direct 
control over the display memory bus, although a dual ported memory 
could be used if this feature was rec[uired. The display memory 
interface consists of 16 bidirectional address/data lines denoted 
ADO to AD15 with an additional two lines to output the top bits of 
the display memory address amd provide system control signals in 
other operating modes than graphics mode. These additional lines 
denoted A16 auid A17 are operating mode dependant. In graphics 
mode, they are used in conjunction with ADO to AD15 to provide an 
18 bit address in display memory. In the character mode, A17 
outputs the cursor signal, while A16 supplies the MSB of the line 
counter. In the mixed mode, A16 and A17 are multiplexed so that 
during horizontal retrace A17 indicates whether the next line will 
be bit mapped graphics or characters, and A16 outputs the external 
line counter clear pulse. During the active display time, A17 
indicates the cursor position and A16 follows the attribute 
blinking timing.
Two control signals aire used to coordinate external hardware 
with the GDC's bus timing. These are the Address Latch Enable 
(ALE), amd the Data Bus Input Enable (DBIN). The ALE identifies 
the begining of a memory display cycle. The GDC clock runs at 
twice the maximum display frequency and the differing lenghts of 
blanked, active, zoomed and unzoomed display cycles would 
otherwise make it impossible to determine the first clock cycle of 
a new memory cycle. During this first clock period, the memory
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address becomes available and the strobing of display memory with 
row and column addresses must begin. At the end of the second 
clock signal, the PISO shift registers must be loaded with the 
accessed data ready to be shifted during the next display cycle. 
The DBIN signal is used during RMW cycles to indicate vdien the GDC 
will input data on its bidirectional A/D lines. The data from 
display memory is read 16 bits at a time euid modified by the GDC 
before being written back into display memory.
B.3 Host Interface (MC68121 IPC)
The MC68121 Intelligent Peripheral Controller (IPC) is a 
general purpose, mask programmable peripheral controller. The IPC 
provides the interface between the MC68000 processor and the NEC 
GDC. System bus data is transferred to and fr<xn the IPC via 
dual-port RAM while the softwaire utilizes the semaphore registers 
to control RAM tasking or any other shared resource. Multiple 
operating modes range from a single chip mode with 21 I/O lines 
and 2 control lines to an expanded mode supporting an address 
space of 64K bytes. A serial communications interface, 16-bit 
timer, dual-ported RAM and semaphore registers are available for 
use by the IPC in all operating modes.
The host processor and the GDC are synchronously running and 
therefore interfacing these two devices could result in an 
ineffcicent transfer of data. Transferring large blocks of
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commamds cind peurameters or sections of display memory could result 
in excessive waiting times if interlaced data transfer was 
employed. To overcome this problem, the GDC has an internal 16 
byte deep FIFO buffer which provides the main pathway for 
information flow between the two systems. Eight bit commands and 
parameters acre loaded into the buffer by the host and removed at 
the other end by the GDC’s command processor. In addition, the 
FIFO is used to buffer data for the host as it is read from 
display memory or internal registers. Associated with this 
transfer is a temporary data register which allows fast access 
times into the IPC bus.
The MC68121 IPC features are:
(1) System bus compatible with the asynchronous MC68000 family.
( 2 ) System bus compatible with the MC6809 and other MC6800 family 
processors/peripherals.
(3) Local bus allows interface with all MC6800 peripherals.
(4) MC6801 source and object code compatible.
(5) 128 bytes of dual-ported RAM.
(6) Multiple operation modes ranging from single chip to e3q)anded, 
with 64K byte address space.
(7 ) Six shared semaphore registers.
(8) 21 parallel I/O lines and 5 handshake lines.
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(9) Serial Communications Interface (SCI).
(10) 16-bit three function timer.
(11) 8-bit CPU and internal bus.
(12) Halt/bus available capability control
(13) 8x8 multiply instruction.
(14) TTL con^tible inputs euid outputs.
( 15) External and internal interrupts.
B.4 Interrupt Requests
The MC68000 system provides seven levels of interrupt 
priorities. Devices may be chained externally within interrupt 
priority levels, allowing an unlimited number of peripheral 
devices to interrupt to the processor. Interrupt priority levels 
are numbered from one to seven, level seven being the heighest 
priority. The status register contains a three-bit mask which 
indicates the current processor priority, amd interrupts are 
inhibited for all priority levels less than or equal to the 
current processor prioirty.
An interrupt request is made to the processor by encoding the 
interrupt request level on the interrupt request lines; a zero 
indicates no interrupt request. Interrupt requests arriving at
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the processor do not force immediate exception processing, but are 
made pending. Pending interrupts are detected between instruction 
executions. If the priority of the pending interrupt is lower 
than or ec[ual to the current processor priority, execution 
continues with the next instruction and the interrupt exception 
processing is postponed. If the priority of the pending interrupt 
is greater than the current processor priority, the exception 
processing sequence is started. First a copy of the status
register is saved, and the privilege state is set to supervisor, 
tracing is suppressed, and the processor priority level is set to 
the level of the interrupt being acknowledged. The processor 
fetches the vector number frcxn the interrupting device, 
classifying the reference as an interrupt acknowledge and 
displaying the level number of the interrupt being acknowledged on 
the address bus. If external logic requests cui automatic 
vectoring, the processor internally generates a vector number 
which is determined by the interrupt level number. If external 
logic indicates a bus error the interrupt is taken to be spurious 
and the generated vector number references the spurious interrupt 
vector. The processor then proceeds with the usual exception 
processing, saving the program counter and status register on the 
supervisor stack. The saved value of the program counter is the 
address of the instruction which would have been executed had the 
interrupt not been present. The content of the interrupt vector 
whose vector number was previously obtained is fetched and loaded 
into the program counter, amd the normal execution commences in
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the interrupt handling routine.
The method used to initiate interrupt requests to the GDC was 
by setting a bit in the MC68121 semaphore register, which is 
shaured with the MC68000 system. The interrupt acknowledge 
sequence is au3 follows:
(1) When the driver is entered ais a result of a sendpacket, am 
interrupt is requested.
(2 ) Grant the interrupt:
1. compaure interrupt level in status register and wait for 
current instruction to complete.
2. place interrupt level on Al, A2 amd A3.
3. set R/W to read.
4. set function code to interrupt acknowledge.
5. auBsert address strobe (AS).
6. aissert lower data strobe (LDS).
(3 ) Provide vector number:
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1. place vector number on D0-D7.
2. assert data tramsfer acknowledge (DTACK).
(4) Aquire vector number:
1. latch vector number.
2. negate LDS.
3. negate AS.
(5) Releaise by negating DTACK.
(6) Staurt interrupt processing.
(7) Transfer data from main memory to MC68121 shared memory.
( 8) Assert bit in semaphore register to indicate to the MZ68121 
monitor that transfer is complete.
B.5 The Zoom Hardware
The GDC warn capable of supporting zocxn factors of upto 
sixteen by using a method of pixel replication in both the x and y 
directions. Zooming in the y-direction was achieved by repeating 
display line accesses, which warn software controlled by the GDC.
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Pixel zooming in the x-direction involved circuitry operating too 
fast to be implemented using NMOS technology. Hardwaure, external 
to the GDC wais, therefore, needed to carry out this task. The 
method adopted for repeating pixels in the x-direction involved 
halting the video shift registers for the correct amount of time. 
A 4-bit 74LS175 register waa prograumned with the required zocxo 
factor, in conjunction with issuing a zoom, command to the GDC.
The zoom register's contents were then used to load a 74LS163
pre-settable counter, which wats clocked at pixel frequency. 
Whenever the counter's cairry out signal, or the video shift 
register load enable signal waa aaserted, the counter warn reaet 
with the approperiate zoom factor. This ensured that the first
pixel from the shift register would be zoomed by the correct
amount. The 16-bit shift register was composed of two 74LS299 
8-bit bi-directional shift registers, \diich were clocked at pixel 
rate for zoomed amd unzoomed display cycles.
B.6 The Read-Mod ify-Write (RMW) Hairdware
The GDC cam directly interface to 4 bit plames, each 
consisting of a maucimum of 1024x1024 pûœls. Drawing into display 
memory commences one plame at a time using read-modify-write 
cycles. Modifying each of the eight bit plames individually would 
be fax too slow. Instead, when the Œ C  requested a read from 
display memory, it reads a register containing all zeros. After 
alteration by the figure drawing logic, all the data bits to be
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modified were, therefore, set to 1, ready for writing back into 
display memory during the second half of the RMW cycle. The data 
bits were not actually written back into memory, but were used to 
steer a master write enable pulse to the correct RAMs in each 
pixel plane. The data inputs to display memory during RMW cycles 
were supplied by a colour register, which had been programmed 
before drawing commenced. By selecting whether each bit plane 
should contain a 1 or a O, it was controlling the colour of the 
resulting figure. All eight bit plames were, therefore, modified 
in parallel, producing an improvement in drawing speed of upto 
eight times. The GDC produced a signal "DBIN" to indicate when it 
would input data from its 16 bi-directional A/D lines.
B.7 The Palette Look- up Table
Representing each of the 3 primary colours by 4 bits, a 
palette of (16)^ = 4096 different colours could be displayed by
the monitor. The serial pixel outputs from each of the eight bit 
planes were latched, and then used to form an eight bit address 
for 3 identical blocks of memory, one for each primary colour. 
These blocks of memory were collectively known as the colour (or 
palette) look-up table. Since an eight bit pixel address was 
available, then 256 different colours could be accessed from the 
look-up memory at any one time. Each block of this memory was 
configured as 256 words of 4 bits each, implemented using the 
AM9122 fast RAM. Random access memory is used so that the table
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could be altered at cuiy time by the host processor. For a 
1024x1024 resolution system, the 8-bit parallel pixel address is 
stable for approximately 30 nauioseconds. The look-up RAM, 
therefore, had to have an access time within this limit. The 
accessed data from the RAMs were latched to ensure a clean and 
stable input for the VDAC 444TD Digital to Analogue Converter. To 
program the colour look-up table, the host (MC68121) had to assume 
control of all the RAM control signals. It had to provide eight 
address bits and 4 data bits, together with the write strobe. Two 
write cycles were used to program each location of the look-up 
RAM. The first cycle was used to latch the RAM address from the 
MC68121 data bus, whilst the second used this address together 
with its own data to complete the programming of one location. A 
mask register selected which of the red, green or blue look-up 
maps the data had to be written to.
The AM9122 is a high-performance, low-power, 1024-bit, static 
read/write random access memory. It offers a wide range of access 
times including versions as fast as 25ns. Each memory is 
implemented as 256 words by 4 bits per word. The AM9122 employs 
cm output enable and two chip enable inputs. High noise immunity, 
high output drive (4 TTL loads) and TTL logic voltage levels allow 
easy conversion from bipolar to MOS. 10% power supply tolerances 
give better margins in the memory system.
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B.8 The Video Digital to Analogue Converter (VDAC)
The 4-bit/channe1 Video Digital to Analogue Converter (VDAC) 
444TD was used to provide 16 grey levels for each primary colour.
The VDAC (Figure B.3) is a hybrid circuit containing three 
complete video speed digital-to-auietlogue converters. The device 
makes an ideal interface between the computer output signals and 
the CRT in a RGB type computer graphics terminal. The DACs have 
4 -bits of resolution, providing a colour palette of 4096 possible 
display colours.
The DACs are very high speed and have update rates of upto 
40MHz. The data inputs have data latches and their outputs 
provide a clean video signal which does not require additional 
deglitching circuits. The outputs will drive a 750 load and will 
provide the composite sync and blanking levels required for CRT 
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Figure B.3 Triple A-biL 40MHz Video DAC 444TD
APPENDIX C
SUBSTITUTION METHODS FOR SIMULATING TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
The substitution method for simulating transfer functions 
derives difference equations as follows :
—11. By substituting an f(z) for s in the transfer function 
of the system to be simulated.
2. By inverting the resulting z-domain transfer functions 
into a difference equation.
Tustin’s well-known substitution method leads to fairly
stable, though not necessarily accurate, difference equations for
simulating a continuous process. Tustin developed the f(z) for
his method as follows:
-sTz = e
s = (1/T).ln(z) a (2/T)[(z-l)/(z+l)] 
by truncating the Laurent series expansion of ln(z ). Thus : 
s"^ s (T/2)[(z+l)/(z-l)] 
and s " e  ( t /2 )"[( z+1 )/( z-1 )]” = f”(z)
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—1The transfer function for s in Tustin’s method is 
equivalent to the transfer function for trapezoidal integration:
*n = *n-l + (T/2)[i„ + 
which is an implicit numerical integrator. The extension of the
substitution method to other numerical integrators is
straightforwaurd. First the integrator transfer function is
-1developed. Then this function can be substituted for each s in 
the transfer function of the system being simulated. Some of the 
often-used substitution algorithms are shown in Table C.l.
1 /s Method Operator









1/3 Tust in T^ z^+3z2+3z+l
8 (z-l)3






T* z (z^+4z+l) 
6 (z-1)*
Table C.l Integrators commonly used in applying 
the substitution method
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( 3) open.workstation( wkid,conid, vrtype ) : Create a connection
between the specified workstation and GKS.
(4) close.workstation(wkid): Release the connection between the 
specified workstation and GKS.
(5) activate.workstation(wkid): Output is routed to the specified 
workstation.
(6) deactivate.workstation(wkid): Output is no longer routed to 
the specified workstation.
(7) clear.workstation(wkid,cof1): Perform all deferred actions 
and clear display space on the specified workstation.
(8) update.workstation(wkid,regf1): Performs all deferred actions.
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D.2 Output Functions
(1) polyline(n,px,py). Generate a polyline defined by points in
world coordinates.
(2) polymau:ker(n,px,py): Generates markers of a given type at
specified points in world coordinates.
(3) text(px,py,chars): Generate a text string starting at px,py.
(4) fill.area(n,px,py): Generate a polygon which may be filled
with colour, a hatch or a pattern, or may be hollow.
(5) cell.array(px,py,qx,qy,dx,dy,cla): Map the given array of
colour indices onto the display surface.
D.3 Output Attributes
Workstation Independëint Primitives attributes :
(1 ) set.polyline.index(index).
(2) set.linetype(Itype): Set the linetype.
( 3 ) set. linewidth. scale. factor( Iwidth ) : Set the linewidth scale
factor.
(4) set.polyline.colour.index(coli ) : Set the polyline colour 
index.
(5) set.polymarker.index(index): Select a bundle index for
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polymarkers.
(6) set.markertype(mtype): Set the marker type.
(7) set. marker, size, scale. factor( ms ize): Set the marker size
scale factor.
(8) set.polymarker.colour.index(coli): Set the polymarker colour 
index.
(9) set.text.index( index): Select a bundle index for text.
(10) set.text.font. emd.precision(font,prec): Set the text font
and precision.
(11) set.character.expansion.factor(chxp): Set the character
e3q>ansion factor as a fraction of the chcuracter height.
(12) set. character. spacing( chsp ) : Set the character spacing as a
fraction of the character height.
(13) set.text.colour.index(coli): Set the text colour index.
(14) set. character.height( chh ) : Set the character height in WC.
(15) set. chcuracter. up.vector( chux, chuy ) : Set the character up
vector in world coordinates.
(16 ) set.text.path(chp).
(17) set.text.alignment(txalh,txalv): Set the horizontal and
vertical alignment of text strings
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(22) set.pattern.size(szx,szy): Set the pattern size in world 
coordinates for use in the display of fill area primitives with 
interior style pattern.
(23 ) set.pattern.reference.point(rfx,rfy): Set the pattern
reference point in world coordinates for use in the display of 
fill area primitives with interior style pattern.
(24) set. aispect. source. flags( lasf ) : Define \diether the value of 
each non-geometric aspect is obtained from the corresponding 
individual attribute or from the appropriate bundle on the 
workstation.
(25) set.colour.représentâtion( wsid,colindx,r,g, b): The given 
colour index is associated with the specified colour.
D.4 Transformation Functions
( 1 ) set .window( tnr,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymauc) : Set the window in world 
coordinates of the specified normalization transformation.
(2) set.viewport(trn,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax): Set the viewport in
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normalized device coordinates of the specified normalization 
transform.
(3) select.normalization.transform(tnr): Select a normalization 
transform for output.
(4) set.clipping.indicator(clsw): Set the clipping indicator for
the current normalization transformation.
(5) set.workstation.window( wkid,xmin,xmax,ymin, ymax): Set the
workstation window in normalized device coordinates.
(6) set .workstation. viewport( wkid,xmin,xznax,ymin, ymax): Set the
workstation viewport in device coordinates.
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